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Introduction 
    
 Colloquium on Robotics, Unmanned Systems and Cybernetics 2014 (CRUSC 2014) is one of the 
initiatives from Robotics and Unmanned System (RUS) research group under the Instrumentation 
and Control Engineering (iCE) Cluster, Faculty of Electrical & Electronics Engineering, 
Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP) to bring together the researchers that related to the field of 
robotics, unmanned systems and cybernetics. In this first CRUS event the targeted is to bring majority 
participants among the undergraduates and postgraduate under related research/focus group to 
submit research papers, concept papers, technical report or undergraduate final year project 
report. This first event is going to be held at Faculty of Electrical & Electronics Engineering, 
Universiti Malaysia Pahang, Pekan, Pahang on November 20, 2014 as a part of the FKEE Visiting 
Professor Lectures and Keysight Technologies Advanced Laboratory Opening Ceremony event.  
 
Topics (not limited) 
Robotics & Unmanned Systems 
Robot mechanism and control, Supervision Systems, Underactuated systems and control, 
Legged/Multi-legged systems, Tele-robotics and Tele-operation, Unmanned and autonomous vehicle 
technology, Human- Robots Interfaces, Network robotics, Intelligent transportation technologies, 
Space and Underwater robots, Robot modelling, Simulation and system architecture, Human-machine 
interfaces, Collective and social robots, Humanoid robots, Cognitive approach for robotics, 
Mechatronics systems, Virtual environment, Virtual and Augmented Reality, Perception and 
awareness; Surveillance, fault detection and diagnosis; Robotics in medical, Bioinspired/Biomimetic 
systems. 
Cybernetics & Informatics 
Agent-Based modelling, Artificial immune systems, Artificial life, Swarm intelligence, Optimization 
and evolutionary computation, Biometric systems/Bioinformatics, Computational Life Science, 
Cybernetics for informatics, Evolutionary computation, Expert and knowledge-based systems, 
Information assurance and intelligent multimedia computation, Heuristic algorithms, Hybrid models 
of Neural Network, Image processing/pattern recognition, Fuzzy systems and its applications, 
Knowledge acquisition in Intelligent, Machine vision, Self-Organization. 
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Summary on Plenary Session: Session 1 
 
Professor Dr. Shamsudin Mohd Amin 
CAIRO, Materials and Manufacturing Research Alliance, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 
Topic: An Experimental Approach in Designing Multi-Robot Systems 
Abstract: 
There are many pertinent issues and complex challenges confronting the robotics community at large. 
It could be in the form of the complex mechanisms required to accomplish some required tasks, or it 
could be in the form of advanced architectures of the controllers to emulate intelligence levels in the 
decision making processes, or in the challenges in the communication technologies being deployed. 
The multi-robot approach can be further extended into multi-team robot systems deploying 
homogeneous and heterogeneous robots at the same time. Issues such as robot team interaction and 
inter-robot communications become forefront challenges to be overcome by the robotics community. 
Several approaches have been introduced in designing robotic systems. The design methodologies 
could be classified as ethological guided/constraint approach, situated activity design approach, 
experimentally driven design approach. In this presentation, we attempt to share the experimentally 
driven design approach in building various generations of mobile robots leading to the intelligent 
multi robot systems for specific task achievement, i.e. transferring oversized objects. A step by step 
development and testing is presented, supported by video clip presentations of te experiments. 
Biography: 
Professor Shamsudin is currently Professor of Robotics at Faculty of Electrical, Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia (UTM) under the Department of Control and Mechatronics Engineering and CAIRO in 
Materials and Manufacturing Research Alliance. He has involved, chairing and founders in several 
professional bodies such as Asian Mechatronics Association, Malaysian Society for Engineers and 
Technologies (MySET), Instrumentation and Control Society of Malaysia (ICSM), Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Malaysia Section (2001), Asian Control Professors Association 
(ACPA) and Robotics and Automation Association of Malaysia (RAAM). Detail about professor can 
be found at http://www.cairo.utm.my/cairo/ 
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Summary on Plenary Session: Session 2 
 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mohd Rizal Arshad 
Underwater Control and Robotics Research Group (UCRG), Universiti Sains Malaysia 
Topic: Where am I? The Problem of Localisation and Mapping In The Ocean 
Abstract: 
One major obstacle in operating an autonomous underwater robotics platform in the ocean is the 
question of localisation and mapping. The turbidity, damping and turbulent characteristics of the 
ocean waves limit the utilization of electromagnetic signals which are pervasively used for terrain or 
land applications. GPS and RF signals are attenuated significantly. Optical signal faces the problem of 
high reflectivity which hinders the distance of signal penetration. Hence, the option boiled down to 
acoustic signal which in itself is saturated with noise. Hence, the talk will embark to discuss some 
related issues and potential solutions. 
Speaker Detail: 
Dr. Mohd Rizal Arshad is currently an Associate Professor and the deputy dean of the School of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Universiti Sains Malaysia and with his team of researcher, is 
also the pioneer of underwater system technology research efforts in Malaysia. The main project for 
the research group is the development of a fleet of underwater robotics platform that covers nearly the 
whole water column, i.e. to a maximum depth of 500m. This fleet of underwater robotics platforms 
consists of, among others, an underwater glider and vertical profiler system. He has also been 
involved with a number of industry-based research projects such as the development of an intelligent 
culvert inspection system for highway inspection, and the development of Techno-Centre in one of 
the technology park in Malaysia. Dr. M.R.Arshad is very interested in investigating the fusion of the 
natural world with the modern engineering pool of knowledge. This is the reason his group has 
embarked on the bio-inspired research efforts and the utilization of nature to complement the current 
robotics system. The multi-disciplinary nature of the research scope is reflected in the groups’ 
researchers whom came from different technical background. The research group is also currently the 
secretariat of the National Underwater Research Network (NURN), for Malaysia. His group website is 
available at http://urrg.eng.usm.my/ 
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Cooperative Positioning of Multiple AUVs for Underwater  
Docking: A Framework 
 
M. H. A. Majid1, M. F. Yahya1, S. Y. Siang1 and, M. R. Arshad1 
1 Underwater, Control, and Robotic Group, School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Engineering Campus,  
Universiti Sains Malaysia, 14300 Nibong Tebal, Penang, Malaysia. 
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Abstract – Underwater docking is important for battery 
recharging and retrieving the AUV after deployment.  
Accurate docking system required accurate positioning 
system. In this paper, a framework of a sophisticated 
docking system is proposed for multiple AUVs operation 
with swarm of ASVs platform as the position guidance. 
This system is divided into three major subsystems 
namely underwater localization system, ASVs 
cooperative system and   underwater docking system. It is 
expected that this system could lead to a reliable, flexible 
and portable AUVs operation for underwater tasking such 
as underwater surveying and monitoring.                
 
Keywords – cooperative navigation, swarm localization, 
AUV docking, ASV, underwater monitoring.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
 Developments of the underwater vehicles have 
improved method of underwater surveying, monitoring 
and tasking technique. However, there are many 
challenges remain to be resolved for technology maturity 
and operating reliability such as underwater 
communication, vehicle positioning, data transfer and 
vehicle power sources. Cooperation of multiple AUVs 
has recently grabbed the researcher attention because it 
provides an improved performance in terms of area of 
coverage, data accurateness and task completing 
capability. In this paper, we will cover three major 
sections of the aforementioned problems which are 
underwater localization, cooperative AUVs and 
underwater docking for power recharging. Thus, a review 
on these three areas of research will be presented in this 
section to evaluate their research state of art.   
 Underwater localization or positioning is very 
important for underwater operation especially after 
deployment of the underwater deployment. There are 
three common principles used for underwater positioning 
known as ultra-short base line (USBL) or sometimes 
called as super-short base line (SSBL), short base line 
system (SBL) and long base line system (LBL). In 
addition, GPS intelligent buoy (GIB) is known as the 
latest technology used for underwater positioning system. 
However, these methods of positioning are solely 
depending on the fixed beacon or limited range of 
baseline. Basically, position estimation is based on time-
of-arrival (TOA) or time-of-flight (TOF) estimation of 
the acoustic signals operated between a transponder and a 
transducer array placed on the vehicle [1].  
Swarm robotics is a new approach to the coordination 
of multirobot systems which consist of large numbers of 
robots [2]. An example of swarm robot used for 
localization applications are autonomous quadcopter 
swarm robots for object localization and tracking [3] and 
localization using triangulation in swarms of autonomous 
rescue robots [4]. In addition, swarm robot also used for 
target’s position estimation [5], deployment and 
localization of the sensor nodes [6], surveillance, target 
acquisition, and tracking [7] and last but not least for 
distributed simultaneous localization and mapping 
(SLAM) [8]. A unique example of swarm robot for 
underwater application is acoustical signal tracking for 
underwater mobile robots [9]. However, swarm robot for 
underwater application is still lack of research attention 
and most available implementation used a single ASV to 
support AUVs navigation [10, 11]. Despite of using only 
one ASV, two ASVs were used and general framework 
was developed for cooperative navigation in [12].  
  There are many ideas of AUV cooperative navigation 
has been published. The idea of cooperative positioning 
using range-only measurements between survey AUV 
and beacon AUV is one of those ideas [13]. Survey AUV 
is equipped with sensors required for survey whereas 
beacon AUV is equipped with high accuracy navigational 
sensor. By using acoustic communication, beacon AUV 
helps the survey AUV to improve its positional accuracy 
by sharing its own location to survey AUV periodically. 
Then, the survey AUV will estimate its distance from 
beacon AUV by measuring the propagation delay of the 
acoustic signal. By using this information, the survey 
AUV is able to reduce error of position estimated in the 
radial direction of the ranging circle centered at beacon 
AUV. However, the error in the tangential direction 
remains unchanged. Commonly, the members of a group 
of AUVs exchange navigation information with one 
another so as to improve their individual position 
estimates [14]. 
In Moving Long Baseline (MLBL) system, two AUVs 
are used as mobile beacon nodes [15]. They are 
configured with high accuracy navigation system. These 
two mobile beacons are positioned on the sides and at the 
rear of the other AUVs to form the moving baseline 
array. The mobile beacons will resurface to obtain GPS 
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data periodically. All the vehicles will synchronize to 
GPS time before submerge. The mobile beacon will give 
out a pre-scheduled ping followed by its own position. 
Upon reception of the ping, the other AUVs will be able 
to calculate their range to the mobile beacon. They will 
use this range information to correct their prediction of 
position. An alternative approach which integrates 
position information of other vehicles to reduce the error 
and uncertainty of the on-board position estimates of the 
AUV without going for surfacing. This approach uses the 
acoustic modem to exchange vehicle localization 
estimates while simultaneously estimating inter-vehicle 
range [16].  
 Multiple AUVs cooperative system has the 
advantage of allowing AUVs to work together on a 
common goal without involvement of human action. 
Every AUV in the system, however, does not have plenty 
of energy and limited amount of data storage. By using a 
ship or surface vessel to recover each and every AUV 
will skyrocket mission costs. Therefore, a mobile or 
floor-standing station is a better approach to realize a 
longer AUV mission execution while cutting additional 
costs needed to send a ship to retrieve the AUVs. As an 
AUV recharges its battery and transmits or get data 
through the station, the capability of the AUV to 
autonomously docks inside the station is of importance.  
There are many research had been conducted in 
developing docking methods for cruising AUVs, most 
notably on REMUS100 as described in [17, 18]. As for 
the station types, although a mobile station is easily 
manageable as highlighted in [19], a floor-standing 
station is more scalable as explained in [20]. In contrast 
to cruising AUV, reports on docking methods for 
hovering AUV are limited but still available as shown in 
[21]. In short, a lot of research had been devoted into 
polishing docking technique for single AUV, but to date, 
there is no research has been done on the docking of 
multiple AUVs. Apart from discerning localization and 
multiple AUVs cooperative methods, this paper also 
proposes a novel docking method for multiple hovering 
AUVs on solving the issue of power limitation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. System Structure 
 
2.1 Overall System 
 
The overall system of the proposed method is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. This system consists of three 
subsystems namely underwater localization system, AUV 
cooperative navigation system and underwater docking 
system. The overall process of the system is described in 
the block diagram as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Initialization process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Docking process 
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Fig. 1. Overall system illustration  
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From Fig. 2, the process starts by deploying the ASVs, 
AUVs and docking station by the deployment ship. Once 
the deployment is done, the initial position of the AUVs 
and ASVs is calibrated using the attached GPS system. 
The position of the docking station is also recorded. Once 
the initial position is recorded, the AUVs now can start 
cooperative navigation and performing their task 
accordingly. At the same time, ASVs will track the 
position of the AUVs from the surface and report it to the 
deployment ship. This process continue until any AUVs 
encounter low power or need to transfer data to the 
deployment ship as demonstrated in Fig. 3. Once the 
AUV send signal of low power to the ASVs, the ASVs 
will guide the AUVs towards the docking station. After 
completing power charging or data transfer, ASVs will 
guide the AUVs back to the working area to continue 
their task. The detail of each system involves will be 
explained in the next section of this paper.          
 
2.2 Cooperative Localization System 
 
 Self-localization of an underwater vehicle is 
particularly challenging due to the absence of Global 
Positioning System (GPS) reception or features at known 
positions that could otherwise have been used for position 
computation. Thus, we proposed ASVs swarming as a 
solution for invisibility of the GPS in underwater 
environment. By using a swarm robotic platform which 
equipped with GPS and acoustic devices, underwater 
positioning is possible.     
 
A. AUV Positioning  
 
The proposed concept underwater localization is 
illustrated in Fig.  2. Note that the localization only 
involves a leader of the AUVs to be tracked by the swarm 
ASVs. The master-follower concept implemented in the 
cooperative AUVs reduced the complexity of the tracking 
system. In this case, the positions of the other AUVs are 
locally measured with respect to the AUV master using 
acoustic modem. The detail explanation of this principle 
will be explained in the next section. Referring to Fig. 2, 
acoustic signal with specified bandwidth emitted by the 
AUV (Master) are detected and measured by the 
hydrophone attached to each of the ASVs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the acoustic signal retrieving 
 
Time of arrival (TOA) of the acoustic signal is 
recorded by the ASVs internal processor and timer. The 
value for at least three TOA from at least three ASVs will 
be recorded. The three values of the TOA will be used by 
the processor to perform triangulation of the incoming 
signals. The position of each of the ASV is determined by 
the GPS attached on board. Thus, the accuracy of the 
position measurement depends on the accuracy of the 
GPS used to locate the position for each of the ASV.      
From the triangulation process, the position of the 
ASV is determined with respect to the earth coordinate. 
The triangulation algorithm is instilled in every ASV so 
that each of them could perform triangulation based on 
the set condition. Each of the ASV will shared the TOA 
value among each other wirelessly. After comparison is 
made the ASV with large TOA will perform triangulation 
process and will inform other ASVs about the location of 
the AUV. This approach avoids the position reporting 
from all ASV at the same time and caused information 
overlapping. Finally, all ASVs will move according to the 
computed coordinate. This method might take several 
microseconds before location is confirmed depending on 
the processing speed and the accuracy of the timer. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Overall localization process 
 
B. AUV Tracking  
 
Once the position of the AUV is known, the ASVs will 
move towards the latest updated AUV’s location based 
on the navigation control block diagram shown in Fig. 4. 
The updated position will also be send to the deployment 
ship for monitoring purpose. The swarm ASV should 
update the position of the AUV every certain period of 
time to avoid loss of tracking. In this case, ASVs have 
dual function which are localizing the AUV and track the 
AUV as it is moving. The position calculated by 
triangulation method as discussed earlier will be used for 
tracking the AUV. Compass will direct the ASV towards 
the AUV position in the close loop system.   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Control block diagram of the ASV navigation 
 
This process will take place to guide the AUV to the 
docking station. This localization and tracking just take 
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place in the global scope from docking system point of 
view. Once the AUVs are assisted close to the docking 
station, the positioning system is change from acoustic-
based positioning to vision-based positioning (in local 
scope of the docking system). The detail of the procedure 
will be discussed in the next section.     
 
C. Advantages and Disadvantages  
 
The proposed method has advantages in term of 
flexibility, robustness and scalability as possess by the 
swarm robotic system. In addition, this method of 
localization could reduce operating cost, avoid prolong 
human operator and covers larger area of operation.  It 
introduces operation flexibly where area of operation 
could be expanded easily since transceivers are mobile 
and could possibly tracking multiple underwater vehicles 
at the same time. Required minimum supervision because 
the transceivers (swarm ASV) are autonomous and the 
instilled swarm characteristics allow the ASV to make 
appropriate decision such as move relative to the 
underwater vehicle position without the external 
intervention. The proposed method is expected to give 
relatively accurate positioning as conventional method 
even though it is limited by the capability of the devices 
or components used in the process.  
However, this system requires a precise and accurate 
time measurement devices for accurate position 
estimation. Inaccurate time measurement will result in 
positioning error and relatively inaccurate tracking. This 
system also need a robust ASV system where it possibly 
maintains its position with minimum position error while 
undergo external disturbances such as wave, current and 
wheatear changes. This issue mostly related to the robust 
controller design and appropriate ASV structural design. 
In addition, this system requires a real time process which 
sometimes will cause delay in the process if the processor 
is slow for processing the signal. It also depends on the 
frequency of the data processing. However, for proof of 
concepts, acceptable low frequency data update is 
possible. The received signal will consist of coarse noise 
and other unwanted signal. To obtain accurate results 
extensive signal processing should be performed which 
sometimes will be challenging process especially when 
real time processing involves. 
 
2.3 AUV Cooperative Navigation System 
 
Each of the AUVs will carry its own inertial 
navigation sensor and GPS. Before submerge into the 
water, all the three AUVs will record their initial position 
using GPS at the surface of the water. After submerge 
into the water, each of them will continuously run its 
inertial navigation system to estimate its position.  
As discuss before, the lead AUV will obtain a high 
accuracy position from ASVs. The lead AUV (master) 
will synchronize with other two AUVs in order to help 
them achieve a higher accuracy of positioning system. 
The lead AUV will send its coordinate to other AUVs 
periodically by using acoustic modem. By calculating 
propagation delay of the acoustic signal send by lead 
AUV, the other two AUVs are able to calculate their 
distance from the lead AUV as labeled by D1 and D2 in 
Fig. 5.  This range information will be used to correct the 
position estimated by the inertial navigation system.  
The three AUV will follow their predefined path to the 
docking station as set by the ASV based on the location 
of the docking station. When the docking station is in 
sight of the camera, the vision system will be activated to 
guild the AUV go inside the docking station. The detail 
of the docking process in discussed in the next section.      
 
  
                   
Fig. 5. Master-follower of the AUV 
 
 
2.4 Underwater Docking System 
 
The docking process consists of four stages and each 
of them is described in the following subsections.   
 
A. Stage 1: Power Status Monitoring System 
    
A master AUV is programmed to monitor the power 
level of each and every AUV under its command 
periodically. In this paper, the power level and 
conditioning rule for docking of AUVs can be broken 
down into three rules. In the first rule, an AUV which has 
more than 20% of its total power does not need to be 
recharge. Then, in the second rule, if the master AUV 
detected a slave AUV which has power percentage in 
between 10% to 20%, the slave AUV is considered to be 
low on power and subjected to either needs or does not 
need to be recharge. Finally, in the third rule, an AUV 
which has less than 10% of its total power is in urgent 
need to be recharge right away. Figure 6 shows a master 
AUV M currently monitoring the power level of each 
slave AUV denoted by S1, S2, and S3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.  Master AUV monitors slave AUVs’ powers. 
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B. Stage 2: Global Docking Procedure 
 
Once the master AUV notices a slave AUV in dire 
needs for recharging, it will guide the slave AUV along 
with all second level powered AUVs towards an 
underwater docking station. The underwater docking 
station location information is provided and transmitted 
by surface vessels and further received by master AUV. 
Once the master AUV received the information, the 
guidance system will be like master AUV leads and slave 
AUVs will follow. In the meantime, other first level slave 
AUVs were left to continue to perform their tasks. Figure 
7 shows a master AUV M leading slave AUVs S2 and S3 
towards an underwater docking station, UDS using the 
information provided by the surface vessels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  Master AUV leading slave AUVs heading 
towards underwater docking station. 
 
C. Stage 3: Local Docking Procedure 
 
Once all of the AUVs had arrived at the underwater 
docking station site, they will dock systematically inside 
the station and subsequently recharges their batteries. 
This docking procedure is done optically using a camera 
mounted on each AUV.  
The underwater docking station can only 
accommodate one AUV at any given time. Therefore, 
least powered AUV is given topmost priority to dock 
inside the station and recharges its battery first. While 
waiting for the AUV to be fully recharged, the other 
AUVs will dock and wait inside a multi-level waiting 
platform. And while waiting in the platform, the AUVs 
will turn off all of its actuators as well as their sensors 
except their modem in order to conserve as much power 
as it can. The modem is turned on for communication 
purposes and awaiting their turn for recharging. 
Once the least powered AUV is fully recharged, it will 
undock from the docking station and docks into the 
waiting platform. Consequently, another low powered 
AUV will undock from the waiting platform and starts 
docking into the station to power up its battery. This 
sequence will keep going on until all of the AUVs are 
fully recharged. Figure 8(a) illustrates by using vision, 
Master AUV M and slave AUV S3 dock inside multi-
story waiting platform while slave AUV S2 docks inside 
the docking station. Figure 8(b) shows master AUV M 
and slave AUV S3 waiting for slave AUV S2 to be fully 
recharge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 8.  Local docking procedure: (a) docking using 
vision, (b) two AUVs waiting for an AUV to be 
fully recharged. 
 
D. Stage 4: Undocking Procedure and Mission 
Continuation 
 
After all of the AUVs are fully recharged, the master 
AUV will instruct the entire slave AUVs to undock from 
the waiting platform. Next, the master AUV will guide 
the slave AUVs towards their last known mission 
location. Once they have arrived at the respective 
location, the master AUV will order slave AUVs to 
continue where they left from their previous missions. 
Figure 9(a) demonstrates AUVs undocked from waiting 
platform while Fig. 9(b) shows Master AUV M leading 
two fully charged slaves AUVs S2 and S3 back to their 
previous mission location.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 9.  Undocking procedure (a) undocked from 
waiting platform (b) move toward mission site 
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3. Conclusion  
 
In this paper, a system framework for cooperative 
positioning of multiple AUV has been presented which 
includes cooperative localization using swarming 
robot, cooperative navigation system and underwater 
docking system. It is expected that the proposed 
method of localization is produced more reliable and 
flexible underwater operation especially for docking 
operation. In the future, realizing this works required 
an extensive research work and multi-disciplines 
engineering and thus, a modular design for each 
system could be considered for easy development and 
maintenance.   
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Abstract - This paper presents the application of k-NN in 
classifying the low and high concentration of ammonia. 
High concentration of ammonia in water causes serious 
problematic to water environment and living things in 
water. Instruments that can directly detect ammonia 
concentration without any chemical treatment added is 
limited. Thus, this paper presents detection of ammonia 
using E-nose and the classification of ammonia in water 
using k- nearest neighbor (k-NN). 
 
Keywords - Ammonia, Classification, k-NN, E-Nose.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
 Ammonia (NH3) is a combination of one hydrogen and 
three nitrogen atoms that have characteristics such as 
dissolve easily in water, colorless, and have a unique 
pungent odor one. Ammonia in water gives more serious 
harm because it is very toxic to aquatic organism. 
Additionally, the concentration of ammonia in water can 
increase due to agricultural excess and decomposition of 
biological waste [1]. The high concentration of ammonia 
resulting increases ammonia toxicity, especially for fishes 
and mammals [2]. Its toxicity effects on the brains of 
vertebrates, lead to convulsion and death [3, 4]. 
Nevertheless, monitoring and controlling the ammonia 
level in the water is very crucial for the water environment, 
fish and farming industry. The conventional ammonia 
detection methods that have been used to determine 
ammonia are Kjeldahl method [5, 6], Nessler's reagent 
calorimetric method [7], and the most common method are 
spectrometers and spectrophotometers [8]. However, these 
types of detection methods have limitations in labor 
intensive, expensive, complex operation and not suitable 
for outdoor use. On the other hand, the samples used for 
these instruments require samples to be added and treated 
with toxic chemical reagent. The availability of instrument 
that can straight away detect the presence of ammonia in 
water is currently limited.  
However, beside of these methods, Electronic Nose 
(E-nose) is one of an electronic-based instrument that is 
used to detect the ammonia based on the unique profile of 
an ammonia odor [9]. An E- nose is the intelligent 
instrument that classifies the chemical odors mimicking a 
human. It consists of gas sensor array and various pattern 
recognition algorithms which are the sensor are used to 
produce a unique profile of an odor. This odor will be 
analyzed using pattern classification methods [10, 11]. 
The sensor functioning as sniffs the vapor from a sample 
and provides a set of measurements. Gas sensors tend to 
have very wide-ranging selectivity, it will respond to many 
different samples provided. The detection of odors and 
gases has been applied to many industrial applications 
such as medical [12], environmental [13], and food 
product [14, 15] and one of the most important 
applications is the detection of hazardous gases [16]. The 
sensor used to ultimately be very portable and small for 
convenient, diverse operations and with analysis and 
detecting capabilities [17]. Electronic nose is inexpensive, 
fast, simple and convenient method to detect ammonia in 
water.  There are several pattern recognition systems that 
are used for classification such as Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) [18], Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
[19], Discriminant Factor Analysis [20], and Artifial 
Neural Network [21] and also KNN. In this study, 
K-nearest neighbor method is used to compare the 
concentration level of ammonia samples. Previously 
researchers' results, k-NN couple with e-nose produced 
accuracy percentage above 95% [19], [22].K-nearest 
neighbor (KNN) characteristics are simple but robust 
classifier and qualified to produce high performance 
outcomes even for complex applications [23-35].  
This study presents implementing k-NN classification 
technique using sensor reading from the E - nose for 
Ammonia classification. The E - nose is used to produce a 
unique profile of ammonia in water. Using these features 
and profile of ammonia in k-NN classifying will produce 
the percentage accuracy performance. This accuracy is 
indicating the reliability of k-NN in the pattern recognition 
of ammonia. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
2.1 Ammonia Sampling and Preparation 
 
There are two categories of ammonia solution, high 
concentration (25 ppm) and low concentration (5 ppm) 
respectively. The concentration range can be referred in 
Department of Environment (D.O.E) standard [26].The 
fresh sample of ammonia was diluted into standard 
specific concentration and was kept as a stock solution. 
From the stock solution, the sample then was diluted into 
specific concentration by using molarity formula. The 
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ammonia sample will be prepared into five different 
dilutions. The samples were filled into 5 closed vials for 
each different diluted solution. The solution will be diluted 
until each vial contains 10ml of solution. Each sample of 
five different concentrations has ten repeated reading data 
taken by the E - nose. Before the concentration samples 
was insert in E-nose, the samples concentration were 
validated using chemical laboratory standard method 
known as spectrometer to make sure the diluted ammonia 
concentration follow the standard range stated by DOE. 
The confirmed concentration of high and low ppm then 
were proceed using E-nose detection. Then there are 
supposed to have 50 sample data ready. The E-nose 
consists of 4 array sensors that will detect the odors of 
ammonia concentration at the same time. Ultimately, the 
E-nose reading will has a dimension of 4 x 10 for each 
sample. Each sample will consist of 40 E-nose reading.  
With five different concentrations, sensor inside E-nose 
was activated and senses the odors of ammonia 
concentration and was produced in total of 2000 raw data 
samples reading.   
 
2.2 Data analysis 
 
After completing the raw data samples, the 
preprocessing technique was applied. Before beginning 
with k-NN training and testing data, all the sample data 
sets were normalized per sample region, to obtain the 
features and odor-profiles graph. The features also were 
analyzed by using box plot to visualize and summarize the 
data. The mean of normalized data sample also were 
obtained. These mean of normalized data set then were 
divided into k-NN training and testing data. K-NN 
operational principle is to classify whole data into training 
and sample data point. By implementing a k-NN algorithm 
for classification odor profiles of ammonia are effective 
because KNN are suitable for large training data and 
capable to produce high performance result even for 
complex operation. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
The raw data has been normalized and pre-processed 
in order to obtain unique profile odor of ammonia with 
different concentration. Five different concentration of 
ammonia were divided into group of high and low 
concentration. All the sample data sets were normalized 
per sample region.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1. A sample of Normalized data for low 
concentration of ammonia. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. A sample of Normalized data for High 
concentration of ammonia. 
 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show a sample measurement of 
normalized data for High and low concentration of 
ammonia. Based on the figures above, both graphs show 
the data collected from the sensor 1, 2 and 4 have 
noticeable differences in patterns and values. These graphs 
shows low and high concentration of ammonia has 
dissimilar features and profile. After normalization 
technique was applied, these features were improved by 
using boxplot. Boxplot is used to summarize and visualize 
the set data in a graph. 
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Fig.3.  Box plot for low concentration of ammonia 
 
 
 
Fig.4.  Box plot for high concentration of ammonia 
 
Box plot consists of median, the approximate 
quartiles, and the lowest and highest data point. Based on 
the figures 3 and 4, the median for each dataset is indicated 
by the red center line, the lower and upper quartiles are the 
edges of the blue line, which is known as the inter-quartile 
range (IQR). The maximum and minimum values are 
indicated by the end of the black line and known as a 
whisker.  In figure 4, the four boxplots have nearly 
identical median values.  Figure 3 shows the notches in the 
boxplot are not overlapped, it is concluded that the median 
of the four sensors is significantly different. It is because 
notches display the variability of the median between 
sensors. The sample data sets, then were proceeding to the 
mean of normalized data pattern. 
 
 
 
Fig.5. Mean of Normalized Data Samples from Low 
Ammonia Concentration 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6. Mean of Normalized Data Samples from High 
Ammonia Concentration 
 
Figures 5 and 6 are three dimensional parametric 
surfaces graph of mean by x, y and z axes. X-axis is 
ammonia sample data set, y-axis is sensor array, and z- 
axis is sensor resistance value from the E-nose. These 3-D 
graph pattern shows the different pattern of mean 
respectively. From the pattern of boxplot, normalization 
and mean of normalized data sets, there are significant 
different in features and graph pattern of high and low 
level concentration. The significant sensors data were 
selected as an input data for training. These mean of 
normalized data sets were divided into two groups for 
training and testing. The classifier success rate for the 
sample data test is 97%. The data were classified by using 
different values of k which are 1, 3 and 5 nearest neighbor 
the different distance didn’t change the classifier rate.  
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Fig.7.  Classifier Performance of Ammonia 
Concentration. 
 
Figure 7 shows the classifier performance of ammonia 
concentration for the whole data sets. Character correctly 
classified samples without counting Inconclusive result. 
InconclusiveRate is non classified samples. CorrectRate 
will counted inconclusiveRate sample are correct, which 
its lead the accuracy performance of ammonia is 100%.  
The performance measures using specificity and 
sensitivity are 97% and 100% respectively. 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
This paper presents the reliability of k-NN 
classification technique in classify the features and odor 
profiles of ammonia. The analysis and result show the 
differences between high and low concentration of 
ammonia in term of odor profile graph pattern. These odor 
profile result then have been analyzed by using intelligent 
classification technique KNN which is successfully 
approaches 100%. 
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Abstract – Toxic gasses are exists in environment such as 
benzene, ammonia and others. Ammonia highly dissolves 
in water which is sources of human and other species. If 
the ammonia have high concentration, the effect of human 
health will be dangerous. Then, using proper monitoring 
and wastewater management the hazard can be prevented. 
This paper proposed the intelligence classification 
technique using an Electronic Nose (E-nose) measurement. 
The sensor array in the E - nose are used for the inputs of 
the Case Based Reasoning (CBR) for intelligent 
classification. The experimental result shows that the 
technique accomplished to classify with high accuracy 
which is 100% of accuracy.   
Keywords – CBR, e-nose, ammonia, classification, water.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
 Nowadays, there are common toxic gasses exists in an 
environment such as benzene, ammonia, and others [1]. 
There are several industries that contribute to this toxic 
gasses in an environment such as medical , food packaging, 
agriculture, oil and gas and others [2]–[4]. The industries 
have own regulations to protect human or earth from 
hazards such as wastewater regulations, hazard 
managements and others [5]–[8]. Furthermore, water 
environmental issues have continued since long years ago, 
which source of the clean water being contaminated due to 
poor management and monitoring by various unpermitted 
activities [9]–[12].  
One of the famous chemicals in water is Ammonia 
which caused lung edema, failure of the nervous system, 
acidosis and kidney damage [13], [14]. In addition, 
ammonia have highly dissolve in water, which have 
colorless fluid and pungent smell . Thus, monitoring and 
management of wastewater that consist of toxic substance 
are compulsory to prevent environmental pollution [10], 
[17].  
There are several methods for monitoring such as 
thermal image processing, Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR), Electronic Nose (e-nose) and others [18]. 
E-nose using a concept sensor array for odor classification 
device [13]. The widely used sensor for chemical detection 
was metal-oxide gas sensors which used for varied 
application [19]. Metal-oxide sensor have advantages of 
low cost, short time response and high sensitivity [20], 
[21].  
The E - nose was a device that functions as human 
olfactory system which detect the odor and the human 
brain will classify the odor based on the knowledge [22]. 
Thus, e-nose will take over the human nose to detect toxic 
gasses and using intelligence classification in order to 
define the odor of toxic gasses [23].  
The e-nose detection data will analyze using 
normalization techniques which enables the comparison 
between ammonia concentration [24], [25]. In addition, 
the normalization technique was corrected systematic 
error which often present and can be removed by 
normalization method [26], [27]. Furthermore, 
normalization has several methods such as Range scale, 
relative scale, baseline subtraction, global method and 
local method [28], [29]. While, the data analyze using 
range scale which is [0, 1] as a fixed range for all samples 
[30], [31]. 
The simple boxplot displays the several categories of a 
discrete variable by separating the continuous variable of 
five statistic which is minimum, first quartile, median 
value, third quartile and maximum value [32]. The boxplot 
can differentiate the features of each sensor for each 
sample by statistical features as mentioned[33], [34]. 
Regression one of the methods to determine the validity 
of data point through a set of data point, regression 
analysis can be used in combination with statistical 
techniques . 
There are several classification methods such as an 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), k-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN), Case Based Reasoning (CBR) and others [38]. 
CBR was created as a four step process of human or 
computer reasoning which called CBR cycled [39]. CBR 
cycled contain of retrieve, reuse, revise and retain which 
the crucial step of CBR was the retrieval case in order to 
classify similar cases that stored in the library [38], [40]. 
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2. Experimental Section 
 
 
2.1 Ammonia Preparation 
 
The Ammonia will be prepared based on Oil and Gas 
industry environment. Ammonia in water sample is used 
for experimental process using 28% - 30% of ammonia in 
ammonia hydroxide which is a laboratory specification. 
Then, the ammonia in water was diluted into specific 
concentration for 10ml for each sample cell. The 
concentration was diluted using dilution equation. Each 
sample of concentration has five repeated measures data 
using an e-nose.  
The concentration validated using chemical method 
which called Total Nitrogen Test (TNT) to confirm the 
concentration of ammonia in water. Then, the confirmed 
concentration was inserted to sample cell and being moved 
to the e-nose detection for further process.  
E- Nose were consist of array sensor that will measure 
the different odor of ammonia in water concentration. Data 
measured by e-nose for each sample has dimension of 4x5 
which in total 20 measured data. Each sensor will measure 
the concentration in 1000 of data which in total 4000 raw 
data at one time. Then, raw measured data were applied 
preprocessing method which is to reduce the error between 
the measured data.  
Furthermore, the raw measured data was normalized in 
range [0 to 1] for reduction of error and noise of the 
measured data. Then, it was used to obtain the profile 
graph for visualizing the different of concentration. In 
addition, boxplot technique used for summarizing 
normalized data into five statistical analysis, which is 
minimum, maximum, first quartile, median and third 
quartile. 
Then, the mean of the normalized data was used as 
features in CBR technique. By implementing a CBR 
algorithm, the classification of ammonia in water 
concentration can be accomplish.  
 
2.2 Data Collection 
 
The data collection will be recorded as in Table 1. The 
sample of ammonia water will contain different 
percentages of ammonia. 
 
Table 1: Data Measured 
           
Sensors 
Data (n) 
Sensor 
1 
Sensor 
2 
Sensor 
3 
Sensor 
4 
D1 D11 D12 D13 D14 
D2 D21 D22 D23 D24 
D3 
. 
. 
. 
DN 
D31 
. 
. 
. 
DN1 
D32 
. 
. 
. 
DN2 
D33 
. 
. 
. 
DN3 
D34 
. 
. 
. 
DN4 
 
 
3. Result and Discussion 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Low ppm of ammonia pattern 
   
 
Fig. 2: High ppm of ammonia pattern 
The raw data have been normalized to obtain a unique 
profile of odor concentration of ammonia in water as 
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for high and low 
concentration of ammonia. The graph shows that there are 
differences between two classes based on pattern and 
values.  
Based on pattern recognition, low ppm of ammonia 
have a different pattern compared to high ppm of ammonia 
as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The graph features were 
improved by statistical analysis using boxplot as shown in 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 3: Low ppm of ammonia boxplot 
 
Fig. 4: High ppm of ammonia boxplot 
Boxplot consists of minimum, maximum, first quartile, 
median and third quartile features point. Based on Figure 3 
and Figure 4, the blue line of the boxplot indicates the first 
quartile and third quartile. The median was indicated as a 
red line in the boxplot graph. While, the minimum and 
maximum point was indicated as black line which known 
as a whisker.  
Based on the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, there are significantly 
different between the low ppm and higher ppm, which is 
the significant sensor for low ppm ammonia in water was 
the sensor number one while significant sensor for high 
ppm ammonia in water was sensor number 2. 
To validate the data, regression was used to 
differentiate the high ppm and low ppm as shown in Fig. 5. 
The regression show of 100% of classification data 
between low and high ppm of ammonia. 
Regression data and the CBR data was used same 
features in order to validate the classification. While the 
CBR has shown the 100% of accuracy percentage in 
classification of mean features between low and high ppm 
of ammonia. 
 
 
Fig. 5: Regression between Low and High ppm of 
ammonia 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
 This paper presents the reliability of CBR technique in 
classification of ammonia in water concentration using 
mean features. The analysis of the profile, boxplot and 
ANN regression shows the different between two 
concentration classes. Then, using intelligent 
classification which is CBR the result was successful 
approach 100% of classification between two classes.  
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Abstract - Combinatorial logic circuit minimization is 
usually done using Karnaugh’s Map or Boolean equation. 
This paper presents an application of Firefly Algorithm to 
design combinational logic circuit in which the objective 
function is to minimize the total number of gates used. 
Then, the algorithm is benchmarked with other 
literatures. Result indicates that it able to find optimal 
solution but further analysis is required for a more 
complex combinatorial logic circuit minimization.  
 
Keywords - Combinational logic circuit minimization; 
Computational intelligence; Firefly algorithm; Numbers 
of gates; Swarm intelligence. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
 A minimized combinatorial logic circuit brings a lot 
benefits to the electronic industries. Based on common 
sensea minimized combinatorial circuit design should 
bring at least one out of these four benefits: smaller 
circuit board, reduces propagation, minimizes error, and 
reduce cost. Thus, it is essential to ensure any circuit 
design takes into account the minimization of the number 
gates used. 
 Nowadays, there are a lot of ways to minimize the 
design combinatorial logic circuit. Based on the work 
done by other researchers, they had proposed different 
model and algorithms to solve the problem. One of them 
is using Genetic Algorithm (GA) in design the 
combinatorial logic circuit. This method proposed by S. 
J. Louis and G. J. E. Rawlins. Two dimensional array 
structures (phenotype) will be map for each genotype. 
This array will be presented as circuit design [1].  
 On the other hands, X.Wang et.al [2] proposed an 
approach to enhance the designing process by using 
variable topology cartesian genetic programming for 
combinational circuit. In this paper it used a combination 
of GA Evolvable Hardware (EHW), Chromosome 
Genetic Programming (CGP) and Variable Cartesian 
Genetic Programming (VCGP). Moreover, it also 
increases the complexity of space search using random 
circuit matrix. Besides that, they used symbols to 
represent a direction such as “*” for horizontal direction 
and “+” for vertical direction. These symbols were also 
been used by G.Papa and his co-workers in their binary 
tree expression [3].  
 In addition the same method can be used in 
designing the combinational logic circuit with different 
algorithms such as GA, Ant Colony System (ACS), and 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The model proposes 
a matrix to represent circuit logic, which is bi-
dimensional space, consists of a string of combination 
gates inputs, gates type, gates outputs. The encoded of the 
matrix elements for gate type consist of 4 types of gates: 
AND, NOT, OR, XOR, and WIRE [4]. 
 This paper proposes the application of Firefly 
Algorithm (FA) in minimizing the number of gates of the 
combinatorial logic circuit. The model is adapted from 
A.Tyrell et.al [4] which makes it suitable for direct 
benchmarking between the algorithms. 
 
2. Combinatorial Logic Circuit Minimization 
 
 All of the modern computers consist of logic gates 
which functioning as a building block of a digital circuit. 
The computers’ microchips are arranged in hundred of 
combinational logical gates to make sure the efficiency 
and consistently reliable outputs. Even though, there are 
no limitation in the number of gates that can be used and 
with the advancement of microchip technology; the 
designers need to minimize the amount of logic gate [5]. 
 The case study taken for implementing Firefly 
Algorithm in minimizing the combinatorial logic circuit’s 
gates was referred based on study by C. A. Coello et al. 
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[4]. The truth table is as shown in Table 1. From a work 
done by Tyrell et.al [4] they found that by using PSO-
based approach it is able to find the solution by using 
only 4 gates (2 ANDs, 1 OR, 1 XOR) as stated in 
equation (1) below. 
 
               Table 1 Truth table for Combinational Logic Circuit 
Minimization using Firefly Algorithm 
 
Input Output 
ݔ ݕ ݖ ܨ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
 
ܨ	 ൌ 	 ሺሺݕ	 ൅ 	ݖሻݔሻ’ݕݖ	 ൅	ሺሺݕ	 ൅ 	ݖሻݔሻሺݕݖሻ’           (1)  
 
 
3. Implementation of Firefly Algorithm 
 
 Firefly Algorithm was proposed by X. S. Yang et.al 
as another SI algorithm that can compete with PSO [6]. 
The main motivation for using Firefly Algorithm (FA) to 
design combinational logic circuit is that this algorithm 
has been found very efficient in a variety of tasks such as 
solving Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [7], routing 
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) circuit [8] and path 
optimization in PCB holes drilling process [9]. 
 In implementing any Swarn Intelligence (SI) 
algorithms, the most importance step is to model the 
problem so that the algorithm can fit the problem. 
Generally, firefly positions in the search space represent a 
candidate solution of the problem. A candidate solution 
should be a feasible solution where feasible solution is 
solution that produces the desired output according to the 
truth table. The firefly position ݔ can be translated into a 
݀-dimension of search space where each dimension 
represents a part of the candidate solution. For this 
approach, we adopted the model proposed by [4] which 
can be translated in equation (2) below. 
				ݔ ൌ ሾܩܽݐ݁1′ݏܫܦ, ܩܽݐ݁2′ݏܫܦ,… , ܩܽݐ݁݀′ݏܫܦሿ						ሺ2ሻ	 
 As rule of thumb, the number of dimension is 
dictated by equation (3) which was proposed by Sadiq M. 
Sait et.al [10] where ݊௜ is the number of input in logic 
circuit. 
 
																														݀ ൌ ݊௜ଶ											                               (3) 
 
Thus, for a 3 inputs logic circuit, the number of 
dimensions required is 9. 
  
 
Fig.1. Example of a circuit and its encoding 
 
 As stated earlier, the model taken from [4] where 
each Gate ID can be an integer number range from 0 to 
15. Each number has unique combinations of inputs and 
gate type which presented in Table 2 below. 
 
 
Table 2 Gate ID and gate types [4] 
 
Gate ID Inputs Gate Output 
0 None None None 
1 x WIRE1 x 
2 y WIRE2 y 
3 z WIRE3 z 
4 x NOT1 ~ x 
5 y NOT2 ~ y 
6 z NOT3 ~ z 
7 x, y AND1 x .y 
8 x, z AND2 x .z 
9 y, z AND3 y . z 
10 x, y OR1 x + y 
11 x, z OR2 x + z 
12 y, z OR3 y + z 
13 x, y EX-OR1 ~x.y + x.~y 
14 x, z EX-OR2 ~x.z + x.~z 
15 y, z EX-OR3 ~y.z + y.~z 
 
Note that input for 2nd and higher level is based on the 
input of first level where row 1 is input a, row 2 is input b 
while row 3 is input c and so on. 
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3.1 Fitness formulation of Firefly Algorithm 
 The fitness formulation for FA is the total gates used. 
The smaller the number of the gates used the better the 
fitness of that firefly. Figure 2 displays the flowchart of 
the implementation of FA in solving the combinatorial 
logic circuit minimization problem. The program starts 
by initializing the FA parameters. At the same time, the 
fireflies’ positions are randomly generated. Only feasible 
solutions are accepted, if there any firefly represented 
unfeasible solution, the position of the firefly is randomly 
generated again until it found a feasible solution. Then, 
the fitness of each firefly is evaluated.  
       Next, the intensity of each firefly is calculated using 
formula stated in [6]. After that, the intensity of between 
two fireflies are compared, firefly with better intensity 
will attract the firefly with lower intensity towards it. The 
new position of the firefly will be check if it represents a 
feasible solution. If the new position is a feasible 
solution, the new solution is accepted, otherwise, the 
firefly will remained at the old position. Note that during 
updating the firefly position, two conditions might occur.  
 First, out of boundary condition in which the new 
position of the firefly is outside the desired range, in this 
case, the range is 0 to 15. If this happened, the modulus 
after division by 16 of the new position is taken as the 
new solution. For example, 17 will become 2 and -1 will 
become 15. Another condition that might occur 
frequently is the new position is a floating number. For 
this condition, the new solution will be the rounding of 
the new position. For example, 3.42 will be 3 while 9.91 
become 10.The process will be repeated until the 
maximum iteration reached.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Flowchart of the implementation of FA in solving 
the combinatorial logic circuit minimization problem. 
 
4. Result and Discussion 
 
4.1 Result and Analysis 
 
 The approach is written using MatlabR2010a and run 
on a laptop with Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU, 1GB of 
RAM, 32- bit of operating system and 2.0 GHz of speed. 
Table 3 stated the parameters used in FA & PSO [4] for 
the implementation of the proposed approach. Table 4 
shows the result obtained from the proposed approach. It 
can clearly be seen that FA able to find the optimal 
solution [4]. 
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Table 3 Comparison of the PSO Parameters used by in 
previous research with this study 
 
 PSO FA 
Common Parameters 
Number of 
agents, q 90 3 
Number of 
iteration, t 300 15000 
Number of 
computations 20 20 
PSO Parameters 
Inertia weight, 
ω 0.8 Not Applicable 
Cognitive 
component, c1 
Not 
Applicable Not Applicable 
Social 
component, c2 
Not 
Applicable Not Applicable 
r1 and r2 
Not 
Applicable 
No. of gates for 
each circuit 
FA Parameters 
Attractiveness, 
β0 
Not 
Applicable 1 
Randomization 
parameter, α 
Not 
Applicable 0.7 
Absorption 
coefficient, ɣ 
Not 
Applicable 0.1 
 
 
Table 4 Comparisons of FA results 
 
PSO [4] 
 
Human Designer 1 
[4] 
F = ((y + z)x)’yz + 
((y + z)x)(yz)’ 
4 gates 
2 ANDs, 1 OR, 
1 EXOR 
F = x’yz + xy’z + 
xyz’ 
11 gates 
3 NOTs, 6 ANDs, 
2 ORs 
FA Human Designer 1 [12] 
F = ((y + z)x)’yz + 
((y + z)x)(yz)’ 
4 gates 
2 ANDs, 1 OR, 
1 EXOR 
F = x’yz + x(x’z + 
xz’) 
6 gates 
3 ANDs, 1 OR, 
1 EXOR, 1 NOT 
 
 Figure 4 is the encoded circuit after the simulation of 
FA using project modeling. From the encoded circuit, 
project is able to display the circuit using different logic 
gates. It is shows that circuit has 2 AND gates, 1 OR 
gate, 1 EXOR gate and 3 wires. 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Encoded circuit from the project simulation 
 
 
Fig.5. Circuit from the result 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
 This paper presents an approach for minimizing 
number of gates for combinational logic circuit using 
Firefly Algorithm. The proposed approach is explained 
extensively and the experimental result also has proved 
that FA is an efficient algorithm.  
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Abstract – Instead of using the well-known Kalman filter 
(H2 filter), H∞ filter which is also known as minimax 
filter, can be used to estimate robot location as part of 
simultaneous localization and mapping problem. As γ can 
affects the H∞ filter performance, the variation of its 
selection are demonstrated to grasp the overview of the 
estimation performance. The analysis is divided into two 
categories; non-moving mobile robot and moving robot 
for different values of γ. The comparison of the 
performance between H∞ filter and Kalman filter is 
included to differentiate the capabilities of both filters in 
the localization problem. Simulation results show that, 
H∞ filter exhibits better outcomes than the Kalman filter 
and thus provides another available methods for the 
solution of SLAM problem. 
 
Keywords – gamma, H∞ filter, Kalman filter, 
localization. 
 
1.  Introduction 
Being designed in 1960’s, Kalman Filter is known 
among the best minimum variance linear unbiased 
estimator using the Minimum Mean Square Estimation 
(MMSE) approach and a recursive filter for a system  
[1, 2]. Succesfully applied for nowadays numerous 
applications, it is a statistical filter that requires modeling 
the process and measurement errors to have Gaussian 
white noise with zero mean. Since introduced, Kalman 
filter been widely used for numerous application 
worldwide such as in robotics, hydrological and 
environmental systems, navigation system etc. 
Unfortunately, it works well under some certain 
conditions. Above all of its advantages of resulting the 
smallest standard deviation of estimation error, Kalman 
filter suffers from some deficiencies such as all noise 
must be zero mean, and the requirement a priori 
knowledge for noise standard deviation for both process 
and measurement noise. 
Despite of Kalman filter reputation among decades, 
some applications still experience problem and need 
further attention for development. Speaking in the field of 
autonomous system, estimation problem is a nontrivial 
issue to be apprehend. Even though Kalman filter may 
still provide good estimation for some systems, better 
estimator is still being demand to increase certain 
autonomous system performance. Practically noise is in 
uncertain manner and need to be considered carefully 
when designing a system. Thereby, rather than depending 
on assumption of Gaussian white noise with zero mean, it 
is wise decision to model a system that able to take into 
account worst case of noise or when the statistics of noise 
is violated. Hence, the development of H∞ filter.  
In   the   research   of   simultaneous   localization and 
mapping (SLAM) [3-9], the process error and 
measurement errors are often to be non-Gaussian errors 
and might be in unknown statistics. Therefore, it is a 
challenge to determine and obtain correct information of 
robot localization problems and landmarks estimation to 
build up and achieve a world representation of unknown 
map. To overcome such shortcomings for a systems of 
unknown noise characteristics and uncertainties, H∞ 
[8 , 10] is being proposed as a role of an estimators that 
able to tolerate with a robust system. 
 
2. H∞ Filtering: A Robust Filter 
Robustness is one of the important criteria to be 
fulfilled in design a systems that needs a good control and 
estimation. Firstly introduced around 1987’s by Mike 
Grimble, [2] the only uncertainties remains is in form of 
bounded energy noise signal in which there is no 
uncertainty in the matrices of system state space model. 
In the H∞ filtering, the noise inputs are deterministics 
signals and required to be energy- bounded with no other 
knowledge of noise is needed. It’s guarantees that the 
energy gain from the noise inputs to the estimation error 
is less than a certain level. 
H∞ filtering has been formulated into 3 main approach 
such as the Game approach, Riccati Approach and 
Interpolation theory approach. In contrast with the 
Kalman Filter, these kind of approach leads to different 
kinds of equations which lessen its popularity rather than 
the Kalman filter which is more easier and simpler to be 
applied. H∞ filter is also need some tuning to obtain a 
good system performance which will be clearer through 
this paper. Eventually, it is worth to tune the filter to 
attain better performance to a level of desired outcome. 
The Riccati approach is being applied in this paper. One 
of the latest researches conducted on the H∞ Filter was 
conducted by L. Cheng et al. [11] that investigate the 
wireless sensor network for indoor mobile robot 
localization. They proposed the mixed Kalman and H∞ 
filter method in delivering the best estimation results 
especially for distance measurement which can overcome 
the Non Line of Sight (NLOS) problem. It is also shown 
in their results that the hybrid system has surpassed the 
normal EKF, H∞ filter. 
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2.1 Prediction, Filtering and Smoothing 
Similar to Kalman filtering, there are some other 
important keywords to be remind concerning about the 
estimation problem using the H∞ filtering problem. 
• Filtering: Estimation of signal process ( )x t  at 
time n based on measurement (1), (2), , ( )z z z n . 
• Prediction: Estimation of signal process ( )x t at 
future time point, that is beyond time frame of 
measurement (1), (2), , ( )z z z n . 
• Smoothing: Estimation of signal process ( )x t at 
time before n and use subsequent measurement up 
to time n to “smooth” the estimation error. 
 
3. Foundation of H∞ Filtering Problem 
The H∞ filtering problem or the minimax estimation 
problem is represented in this section. Begin considering 
a linear systems described by the state space form, 
0( ) ( ) ( ), (0)x t Ax t Bw t x x= + =   (1) 
( ) ( ) ( )y t Hx t Dv t= +   (2) 
( )z Lx t=   (3) 
where ( ) nx t ∈ℜ  is the state, 0x  an unknown initial state, 
l
tw ∈ℜ  the noise signal,  
p
tz ∈ℜ  the measurement, and 
r
ts ∈ℜ  is a linear combination of state variables to be 
estimate under horizon [0, T], where 0T >  using the 
measurements ( ), 0z tt t≤ ≤ . If L  matrix is an identity 
matrix, x  will be the estimation to be obtained. 
Assumption 1: 0TR DD >  
Do note that above assumption is similar to the standard 
Kalman filter assumption filtering where all components 
of the measurement vector are assumed to be corrupted 
by noise. 
Assumption 2: Bounded noise energy; 
2 2
0 0,
N N
t t t tw v= =< ∞ < ∞∑ ∑   
From 0 0, 0,  and 0t tQ RΣ > > >  which is the 
weighting matrix for 0x , noise tw , and tv   respectively, 
for γ > 0, a finite horizon H∞ filtering problem is a 
problem that must be satisfying the estimation of 
*ˆ ˆ , 0,1, 2, ,t tz z t N= =  . This is shown as 
0 1 1 1
0
2
0
2 2 2
,v, 0 0 0 0
2
ˆ
sup
t t
N
t t t
N Nx w t t t tR Q
z z
x x v w
γ
− − −
=
= =Σ
∑ −
=
− +∑ +∑
<
  (4) 
The above equation represent that the ratio of 
estimation error noise and the noise energy bounded for 
all noise is less than a specified values which is γ in this 
problem. It is being proved that if the bigger the value of 
γ, the filter will be reacting familiar to Kalman filter. 
A cost function can being applied to look from the 
aspect of Finite Horizon a priori and a posteriori H∞  
filtering problem as shown below. 
( 10
1 1
2 22
0 0 0
0
2 2
0 0
ˆ ˆ( ; , , )
t t
N
t t
t
N N
t tR Q
t t
J z x v w z z x x
v w
γ −
− −
Σ
=
= =
= − − −

+ + 

∑
∑ ∑
  (5) 
where 0 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , , )Nz z z z=  , 0 1( , , , )Nv v v v=  , and 
0 1( , , , )Nw w w w=  . In comparison to (1), it is explicitly 
clear that, 
0
0 0 0, ,
ˆmax ( ; , , ) 0, ( , , ) 0
x v w
J z x v w x x v w< − ≠   
or 
0
0 0 0ˆ , ,
ˆmin max ( ; , , ) 0, ( , , ) 0
z x v w
J z x v w x x v w< − ≠   
which is a minimax problem consisting of two main 
player, zˆ  and 0( , , )x v w . zˆ  will be minimizing 
0ˆ( ; , , )J z x v w  while 0( , , )x v w  will be maximizing 
0ˆ( ; , , )J z x v w . 
Rearranging above statements, it can be concluded that 
the H∞ filtering problem can be stated as follows; 
Given a prescribed level of “noise” attenuation 0γ >  
and an initial state weighting matrix 0 0 0
TΣ = Σ > , find 
linear causal filter F  such that in the finite horizon case, 
0ˆ( ; , , )J z x v w γ<   when 0 0x = . 
The resulting filter will be known as H∞ suboptimal 
filters which is said to achieve a level of noise 
attenuation, γ . 
In this paper, the a posteriori output of filter is being 
observed for comparison purposes with Kalman filter 
later on. 
Assumption 3: Rank tF n= , for all 0,1, ,t N=  . 
If the above Assumption 3 is fulfilled, for a solution of 
a posteriori H∞ filtering problem to be exist, the Riccati 
equation 
1 0 0,
T
t t t t t t t tP F P F G Q G Pψ σ+ = + =   (6) 
( )1 2T Tt n t t t t t tI H R H L L Pψ γ− −= + −   (7) 
holding a positive definite solution and 
1 2ˆ 0 , 0,1, ,Tt t tP L L t Nγ
− −− > =    (8) 
At this time, for 0γ >  suboptimal H∞ filter are given 
by following equation: 
*
1ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ,t t tt t t t t tz L x x F x+= =   (9) 
01 1 0 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ ] ,t t tt t t t t t tx x K y H x x x− − −= + − =   (10) 
1( )Tt t t t t t tK P H H P H R
−= +   (11) 
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4. Simulation Result and Discussion 
In order to understand and evaluate the performance of 
H∞ filter, some simulation is being carried out to observe 
the filter characteristics with some comparison with 
Kalman filter. Following simulation setup is being 
defined to obtain and achieve a good comparison: 
• Noise are Gaussian white noise 
• Zero mean noise 
• Simulation are in planar world 
• Landmarks are stationary 
• Process noise, Q = 0.032 * I(6) 
• Measurement noise, R = 0.3 * I(2) 
 
4.1 Case 1: H∞ Filter Performance Analysis 
Here are some of the results obtained when the value 
of γ is changed. From the theoretical aspects, the bigger 
the value of γ, the results will be close to the Kalman 
filter characteristics as shown on Fig. 1. As shown on this 
figure, it is very critical in choosing the γ value. The 
significant value of γ can handsomely provides good 
estimation results, hence better accuracy (note that the 
true value is 1 for Fig.1, Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5). 
As been shown by the figure, the estimation varies as 
the γ changed but remains stable at a constant value after 
it reach some value. If the characteristic doesn’t change 
hereafter, this feature is said to be close to the Kalman 
filter characteristics. Although that it is seems to be very 
small change of estimation value between γ, the 
characteristics will be slightly change when employing 
bigger noise effect to the systems. As can be seen, the γ = 
10 shows some unexpected outcome for bigger noise 
effect than γ = 100, 1000 and still under analysis to 
determine its cause. This is shown later on Fig. 8 and  
Fig. 9. 
Furthermore, by analyzing these characteristic in 
changing the values of γ, it is found that, the results will 
be diversely changing after below the value of 0.5. From 
Fig. 2, when the smaller value of γ applied on the filter, 
the estimation become more unstable and changing 
frequently due to more noise effect included into the 
system. The smaller the γ, H∞ filter will become more 
sensitive to the measurement noise. Consequently, the 
solution for sub-optimal H∞ filter will be not exist and 
systems cannot function well. This value will be an 
important reference point for designing an appropriate 
H∞ filter to achieve certain desired output. 
On the other hand, interestingly comparing these γ to 
acquire best γ value, γ = 1.01 gives the best results as 
shown on the Fig. 3. However, do note that the value may 
abruptly change for other conditions that are not specified 
here. 
 
Fig. 1.  H∞ characteristics. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  H∞ γ characteristics: Diverse γ values. 
 
 
The investigation goes through the evaluation for noise 
effect to the system. Noise applied to the system is 
change in a manner to determine and examine its effects 
to H∞ filter behavior. Results are shown below. As been 
shown on Fig. 4, the bigger value of noise will rapidly 
change the behavior of the filter or estimation. In 
contrast, the smaller the noise, estimation value will be 
approximating the true value of the systems. 
 
4.2  Case 2: Non Moving Mobile Robot Observing 
One Landmark at World Coordinate System 
The comparison to the well-known Kalman filter is 
presented. A non-moving case of a mobile robot that 
simultaneously observing one landmark and at the same 
time localizing itself to the unknown environment is 
being studied using an extended kalman filter and the 
robust H∞ filter. 
As shown on Fig. 5, Kalman filter converge faster than 
H∞ filter. From the characteristics shown on this figure, 
H∞ filter estimation error is more reliable due to it 
approximately  near  to  the  true  value  than  the Kalman  
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Fig. 3.  H∞ γ characteristics: Best γ values. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  H∞ filter: Noise effect to the system. 
 
 
filter estimation for true position estimation. Analysis 
from the average value of both filters resulting below 
consequences; 
• Mean calculation for Kalman filter of robot 
location = 1.0669 
• Mean calculation for H∞ filter of robot location = 
0.9833 
Furthermore, the H∞ filter oscillates around its true 
value and better than Kalman filter that is somehow still 
trying to approximate the true value. 
As in Fig. 6, the estimation using H∞ filter surpassed 
the estimation using Kalman filter for landmark 
estimation. The characteristics express that the use of H∞ 
filter gives a promising results than Kalman filter 
especially in real and practical situations although that it 
oscillates bigger than the Kalman filter. 
Analyzing the uncertainty, it is found that, the 
landmark uncertainty is decreasing as many more 
observations are made to the system. Do note that, in this 
paper, the relative location between robots and landmarks 
is the objective. At the beginning, H∞ filter shows small 
deviation of landmark estimation uncertainty rather than 
Kalman  filter.  As  time  passed, even  though  it is seems 
 
Fig. 5.  H∞ filter non-moving case: Robot position  
                 estimation. 
 
 
Fig. 6.  H∞ filter non-moving case: Landmark  
                 estimation with 7 as true value. 
 
that Kalman filter shows a constant output at the end of 
the simulation, the real landmark estimation value is still 
not the true value, as stated above in terms of it average 
estimation. 
Based on these two results of above case, this gives an 
induction and probability of better performance and 
estimation for a robot observing more and more 
landmarks while also encouraging outcome for a case 
where moving mobile robot taking relative observation 
from some landmarks. 
The result for t=10000s simulation time for γ = 0.01 
and γ = 0.001. The estimation error fluctuates at 
approximately 1.05 which is a big error from its true 
value, i.e. 1. 
As for looking into the correction of error for both 
filters, below figure shows the difference between these 
filters. From this figure, it is clear that Kalman filter tries 
to minimize the variance of estimation error while the H∞ 
provide an uniformly small estimation error for the 
systems (the big variance between data in each step 
shows that the estimation error is being suppress under 
certain level). 
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Fig. 7.  Uncertainty decreasing: Landmark estimation. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.  γ characteristics of H∞ filter for γ = 0.01 and  
                 γ = 0.001. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
Above mentioned results determined the promising 
results using the H∞ filter as an alternative way for 
estimation problem. This approach is still new and may 
need further improvement and development to achieve 
even more stable and encouraging results than being 
attained in this paper. Even though the development of 
H∞ filter is widely diversely approach among 
researchers, it will be an interesting researches by 
researchers to extent its advantages for an enormous 
application widely over the world such as target tracking, 
system identification, localization, etc. Despite some of 
its inadequacy, it provides a good estimation rather than 
other Kalman filter algorithm, EM algorithm and other 
existed algorithm. 
From this paper, it is clear that H∞ filter are capable to 
predict and approximate linear and non-linear system that 
has wide coverage and variety of noise and proven to be 
useful for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 
Problem (SLAM) that recently being explore and study. 
 
 
Fig. 9.  Kalman filter and H∞ filter error comparison. 
 
 
However, one should note that, H∞ filter are more 
sensitive at lower level of γ to design a proper system. 
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Abstract – Agriculture was an important industry, which 
has an economic impact of trading goods for others 
application such as perfume, aromatherapy and others. 
Agar wood one of high value products that give economic 
impact for several of the countries which price of agar 
wood to its certain grade. The grades were manipulated by 
traders to get higher price using lower grade. This paper 
proposed the intelligence classification technique using an 
Electronic Nose (E-nose) measurement. The sensor array 
in the E - nose are used for the inputs of the Case Based 
Reasoning (CBR) for intelligent classification. The 
experimental result shows that the technique 
accomplished to classify with high accuracy which is 
96.3% nearly to 100% of accuracy.   
 
Keywords - Agar wood, Gaharu, E-nose, Classification, 
CBR. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Agricultural defined as encompassing crop, forest 
product and the process of the state’s agricultural 
production. Therefore, agricultural can give economic 
impact to the state’s because the agricultural industry 
purchases goods and services from other industries and 
hires local labor [1]. One of high value products in 
agricultural industry was agar wood or gaharu which is 
used as a traditional aromatic, incense smoke and perfume 
in many forms such as burning wood chip, make an 
essential oil for perfumes and others [2]. In the eight 
century, agar wood also used as medical product that's 
been recorded in Sahih Muslim and Ayurvedic medical 
text the Susruta Samhita. In addition, over the past about 
30 years, the demand for agar wood has been risen [3], [4].  
Agar wood oil quality grading does not have common 
grading standard to distinguish its quality such as high 
grade, commercial grade, low grade, Grade A+, Grade A, 
Grade B and others. The oil quality of grade A+ was 100% 
of purity and grade A was 95 % to 99%, while the purity of 
grade B lower than purity of grade A [5]. The common 
characteristic that can be recognized for grade A was Dark, 
Dense, Concentrated and Heavy while other characteristic 
as in Table 1 [6], [7]. This characteristic can be 
manipulated by traders and they can change the 
characteristic of other grade or other wood in order to get 
the higher price to sell because the better the grade the 
price was higher [8]–[10]. 
 
Table 1 Grades and prices of agar wood at local levels, 
1985-2007 
 
 
In order to detect the quality of agar wood, there are 
several methods for detection such as Gas 
Chromatography- Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS), Solid 
Phase Micro-extraction (SPME) in the chemical field and 
electronic nose (E-nose) for gaharu quality detection in 
electronic field. GC-MS is an instrument that can separate 
and analyzed samples based on chemical compound 
usually used for agar wood essential oil while SPME is a 
solvent-less extraction technique, based on adsorption 
which usually for analyze samples and for burning chip of 
agar wood [12], [16], [17]. An E-nose is able to detect 
odors for a variety of applications such as cherry essential 
oil, liquor, perfumes and others [18], [19].  
There are several methods that can imply to classify the 
quality of gaharu essential oil such as an Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) and also Case Based 
Reasoning (CBR) [20], [21]. CBR is mean by using stored 
case to solve the new case. There are several steps for 
classifying using CBR which is retrieve, reuse, revise and 
retain [22]. Retrieve is the most crucial step in CBR which 
is to recall a previous case that stored in CBR. Then, it will 
retrieve the best similar cases to compare with new case. 
The best of similarity cases will reuse in order to revise the 
case and retained it when it was solved [23].  
 Therefore, this study recommends the classification 
technique by a combination of the E - nose and CBR for 
gaharu sensor based on pure and mixed gaharu with other 
essential oil. The E - nose was used to detect the odor 
profile of samples. While, CBR classifies the odor based 
on profile from the E-nose.  
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2. Experimental Section 
 
The essential oil was extracted using hydro distillation 
process which is using alcohol in order to extract the 
essential oil from the plant which cannot undergo the 
steam distillation process. Then, the essential oil will 
analyze by GC-MS which is most frequently used 
technique to classify the compound in essential oil [24]. 
While, for incense smoke or burning chip using SPME 
method to get chemical compound analysis, which is to 
classify to chips A, B and C.  
The essential oil has been processed using hydro 
distillation to get pure gaharu essential oil. Then, it will 
mix with other essential oil such as lemon or lavender to 
make it into three samples of essential oil, which is pure 
gaharu, gaharu mix with lemon and gaharu mix with 
lavender.  
The system acquisition of data as shown in Figure 1. 
The E - nose will take the repeated reading data of the 
sample which determined by GC-MS. The data from the 
E-nose, which consist of an array of sensor in order to get 
the pattern of the each sample. The data will analyze and 
CBR will do the classifying of the sample. Then, the 
similarity is used for accuracy percentage of CBR as 
follow in Eq. (1) where x  is the highest similarity 
percentages as follows;  
 
_ 100
3
x
Accuracy Percentage = ∑                                       (1) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Data Acquisition System 
 
 
3. Result and Discussion 
 
The E-nose data which normalized to obtain standard 
value from 0 to 1. The data have been processed into the 
graph plot in order to obtain a pattern for each sample as 
profile odor of gaharu. Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 
show a normalized sample measurement data for pure 
gaharu essential oil and mixed gaharu essential oil. The 
data of measurement collected from an array of sensor 
which is to obtain pattern profile to differentiate the 
quality of gaharu. The three figures above have conclude 
that there are slight differences between those figures by 
its features profile. Its show that, this oil can be 
manipulated by traders which the human nose cannot 
detect the differences between those samples.  
In addition, these features were improved by using 
boxplot. The purpose of using boxplot is to summarized 
and visualized the difference between those samples of 
gaharu essential oil. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Normalized data for Pure gaharu 
 
 
Fig. 3: Normalized data for gaharu mixed lemon 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Normalized data for gaharu mixed Lavender 
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Fig. 6: Box plot for pure gaharu 
 
 
Fig. 7: Box plot for pure gaharu mixed lemon 
 
 
Fig. 8: Box plot for pure gaharu mixed lavender 
 
The simple boxplot displays five statistics, which is 
minimum, first quartile, median value, third quartile, and 
maximum value. As we known, these statistics were 
calculated for a single continuous variable, but the simple 
boxplot takes it a step beyond. The simple boxplot 
displays the several categories of a discrete variable by 
separating the continuous variable of five statistics as 
mentioned.  
Based on the Figure 5, Figure6 and Figure 7, it 
visualized that difference between those samples. The red 
center line which is median values was in the box of lower 
and upper quartiles which known as Inter-quartiles range. 
While, the maximum and minimum values of each sensor 
as a line in boxplot which known as a whisker. Those 
figures consist a red line at sensor 3 which have the same 
value of five statistic of each sample. Figure6 and Figure 
7, the four boxplots have nearly identical values.  While 
Figure 5 shows the boxplot are different compare to mixed 
gaharu samples, it is concluded that the boxplot of the four 
sensors is slightly different.  
The pattern of boxplot and the normalized sample graph 
shows that there are differences of pattern between those 
samples. Then, the significant data of mean were selected 
to training for classifier which is CBR. Each samples have 
10 cases to get classify. Since the classifier has 20 cases 
maximum range, the 10 cases of each sample are trained 
for 2 samples for each classifier training and testing 
samples. The training and testing will find the percentage 
of similarity and at the end of the classifier will show the 
accuracy percentage of classifying between those samples. 
The accuracy percentage which has recorded as Table 2 
below.  
 
Table 2  Accuracy Percentage of CBR 
 
No. Classifying Cases Accuracy Percentage 
1 Pure gaharu and Pure mixed Lemon 96.3% 
2 Pure gaharu and Pure mixed Lavender 96.3% 
 
The classifier accuracy percentage success rate for both 
sample data test is 96.3 %. The data were classified by 
using similarity percentage of 20 samples case for testing 
and training samples. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
 This study of the application of CBR in classifying the 
purity of gaharu was accomplished through the accuracy 
percentage of CBR. The purity of gaharu and mixed 
gaharu with other essential oil classify based on features 
and statistical value which is by graph plot and boxplot 
features. 
The result shows the classification nearly approaches 
100% of accuracy which is 96.3%. In addition, this study 
can be further refined for better classification using CBR.  
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Abstract - Assembly sequence planning (ASP) refers to 
the process of arrangement of a particular assembly 
sequence with regard to a product design. In assembly 
sequence planning, the relationships between components 
such as the geometry of compliant assemblies should be 
taken into account before a precedence diagram is 
eventually built and feasible assembly sequences can be 
generated. A better assembly sequence can contribute to 
reduce the cost and time of the manufacturing process, that 
is, among NP-hard problems. Thus, it is needed to find the 
optimal sequence from the feasible assembly sequences. 
In past few years, many optimization techniques have been 
used to solve the assembly sequence planning problem 
include Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm 
(GA), and binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO). In 
this paper, an approach using Gravitational Search 
Algorithm (GSA) which is a heuristic optimization 
algorithm that incorporates the Newton’s law of gravity 
and the law of motion into analytical studies of systems is 
proposed to solve the assembly sequence planning 
problem. The experimental results show that the proposed 
approach is more efficient in solving the assembly 
sequence planning problem, with less of total assembly 
time in comparison with the three other approaches. 
 
Keywords – Assembly sequence planning. Meta-heuristics. 
Gravitational search algorithm. Precedence matrix.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
Assembly sequence planning, which is an important 
part of assembly process planning, plays an essential role 
in the manufacturing industry. The focus of ASP is to 
determine the order of assembly of a product in the 
assembly line to shorten the assembly time or save the 
assembly cost [1].  
Assembly sequence planning consists of assembly, 
operations, existing assembly techniques and some details 
of relations between parts [2]. Some researchers have 
dedicated their work on some important issues related to 
concurrent engineering analyses on assembly sequence 
planning [3]. These issues are the representation of a 
product to be assembled, the generation of assembly 
sequence plans and the determination of precedence 
constraints, the representation of resulting assembly 
sequence plans and the selection of the optimum assembly 
sequence planning. 
Many works have intensely done on assembly sequence 
planning systems using meta-heuristics approaches [4-6]. 
The implementation of meta-heuristics in solving discrete 
optimization problems, particularly in the ASP problem 
lead to significant reduction of computational times, 
which by its nature sacrifices the guarantee of finding 
exact optimal solutions [7,8]. However, these approaches 
are permitted to obtain acceptable performance at 
acceptable costs in a large number of possible assembly 
sequences. In other words, these approaches able to find 
good solution on large-size problem instances.  
In past few years, a stochastic population-based 
meta-heuristic called Gravitational Search Algorithm 
(GSA) has been developed [9]. GSA is inspired by the 
Newton’s law of universal gravitation where all objects 
attract to each other with a force of gravitational attraction.  
In this paper an assembly sequence planning problem is 
solved using a GSA-based approach. The objective is to 
generate the optimal assembly sequence to minimize 
production time. At the same time, production cost can be 
save.  
 
2. Gravitational Search Algorithm 
 
The computational of GSA requires a set of N agents, 
which are randomly positioned in the search space during 
the initialization. The position of agents, which are the 
candidate solutions to the problem are represented as:  
 
( ) NinxdxxX iiii  ,...3 ,2 ,1for  )()...,(),...,1( ==        (1) 
 
where )(dxi presents the position of i
th agent in the dth 
dimension, and n is the space dimension.  
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Fig. 1.  General principle of GSA. 
 
Figure 1 portrays the principle of GSA. Initially, all 
agents are assigned with velocity ),( dtvi that is equal to 
zero where t represents the iteration number. Next, the 
fitness of agent i at time t, ( )tfiti for each agent is 
evaluated with respect to ).,( dtxi The gravitational 
constant ( )tG  is then updated using: 
 
( ) T
t
eGtG
β
0=                     (2) 
 
where T is the number of maximum iteration, 0G  and β 
are constant values. The gravitational constant is a 
decreasing function of time where it is valued to 0G  at the 
beginning and it is exponentially decreased towards zero 
as the iteration increases to control the search accuracy. 
Next, best(t) and worst(t) are calculated. For minimization 
problem, the definition of best(t) and worst(t) are given as 
follows: 
 
( ) { } ( )tfittbest jNj ,....,1�min=              (3) 
 
( ) { } ( )tfittworst jNj ,....,1�max=           (4) 
 
For a maximization problem, the definition of best(t) and 
worst(t)  are changed to: 
 
( ) { } ( )tfittbest jNj ,....,1�max=              (5) 
 
( ) { } ( )tfittworst jNj ,....,1�min=            (6) 
The gravitational and inertial mass are then updated as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )tworsttbest
tworsttfittm ii =              (7) 
 
( ) ( )
( )∑ 1Nj j
i
i tm
tmtM
=
=                (8) 
 
where )(tM i  is the inertial mass of i
th agent. The 
acceleration, α , of mass i in time t in the dth dimension is 
calculated as: 
 
( ) ( )
)(
,
,
tM
dtF
dt
i
i
i =α                (9) 
 
where the force acting ),( dtFi is calculated as: 
 
( ) ( )dtFranddtF ij
N
ijj ji
,, ∑
  ≠,1=
=         (10) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )dtxdtxtR
tM
tGdtF ij
ij
i
ij ,-,, ε+
=       (11) 
 
where ε  is a small constant, )(tRij  is the Euclidean 
distance between agent i and j, and jrand  is a random 
number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Then, the 
velocity and position of agent’s are updated respectively 
as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )dtdtvranddtv iiii ,,,1 α+×=+        (12) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )dtvdtxdtx iii ,1,,1 ++=+         (13) 
 
where irand  is random number uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 1. The algorithm iterates until the stopping 
condition is met, either the maximum number of iteration 
is reached or a particular amount of error is obtained. 
 
3. Mathematical Model 
 
The main objective of assembly sequence planning is to 
generate feasible assembly sequences which takes less 
time to be assembled, thereby reduces assembly costs. The 
most important factor in reducing assembly time and costs 
are setup time, including transfer time, number of tool 
changes, and proper fixture selection.  
 
No 
Yes 
Generate initial population 
Evaluate fitness for each agent 
Update the G, best and worst of the 
population 
Calculate M and α for each agent 
Update velocity and position 
Is termination 
condition met? 
Report best solution 
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In this study, assumptions for assembly sequence 
planning are as follows; 
 
1. Setup time and the actual assembly time for each part 
and component are given. 
2. Transfer time between workstations is included in set 
up time. 
3. Downtime of machines and workstations is omitted. 
 
3.1 Minimization of Assembly Time 
 
The total assembly time is the combination of setup 
time and actual assembly time. It is assumed that 
regardless of the assembly sequence, the actual assembly 
time is constant. A proper tool and setup for each 
component to be assembled is required. These two items 
depend on the geometry of the component itself and the 
components assembled to that point. The setup time for a 
component can be predicted using the following function 
[5]: 
 
  )(ime ∑
1
0Setup
c
b
ababa qppaT
=
+=        (14) 
 
where (a) is the component to be assembled, pa0 is the 
setup time for product (a) being the first component, pab is 
the contribution to the setup time due to the presence of 
part (b) when entering part (a), and qab = 1 if component 
(b) has already been assembled for a = 1,…, c. Otherwise, 
qab = 0 for a = 1,…, c in which c is the number of 
components occurred in the assembly sequence planning. 
The total assembly time is the summation of setup time 
and actual assembly time. Hence, the objective function 
for minimizing the assembly time is shown in the Eq. (15). 
 
( )   )(ime imeMin ∑
1
SetupAssembly
c
a
aAaTT
=
+=     (15) 
 
where Aa is the assembly time for component a. The 
calculation of time is in time units. 
 
3.1 Precedence Constraints 
 
To obtain feasible assembly sequences, all assembly 
sequences produced must comply with all precedence 
constraints. One of the constraints of the assembly design 
is the precedence relationships between the components. 
In general, the determined input data required by the 
assembly process is readily extracted either from CAD or 
disassembly analysis.  
A precedence matrix (PM) is used to show the relation 
using the precedence constraints between components in 
assembly. The relationship includes the nature of the 
connection (free to assembly components) and the relative 
assembly precedence between two components. Let say 
component a must be assembled after component b, which 
means PM (pa, pb) = 1. Otherwise PM (pa, pb) =∅ where 
(pa, pb) is a pair of components that has a geometric 
information in which pa must be assembled without 
interfering with pb.  To decide which pair is feasible, 
precedence constraints for a product should be described 
using PM.  Given ψ as the set of the components have been 
assembled before component a and the union of PM is a 
feasible assembly sequence FAS (pa, pb) with constraints. 
Therefore, 
 
 �,( PM �) ,( AS ψbbaba P), PPPPF =       (16) 
 
The generation of feasible assembly sequences is 
explained in [6] for details. 
 
4. Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) for 
Assembly Sequence Planning 
 
In order to find an optimal solution, each agent 
representing feasible assembly sequence must be 
evaluated to obtain its fitness value. This evaluation of the 
fitness value is done after generating initial population and 
loading precedence matrix (PM), coefficient table and 
actual assembly time.  
 The PM and coefficient table can be referred in [5] for 
details. Figure 2 shows the precedence diagram of the case 
study. It is worth pointing out that the components of free 
to be assembled are the components that can be placed 
regardless of any part of a sequence. These three processes 
and are other processes of the proposed approach using 
GSA are provided  as following: 
 
1.  Generate initial population of N agents randomly 
2.  Load precedence matrix, coefficient table and actual   
assembly time 
3.  For each agent i, do: 
(a)  Evaluate fitnessi 
(b)  Update the G, best and worst of the population 
(c)  Evaluate massi 
(d)  Evaluate force of massi 
(e)  Evaluate acceleration of massi 
(f)  Update velocity and position of massi 
(g) Evolve the updated assembly sequence of agent i  
with respect to the updated position of feasible 
assembly sequence 
4.  If termination condition is not met, Go To 2 Else 
Report best solution 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  The assembly precedence diagram of case 
study. 
 
 
 
 
Free to be assembled 
components 
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5. Experimental Results 
 
To evaluate the proposed approach, we conducted a few 
sets of experiments on the similar case study to compare 
our approach with several approaches using SA [4], GA 
[5], and Binary PSO (BPSO) [6]. Due to the discrepancy 
of the experimental setting used in the above algorithms, 
the performance comparisons were arranged and operated 
in a peer-to-peer manner. It needs to be mentioned that in 
order to examine the generality of the proposed approach, 
we have used the same settings as that of the algorithms to 
be compared, though those settings were best-fitted to the 
individual work but not specifically suitable for ours. 
In this study, MATLAB R2013a was used as a platform 
to solve the ASP problem. Personal computers with Intel® 
Core™ i5-2450M CPU 2.50 GHz was used to run 
experiments. The quality of results of the proposed 
GSA-based approach is measured based on the fitness 
values of the best solutions in minimizing the total 
assembly time. For instance, if the number of independent 
trials on the case study is 50, the quality of results is 
determined based on the fitness values of 50 solutions. To 
simplify the understanding of this work, fitness or 
objective value and solution is now called total assembly 
time and feasible assembly sequence, respectively.  
 
5.1 Result of the proposed GSA-based approach 
against the SA-based approach 
 
All the parameters of the proposed GSA-based 
approach against the SA-based approach are listed in 
Table 1. It is observed that the assembly sequence 
planning and optimization can be performed with both 
approaches. As seen in Table 2, the performance of the 
proposed GSA-based approach is better than the SA-based 
approach due to faster total assembly time recorded based 
on minimum value of all total assembly time. 
 
5.2 Result of the proposed GSA-based approach 
against the GA-based approach 
 
Parameters of these two approaches are demonstrated 
in Table 3. Similarly, these two approaches can be used to 
find assembly sequences. The performance of the 
proposed GSA-based approach and the GA-based 
approach is compared in Table 4. It is clearly indicated 
that the proposed GSA-based approach offers better 
performance than the SA-based approach in minimizing 
total assembly time. 
 
5.3 Result of the proposed GSA-based approach 
against the BPSO-based approach 
 
Parameters and the comparison between the proposed 
GSA-based approach and the BPSO-based approach are 
provided in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. These two 
approaches successfully yield a comparative result in 
which the proposed GSA-based approach is better than the 
BPSO-based approach in minimizing total assembly time.  
 
 
Table 1 The parameters for the proposed GSA-based 
approach and the SA-based approach in experiment. 
 
Experimental parameters GSA SA 
Iteration 500 500 
Size of population 30 - 
0G  100 - 
β 20 - 
Initial temperature (°C) - 100 
Cooling rate - 0.95 
Number of run 50 - 
 
Table 2 The best result and assembly sequence of the 
proposed GSA-based approach and the SA-based 
approach. 
 
Approach 
based 
Total 
assembly 
time 
Assembly sequence 
GSA 511.6 2-1-4-9-3-12-15-5-18-13-6-16-11-7-8-10-14-17-19 
SA 528.7 2-1-4-9-3-12-13-16-5-15-18-6-11-7-8-10-14-17-19 
 
Table 3 The parameters for the proposed GSA-based 
approach and the GA-based approach in experiment. 
 
Experimental parameters GSA GA 
Iteration 100 100 
Size of population 100 100 
0G  100 - 
β 20 - 
Mutation rate - 0.05 
Crossover - 0.50 
Number of run 50 - 
 
Table 4 The best result and assembly sequence of the 
proposed GSA-based approach and the GA-based 
approach. 
 
Approach 
based 
Total 
assembly 
time 
Assembly sequence 
GSA 512.0 2-15-1-4-3-12-13-11-9-16-5-18-6-7-8-10-14-17-19 
GA 524.1 2-18-3-12-1-13-16-5-11-15-4-6-9-7-8-10-14-17-19 
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Table 5 The parameters for the proposed GSA-based 
approach and the BPSO-based approach in experiment. 
 
Experimental parameters GSA BPSO 
Iteration 500 500 
Size of population 40 40 
0G  100 - 
β 20 - 
Inertia weight, ω - 0.6 
Learning factor, c1 and c2 - 1.42 
Number of run 10 10 
 
Table 6 The best result and assembly sequence of the 
proposed GSA-based approach and the BPSO-based 
approach. 
 
Approach 
based 
Total 
assembly 
time 
Assembly sequence 
GSA 514.0 1-3-2-4-12-9-13-5-15-18-16-11-6-7-8-10-14-17-19 
BPSO 514.4 16-2-13-4-1-15-11-9-6-5-18-7-8-14-12-10-3-17-19 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this study gravitational search algorithm approach is 
proposed to generate and optimize assembly sequences. 
The precedence diagram and the precedence matrix are 
employed to denote the feasible order of components of 
the assembly. The work represents an assembly sequence 
as an agent designated by a character string and 
subsequently, the position of new agents are generated 
through measuring the velocity of each agent per iteration. 
Gravitational search algorithm stops when the termination 
criterion is reached. To evaluate the performance of the 
proposed approach, a case study of ASP consisting 
nineteen components is chosen, and the performance of 
the proposed approach using gravitational search 
algorithm is evaluated against three different approaches 
that uses simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, and 
binary particle swarm optimization respectively. 
Experimental results obtained showed that the proposed 
approach using gravitational search algorithm can 
effectively generate feasible assembly sequences with 
minimum production time. In future we may examine the 
performance of this approach on other case studies of 
assembly sequence planning that having many 
sub-assemblies constraints. 
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Abstract – One of the biggest factors that contribute to the 
computational cost of extended Kalman filter-based 
SLAM is the covariance update. This is due to the 
multiplications of the covariance matrix with other 
parameters and the increment of its dimension, which is 
twice the number of landmarks. Therefore a study is 
conducted to find a possible technique to decrease the 
computational complexity of the covariance matrix 
without minimizing the accuracy of the state estimation. 
This paper presents a preliminary study on the matrix-
diagonalization technique, which is applied to the 
covariance matrix in EKF-based SLAM to simplify the 
multiplication process. The behaviors of estimation and 
covariance are observed based on three case studies. 
 
Keywords – covariance, diagonalization, extended 
Kalman filter, simultaneous localization and mapping. 
 
1.  Introduction 
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) of a 
mobile robot is one of the navigation techniques which 
enable the robot to move autonomously in an unknown 
environment. SLAM does not require a priori map, but 
with the aid of exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors 
on board, the mobile robot is able to incrementally build a 
feature map of the environment and use this map to 
localize its position. The position of mobile robot and 
landmarks are determined by means of estimation method 
such as the Kalman filter [1], the particle filter [2] or the 
H∞ filter [3]. These methods provide estimations based 
on the measurement data that are recursively recorded by 
the sensors. SLAM has been applied in a wide range of 
mobile robot applications such as underwater, mining, 
space exploration and in home appliances [4-6].  
Extended Kalman filter (EKF) has been widely used to 
solve the estimation problem in SLAM due to simplicity 
of the algorithm, its robustness and its ability to apply the 
algorithm online compared to other approaches such as 
particle filter. However, the whole covariance matrix in 
EKF-based SLAM needs to be updated each time a new 
landmark is detected. This process involves lots of 
mathematical operation, thus will increase the 
computational cost. Moreover the dimension of 
covariance matrix will increase to twice the number of 
landmark, as more landmarks are detected. The classical 
EKF-based SLAM algorithm is known to have a cost of 
2( )mΟ , in which m  is a total landmark of the map. This 
limits the use of EKF in a large environment.  
Therefore researchers have been trying to find the 
solution to minimize the computational cost by focusing 
on the simplification of the covariance structure. Guivant 
and Nebot [7] introduced a decorrelation algorithm to 
simplify the covariance matrix. The algorithm will 
decorrelate a subset of the states that is weakly correlated 
and cancel the weakly cross-correlation terms in the 
covariance matrix. A positive semi definite matrix is 
added to the covariance matrix to reduce both 
computational and storage costs in SLAM. However this 
technique has some drawbacks that lead to filter 
instability. For that reason the cross-correlation of the 
structure needs to be preserved [8, 9]. A Study has been 
conducted to improve the technique through 
diagonalization of only part of the state error covariance 
[10]. The technique is known as covariance inflation 
method, in which a pseudo-noise covariance is added to 
the covariance matrix to maintain the suboptimality of the 
filter, given that SLAM is considered as a partially 
observable system [11, 12]. Besides covariance inflation, 
Julier and Uhlmann introduced a covariance intersection 
method for SLAM, a fusion technique that combines two 
covariances when the correlations between them are 
unknown [13], and this technique has been implemented 
not only in SLAM, but also in other applications [14]. In 
this technique, the update process is carried out in two 
independent steps; updating the robot, then updating the 
landmark. However there exists a new parameter ω  in 
the algorithm that needs to be chosen through an 
optimization process. 
This preliminary study is conducted to find an 
alternative technique in diagonalizing the covariance 
matrix of EKF-based SLAM. As an initial approach, the 
matrix will be diagonalized using the technique of finding 
its eigenvalues and rebuilding a new diagonal-covariance 
from these values. The preliminary results of the effect on 
the estimation and covariance behavior are presented, 
which have been obtained through simulations. 
This paper is structured as follows: the next section 
contains a brief explanation on the EKF-based SLAM 
models, diagonalization technique and the structure of 
covariance matrix. Section 3 explains the diagonalization 
process based on three case studies. The simulated results 
are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, the 
conclusion is drawn in Section 5. 
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2. Problem Formulation 
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping process in a 
mobile robot is defined through discrete time dynamical 
system equation using process and observation model. 
Extended Kalman filter is used to estimate the position of 
the mobile robot and landmarks. In this section, the 
formulation of the SLAM process and estimation through 
extended Kalman filter are explained. Moreover, the 
technique of matrix diagonalization that will be 
implemented on the covariance matrix is discussed. 
 
2.1 Model of Simultaneous Localization and 
Mapping (SLAM) 
The process model in SLAM describes the kinematics 
and movements of a mobile robot. The mobile robot 
moves within the environment and measures its relative 
distance to the existing landmarks using sensors. The 
measurement process is represented using the observation 
model. 
The process model of SLAM at time 1k +  is described 
as a function of state vector kX , control input ku  and 
process noise kw  evaluated at time k , as follows: 
1 ( , , , )k k k kX f X u w k+ =     (1) 
The state vector of a 2D SLAM 3 2mkX
+∈  is a joint 
state-vector of robot position rX  and position of 
landmark mX  
[ ]Tk r mX X X=   (2) 
where position of mobile robot [ ]r r Tr k k kX x yθ=  is 
represented in terms of the robot heading angle kθ  and 
the coordinates of the center of mobile robot with respect 
to global coordinate frame ( , )r rk kx y . The landmarks are 
modeled as point landmarks and described by Cartesian 
coordinate ( , )i ix y , 1, 2, ,i m=   where m  refers to the 
number of landmarks in the environment. 
The control input of the robot movement is designated 
by [ ]Tk k ku γ ω=  where kγ  is the mobile robot angular 
acceleration and kω  is its velocity with associated 
process noises, δγ  and δω . The process noise kw  is a 
zero-mean Gaussian noise of δγ  and δω  with 
covariance kQ  i.e. ~ (0 , )k kw QΝ . The mobile robot 
considered in this study is a two-wheel (uni-cycle) robot. 
Thus, the process model of this type of robot is defined as 
follows: 
1
( 1) 1
1
( )
( ) cos ( )
( ) sin ( )
k k k
r r
r k k k k k
r r
k k k k
T
X x x T
y y T
θ θ γ δγ
ω δω θ
ω δω θ
+
+ +
+
+ +   
   = = + +   
   + +   
    (3) 
where T  is the sampling rate or time interval of one 
movement step. 
In this study, landmarks are assumed to be stationary. 
Therefore process model for the landmarks at time 1k +  
is 
( 1) ( )m k m kX X+ =   (4) 
The observation or measurement process performed by 
the mobile robot in SLAM is represented by an 
observation model. In mobile robot SLAM, the 
observation of i-th landmark possesses range and bearing 
readings, which indicate relative distance and relative 
angle of the mobile robot to any observed landmarks 
within the environment. It is assumed that the mobile 
robot is equipped with range and bearing sensors onboard 
and encoders at the wheels to measure its speed. 
Observation model of the mobile robot SLAM is defined 
as follows: 
2 2
1
( , , )
( ) ( )
tan
k k k
i r
i
r r
i k i k r
r
i k
kr
i k
z h X v k
r
x x y y
y y
x x
φ
φ
υ
φ υ
υ
θ υ−
=
+ 
=  + 
 − + − +
 
=   −
− +  −  
  (5) 
where [ ]Tk rv φυ υ=  is the zero-mean Gaussian 
observation noise applied to range and bearing 
observations with covariance kR  i.e. ~ (0 , )k kv RΝ . 
Process and observation models of mobile robot SLAM 
are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
2.2 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping by 
means of EKF 
The position of mobile robot and landmarks are 
estimated using extended Kalman filter (EKF). The state 
vector is predicted based on the system’s previous 
information, which then is estimated based on the 
measurement   data  obtained  from  the  sensors.  EKF 
 
 
Fig. 1. The process and observation models of mobile robot SLAM. 
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provides the mean that indicates the updated state vector 
ˆ
kX , and the covariance matrix of the estimation kP  that 
designates the estimation error. The prediction and 
estimation steps of EKF are described as follows: 
A. Prediction (time update) 
At time k  the estimation of the state vector is 
1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ T
k r mX X X X X =     (6) 
and covariance matrix of the estimation error is kP . The 
process model (Eq. (1) – (4)) are linearized as a Taylor 
series expansion about ˆ kX  and thus leads to the 
following predicted state vector 1ˆ kX
−
+  and error 
covariance matrix  1kP
−
+  
1
ˆ ˆ( , ,0, )k k kX f X u k
−
+ =   (7) 
1
T T
k X k X w k wP F P F F Q F
−
+ = ∇ ∇ +∇ ∇   (8) 
where XF∇  is the Jacobian of f  with respect to kX  and 
wF∇  is the Jacobian with respect to kw . These Jacobians 
are evaluated from Eq. (3) at ˆ kX  and possess following 
equations. 
1 0 0 0
ˆsin 1 0 0
,    
ˆ 0cos 0 1 0
0 0 0
k
X w
mk
m
T f
F F
T
I
γ ωω θ
ω θ
 
 
− ∇  ∇ = ∇ =      
  
  (9) 
mI  and 0m  are the identity and null matrix respectively, 
with appropriate dimension, depending on the number of 
observed landmarks, while T  is the sampling rate. Note 
that wF∇  indicates that there is no process noise for the 
landmarks as they were assumed to be stationary at all 
times. 
B. Update (measurement update) 
The state vector and error covariance matrix equations 
in the update process are formed by linearizing the 
observation model (5) through Taylor series expansion 
about 1ˆ kX
−
+ . With the availability of measurement data 
1kz + , the mobile robot then updates its current position 
relative to the position of observed landmarks through 
( )1 1 1 1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ( , )k k k k kX X K z h X k+ − −+ + + + += + −   (10) 
with the updated error covariance matrix 
( )1 1 1 1 1T Tk k k i k i k kP P K H P H R K+ − −+ + + + += − ∇ ∇ +   (11) 
where 3 2n m= + , the dimension of state vector. 1kK +  is 
a Kalman gain and has the following definition. 
( ) 11 1 1T Tk k i i k i kK P H H P H R
−− −
+ + += ∇ ∇ ∇ +   (12) 
iH∇  is the Jacobian of function h  in (5) with respect to 
kX  evaluated at 1ˆ kX
−
+  and has the following 
characteristics [15] 
2 2 2 2
0
1
i
dx dy dx dy
r r r rH
dy dx dy dx
r r r r
 − − 
∇ =  
 − − −  
  (13) 
with 
2 2
1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,
r r
i ik kdx x x dy y y r dx dy
− −− −
+ += − = − = +   (14) 
 
2.3 Diagonalization of Matrix 
For a square matrix, the matrix might be diagonalized 
by finding its eigenvalues. Let A  be a n n×  matrix. 
Suppose there exists a number λ  and a column matrix 
B  with dimension of 1n×  such that 
AB Bλ=   (15) 
in which λ  is said to be an eigenvalue of A  with the 
corresponding eigenvector B . In general, for each n n×  
matrix, there will be normally n  number of eigenvalues, 
in which the eigenvalues might be real, complex or 
combination of both numbers. 
Definition 1: Let A  be a n n×  square matrix and D  
is a diagonal matrix in which its diagonal elements are 
the eigenvalues of A , such as follows: 
1
2
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 n
D
λ
λ
λ
 
 
 =
 
 
  

  (16) 
Therefore, there exists the following relationship between 
matrix A  and matrix D : 
det ( ) det ( )
norm ( ) norm ( )
A D
A D
=
=
  (17) 
 
2.4 Structure of Error Covariance Matrix 
  The covariance matrix of a state estimation in SLAM 
is a combination matrix of mobile robot and landmark 
position covariance matrixes and correlation between 
mobile robot and landmarks. Correlations between 
mobile robot position and landmarks estimation arise 
when the measurements are incorporated and thus, the 
state error covariance becomes dense. The state error 
covariance kP  is defined generally as 
rr rm
k T
rm mm
P P
P
P P
 
=  
 
  (18) 
with 
Prr :   Covariance matrix of the robot position. 
Pmm :   Covariance matrix of the landmark position. 
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Prm : Cross-covariance matrix of the robot and 
 landmark position or cross-correlation. 
The dimension of state error covariance in SLAM is 
(3 2 ) (3 2 )m m+ × + . The size of covariance matrix will 
grow as the robot continuously observed new landmarks 
in the environment. State error covariance for SLAM is 
fully represented in the following equation: 
1, 1, , ,
1, 1, , ,
1, 1, , ,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, , 1, ,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..
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x y n x n y
x y n x n y
x y n x n y
x x x x x x y x n x x n y
y y y y x
x y m m m m
x xx xy xm xm xm xm
y yx yy ym ym ym ym
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P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P
P P P P P P P
P P P P P
θθ θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ
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θ
 
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 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (19) 
Proposition 1: The determinant of the error covariance 
matrix is a measure of the volume of the uncertainty 
ellipsoid associated with the state estimate, which 
indicates the total uncertainty of that particular state 
estimation [1]. 
Therefore by referring to Proposition 1 and the 
behaviour of diagonal matrix indicates by Eq. (17), it is 
believed that the diagonalization through the eigenvalues 
can be one of alternative technique to minimize the 
computational cost of EKF-based SLAM. 
3. Diagonalization of Covariance Matrix in
EKF-based SLAM 
This pilot study attempts to investigate the effect of 
diagonalization of covariance matrix on the estimation 
performance and the covariance behavior through 
simulation analysis. The objective is to simplify the 
multiplication steps in the covariance calculation, in order 
to minimize the computational complexity as well as 
computational cost. Multiplication of a matrix with 
another diagonal matrix is much easier and faster since 
only diagonal elements are incorporated. The analysis is 
conducted base on three case studies: 
1) Predicted covariance for both (robot and landmark)
is diagonalized.
2) Estimated covariance for both (robot and
landmark) is diagonalized.
3) Only estimated covariance of landmark is
diagonalized.
3.1 Full Diagonalization of Covariance Matrix 
Equation (19) is fully diagonalized by finding the 
eigenvalues for the whole covariance values. Then the 
eigenvalues are collected and new diagonal covariance 
matrix is build using these values. Algorithm 1 and 
Algorithm 2 describe the diagonalization steps of the first 
and second case studies. Therefore the new diagonal 
covariance matrix has the following structure: 
1
2
3( ), 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
D k
n
P
λ
λ
λ
λ
+
 
 
 
 =
 
 
 
 

(20) 
By using this new covariance matrix, multiplication 
process in Eq. (8) and Eq. (11) will be simplified and 
therefore reduce the computational cost. 
3.2 Partial Diagonalization of Covariance Matrix 
In SLAM, it is important for the mobile robot to have 
the knowledge of its current position. Initially the mobile 
robot needs to locate itself before sensing the landmark in 
the environment. Thus, it is important to retain the 
covariance of mobile robot r rP  as precise as possible. 
Under third case study, only the covariance of landmark 
m mP  is diagonalized through Algorithm 3. Hence the 
estimated covariance matrix for the third case study has 
the structure as indicates in Eq. (21). 
4. Simulation Results and Discussions
The simulation analyses of the proposed case studies 
are conducted and the behavior of the estimation and 
covariance matrix are analyzed in this section. 
Figure 2 shows the estimation of the mobile robot’s 
position and landmarks’ position under normal condition, 
Algorithm 1: Diagonalization of predicted covariance 
matrix 
Algorithm 2: Diagonalization of estimated covariance 
matrix 
Diagonalize_predicted_all ( ˆ , , ,k k k kX P u z ) Diagonalize_estimated_all ( ˆ , , ,k k k kX P u z )
 compute predicted state 1ˆ kX −+
 compute predicted covariance 1kP −+
 find eigenvalues 1( )n keig Pλ −+=
 build diagonal matrix ( ) , 1 ( )D k nP diag λ− + =
 compute predicted measurement 1ˆ( , )kh X k−+
 compute estimated state 1ˆ kX ++
 compute Kalman gain 1kK +  
 compute estimated covariance 1kP ++
return 1ˆ kX ++ , 1kP ++
 compute predicted state 1ˆ kX −+
 compute predicted covariance 1kP −+
 compute predicted measurement 1ˆ( , )kh X k−+
 compute estimated state 1ˆ kX ++
 compute Kalman gain 1kK +  
 compute estimated covariance 1kP ++
 find eigenvalues 1( )n keig Pλ ++=
 build diagonal matrix ( ) , 1 ( )D k nP diag λ+ + =
 return 1ˆ kX ++ , ( ) , 1D kP + +
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Algorithm 3: Diagonalization of estimated covariance 
matrix of the landmark position 
Diagonalize_estimated_landmark ( ˆ , , ,k k k kX P u z )    
 compute predicted state 1ˆ kX −+  
 compute predicted covariance 1kP −+  
 compute predicted measurement 1ˆ( , )kh X k−+  
 compute estimated state 1ˆ kX ++  
 compute Kalman gain 1kK +  
 compute estimated covariance 1kP ++  
 find eigenvalues of ( ) , 1m m kP + +   
    ( )1(4 : end,4 : end)n keig Pλ ++=  
 build diagonal matrix ( , ) , 1 ( )m m D k nP diag λ+ + =  
 build new diagonal matrix 
    1 1( ) , 1
1 ( , ) , 1
(1: 3,1: 3) (1: 3,4 : end)
(4 : end,1: 3)
k k
D k
k m m D k
P P
P
P P
+ +
+ ++
+ + +
+ +
 
=  
  
 
 return 1ˆ kX ++ , ( ) , 1D kP + +  
 
(i.e. using normal covariance matrix). The mobile robot 
moves for k = 1000s and continuously observes the 
landmarks for every cycle of movement. The covariance- 
ellipses indicate the uncertainties of the estimation. The 
smaller the ellipse, the better the estimation. 
Using the same simulation parameters, simulations for 
the three case studies are conducted. Figure 3 depicts the 
estimation and covariance behavior of the first case study, 
while the result from the second case study can be seen in 
Fig. 4. As we can see from both figures, the estimation of 
mobile robot and landmark position is possible when the 
whole covariance is diagonalized through the technique 
defined in previous section. However the estimation has 
some degree of errors, which however is consider as 
acceptable. Nonetheless, the covariance behaves 
abnormally in these cases, in which the covariance 
decrease drastically and too small compared to the true 
covariance as depicted in Fig. 2. This scenario describes 
an optimistic estimation [15]. Moreover, Table 1 shows 
the comparison of processing time for all conditions. It 
clearly shows that the times taken to complete the SLAM 
process for the first and second case study are comparable 
 
 
Fig. 2. Position estimation and covariance under normal 
condition. 
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Table 1  Processing time for all cases. 
 
Covariance 
type 
Simulation time 
[s] 
Total processing time 
[s] 
Normal 1000 103.570 
Case 1 1000 104.382 
Case 2 1000 102.844 
Case 3 300 34.779 
 
to that of the normal condition. Even though there are 
additional steps taken in diagonalizing the covariance 
matrix, the time taken for the whole process to be 
completed is faster. This can be proven by the time taken 
for the second case, which is shows lower than that of the 
normal condition. From the results, it can be suggested 
that the technique may be applied to the EKF-based 
SLAM, but it requires some modification with regards to 
the approach, for example, the robot covariance and the 
covariance of the landmark should be managed 
separately. 
 
     Figure 5 shows the result of the third case study, in 
which only the covariance of landmark is being 
diagonalized. It clearly shows that the mobile robot is 
unable to detect the landmarks and also unable to localize 
itself. As a result, mobile robot has been lost within the 
environment. Note that the scale of the environment has 
been enlarged and the landmarks are the same landmarks 
as in other case studies. Besides, the simulation is 
conducted only for 300s since the estimation is 
unsuccessful. Through the thorough analysis on the 
covariance values, it has  been observed  that the diagonal 
elements of the covariance under this condition are not 
able to fulfill the requirement of positive semi definite 
behavior. This misleading result is believed to occur due 
to the structure of the new covariance, Eq. (21) in which 
only the covariance of the landmarks is being 
diagonalized, whereas the cross-correlation terms are 
being ignored. The cross-correlation terms should be 
included in the diagonalization process since these terms 
are important in ensuring the best estimation performance 
[16, 17]. Therefore a new strategy needs to be proposed 
to fully diagonalize the covariance matrix by 
incorporating the cross-correlation terms. 
 
True Landmark 
Estimated Landmark 
Robot’s Position 
Covariance-Ellipse 
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Fig. 3. State estimation and covariance for case one. 
 
Fig. 4. Estimation of the state and covariance behavior of 
case two. 
 
Fig. 5. Errorneous state and covariance estimation of case 
three. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper presents the analysis of EKF-based SLAM 
performance under the conditions of a diagonalized 
covariance. The covariance matrix needs to be simplified 
to reduce the computational complexity and thus reduce 
computational cost. Diagonalization method through 
eigenvalues could be one of the alternatives to achieve 
this goal. The simulation results have proven that this 
technique could be implemented, however more 
modification on the algorithm should be done to ensure 
the estimation and covariance behavior are correct. 
Besides, the cross-correlation terms should be taken into 
account since it is important for the estimation accuracy. 
As for the future study, we are trying to analyze the 
behavior of each elements of covariance matrix in order 
to define the specific pattern for the development of an 
algorithm for a successful diagonal covariance matrix. 
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Abstract – Hybrid platform which combines wheeled and 
legged locomotion has excellent maneuverability on flat 
ground and uneven terrain. However, the extremely 
complexity in the kinematic and controller designing of a 
hybrid mobile robot has always been the biggest 
challenge for the researchers. The use of artificial 
evolution for the automatic generation and synthesis of 
controllers and/or morphologies for robots is one of the 
more recent methods in developing robots. This paper 
presents the comparison of a manually designed six 
articulated-wheeled robot (SAWR) and an optimized 
SAWR. The optimized SAWR is obtained from the 
optimal Pareto-set solutions of a multi-objective 
evolution process. Comparison shows that the optimized 
SAWR is outstanding of a manually designed SAWR in 
terms of the size and also the performance. 
 
Keywords – Hybrid mobile robots, Evolutionary robotics, 
Multi-objective evolution, Optimized hybrid robot.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
 In pace with the development and advancement of 
science and technology, the field of robotics is also 
growing rapidly. Autonomous robots have been 
frequently utilized in factory operations and also for 
assisting human in daily activities. Besides that, robots 
are often being used to replace rescue personnel in urban 
search and rescue operation where the task environments 
are tremendously complex and hazardous. However, 
designing a robot is generally considered to be 
demanding, because the designer not only has to predict 
the interaction between the robot and its environment, but 
also has to deal with the ensuing problem [1]. 
Typical locomotion of mobile robots can be 
categorized into two categories which are leg and 
wheel/track locomotion. Legged robots have higher 
flexibility in adapting to unstructured environment which 
make it to perform better in traversing over rough terrain. 
However, in terms of load/weight ratio, energy efficiency 
and speed, wheeled robots are always more powerful than 
legged robots [2][3]. Additionally, wheeled robots have 
simpler controller and kinematic design comparing with 
legged robots. The limitations of wheeled robots are 
wheeled robots generally having problem in traversing 
over unstructured terrain i.e. with steps, obstacles, and 
discontinuous contact surface.  
Here raises the idea of hybrid mobile robot where the 
advantages of both wheeled and legged robots can be 
exploited. Hybrid mobile robot integrates both leg and 
wheel locomotion into a single platform. Therefore, 
hybrid mobile robots can move with faster speed and yet 
have better maneuverability on unstructured terrain. 
Various successful hybrid mobile robots platform had 
been developed; for example, Sojourner and Rocky 7 
Rover by NASA [4][5], bounding gait robot PAW by 
McGill University [6][7], Shrimp by Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology Lausanne [8], Wheeleg by 
University of Catania [9], and etc. EAs are stochastic optimization techniques based on the principles of natural evolution [10]. The definition of EAs can be usually found in the literature expressed in a technical language that uses terms such as genes, chromosomes, population, etc. The standpoint of EAs is essentially practical where it uses ideas from natural evolution in order to solve a certain problem. 
Evolutionary Robotics (ER) refers to the field of 
automatic generation of controllers and/or morphologies 
of robots using artificial EAs. ER is inspired by the 
Darwinian principle of selective reproduction of the 
fittest, captured by EAs. IN ER, robots are considered as 
autonomous artificial organisms that develop their own 
control system and body configuration in close 
interaction with the environment without human 
intervention. Recently, ER has been showing a successful 
example in designing robots [11 - 13]. By implementing 
EAs in designing a robot, an optimized controller and/or 
morphologies can be obtained where at times, these 
evolved solutions might be beyond the designers’ design 
capability [14]. 
In this paper, the comparison of a manually designed 
and an evolved six articulated-wheeled robot (SAWR) is 
presented.   
 
2. SAWR Morphology and Controller Design 
 
2.1 Morphology Design 
 
The SAWR has six one degree-of-freedom (DOF) legs 
while each leg is attached with an active wheel. The 
SAWR traverses with wheel locomotion in order to 
achieve faster travelling speed. On the other hand, the 
SAWR is capable to perform climbing motion with the 
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support of one DOF leg in order to overcome obstacles 
and steps.  
There are totally twelve actuators integrated into the 
SAWR where six for the legs and the other six for the 
wheels. Besides that, there are three ultrasonic 
rangefinders integrated where two at the front and one at 
the rare bottom of the SAWR which can be seen in Fig 1. 
 
 
2.2 Controller Design 
 
With three ultrasonic rangefinders and six active 
wheels, each attached on one DOF legs, the SAWR can 
perform a sequence of reconfiguration motions to climb 
over obstacles or steps. 
The reconfiguration method of climbing upward and 
downward is originated from J.L. Lu et. al [15]. They had 
proposed a series of reconfiguration of a six legged-
wheeled robot for ridges and channels negotiation. We 
integrate the proposed reconfiguration method into 
SAWR while enhancing the reconfiguration method to 
sensor-based. SAWR can perform climbing motion 
autonomously by referring to the changes of values from 
the ultrasonic rangefinders. The reconfiguration methods 
for climbing upward and downward of SAWR are shown 
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 accordingly.  
 
 
 
 
 
3. Simulation and Evolution Method 
 
3.1 Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm 
 
In this paper, multi-objective evolutionary algorithm 
(MOEA) is employed to design and optimize a Pareto set 
SAWR. The first objective in this MOEA is to minimize 
the size of the SAWR morphology while the second 
objective is to optimize the performance of the climbing 
capability of the SAWR where both of the objectives are 
conflicting against each other. 
 
 
 
There are two fitness functions in the MOEA which 
are shown in equation 1 and 2. The first fitness function 
is the size fitness function and the second fitness function 
is the performance fitness function. Both of the fitness 
functions are designed as in the smallest is the value, the 
better is the score. The size fitness function is built up 
with the summation of three parameters which are the 
body size of the robot, length of the robot legs and radius 
of the robot wheels. These are the three evolving and 
optimizing objects during the evolution process. While 
for the second fitness function, the fitness score of the 
performance of the robot during the simulation will be 
evaluated. The evaluated score is based on the degree of 
Size fitness = b + l + r           (1) b = robot body size; l = robot leg length; r = robot wheel radius. 
 Performance fitness = d2 + c/mc + t/st    (2) d = travelled distance from goal; c = number of collision; mc = maximum number of collision possible to 
occur in the simulation; t = time on reaching goal; st = simulation time. 
 
 
1 2 
3 4 
5 6  
Fig. 3. Reconfiguration methods for climbing 
downward. 
 
1 2 
3 4 
5 6  
Fig. 2. Reconfiguration methods for climbing 
upward. 
 
s2 
s1 
      
 
s1 
s2 s3 
 
(a) Front View       (b)  Side View 
 
Fig. 1.  Sensors placement on the SAWR. Sensors 
are represented by s1, s2 and s3 with the 
red lines are representing the direction of 
the sensors. 
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perfection of the climbing motion and also the time 
consumption in reaching goal. 
During the evolution process, non-dominated 
solutions/SAWRs which have either a better score of the 
size fitness or performance fitness will be saved into 
archive. Parent will be chosen randomly from the archive 
to generate new offspring by undergoing mutation. 
Mutation is carried out with the addition of a random 
Gaussian unit with the parents evolving objects parameter 
which are the radius of wheels, length of legs, and size of 
the robot body. The mutation processes are shown in 
equation 3, 4 and 5. 
 
 
 
3.2 Simulation Setup 
 
The evolution process takes place during the 
simulation in Webots. Webots is a development 
environment used to model, program and simulate mobile 
robots. With the high fidelity physical-based robot 
simulation, Webots have been widely used by researchers 
internationally, for example [16 - 19]. 
 
 
 
In the experiment, the task environment is designed as 
in fig. 5. There are total three obstacles in the 
environment which is to be climbed over by the SAWR. 
The first obstacle is a step with height 50mm, second 
obstacle is a step with height 70mm and the third obstacle 
is a stair-like step with height 50mm for each steps. The 
robot will start moving forward from the right to left with 
climbing over all the obstacles in order to reach the goal 
destination. 
 
 
 
The simulation time for each SAWR to reach the goal 
destination is 60 seconds. The maximum number of 
generation for this experiment is 500 where each 
generation has a population of 1 individual. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
 
Before the simulation, a SAWR has been manually 
designed for testing with the climbing reconfiguration 
method. The hand design SAWR is shown in fig. 6 and 
its size fitness score and performance fitness score is 
shown in table 1. 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.  Detailed information of size fitness and 
performance fitness of the manually 
designed SAWR. 
 
Object SAWR(manually 
designed) 
Size Fitness 0.325 
Wheel Radius (mm) 25 
Leg Length (mm) 50 
Body Size (mm) 250 
Performance Fitness 0.661 
Distance from Goal 0 
Number of Collision 0 
Time on Goal (seconds) 39.68 
  
 
 
Fig. 6.  The manually designed SAWR in Webots. 
 
Fig. 5. Task environment setup for the evolution 
simulation. 
 
Fig. 4. Webots main window, scene tree, text editor 
and log window. 
OR = PR + G              (3) 
 OL = PL + G                     (4) 
 OB = PB + G                   (5) 
 G = Random Gaussian unit; PR = Parent’s wheel radius; PL = Parent’s Leg length; PB = Parent’s body size; OR = Offspring wheel radius; OL = Offspring Leg length; OB = Offspring body size. 
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 The manually designed SAWR has the size fitness 
score of 0.325 where the radius of wheels are 25mm, the 
length of legs are 50mm and the size of the body is 
250mm. The performance fitness score of the manually 
designed SAWR is 0.661 where the manually designed 
SAWR manage to overcome all the obstacles without any 
collision and reach the goal destination. The time taken 
by the manually designed SAWR in reaching the goal 
destination is 39.68 seconds. 
From the multi-objective evolution simulation, a 
Pareto-set of optimal solutions is obtained. The Pareto-set 
of optimal solutions are shown in fig. 7. The optimal 
Pareto-set solutions are SAWRs from smaller 
morphology with poor performance to bigger 
morphology with better performance which is represented 
by solution 1 to solution 5. 
 
 
 
One of the evolved solutions, solution 4 is outstanding 
in both size fitness and performance fitness if compared 
to the manually designed SAWR. The comparison of the 
evolved solution and the manually designed SAWR is 
shown in table 2.  
 
 
 
   
From table 2, the evolved solution, solution 4 is 
smaller in size and yet has better performance fitness than 
the manually designed SAWR. Solution 4 has wheel 
radius of 30mm, leg length of 69mm and body size of 
202mm as shown in fig. 8. Besides that, solution 4 is able 
to reach the goal destination with shorter time than the 
manually designed SAWR. The time taken for solution 4 
in reaching the goal destination is 34.62 seconds while 
for the manually designed SAWR; the time taken is 39.68 
seconds. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
 The utilization of evolution approach in designing and 
optimizing the morphology of a SAWR is showing a 
success. Results show that the SAWR from the optimal 
Pareto-set solutions overpower a manually designed 
SAWR. The evolved SAWR is smaller than the manually 
designed SAWR and yet it is able to reach the goal 
destination in a shorter time. Besides that, the Pareto-set 
of optimal solutions provide user a choice of solutions for 
trade-off between the two objectives. 
 In current stage, only three parameters are involved in 
the evolution process which are the radius of wheels, 
length of legs and size of body. More parameters can be 
taken into consideration e.g. the placement of sensors and 
legs which can further improve the evolved solutions. 
Besides that, a co-evolution for both of the controller and 
morphology is intended to be investigated as a more 
comprehensive evolution process.  
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Fig. 8. SAWR (solution 4) obtained from the 
evolution process.  
Table 2.  Comparison of the manually designed 
SAWR and the evolved solution, solution 4. 
 
Object SAWR 
(manually 
designed) 
Evolved 
solution 
(solution 4) 
Size Fitness 0.325 0.301 
Wheel Radius (mm) 25 30 
Leg Length (mm) 50 69 
Body Size (mm) 250 202 
Performance Fitness 0.661 0.577 
Distance from Goal 0 0 
Number of Collision 0 0 
Time on Goal (seconds) 39.68 34.62 
  
 
Fig. 7. Pareto-set of optimal solutions from the 
multi-objective evolution process.  
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Abstract – This paper highlights the initial research in 
controlling speed of multiple DC motors synchronously. 
One of the motors tested for speed control are non-
identical thus the dynamics of the motor is different. The 
modelling of the motor, drivers and output sensors is 
explained with dynamics clearly described. The control 
scheme used is PI control and the result showed. 
Although the research is in its prime, the result shows 
promising result.  
 
Keywords – Multiple Motor, Synchronous Speed Control, 
Non-identical Motor, PID.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
Multiple motor drives are used numerously in 
unmanned system application such as Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle (UAV), Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) and 
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV). In this 
application synchronizing all motors is essential for 
navigation. 
In the field, if a UGV was immobilize where by one of 
the motors was damaged, the user can changed the 
motors. If a correct motor were not available, the changed 
motor will not have a correct response. Thus, the overall 
control will not perform as designed. A solution for 
optimize and automatically synchronizing all motor need 
to be found even if all motors is not identical. 
This paper explained about the initial development 
towards optimize and automatically synchronizing non-
identical motors. The initial setup is that the reference 
signal is given by higher order controller and the motor 
should follow with all motors exhibiting the same control 
characteristics such as rise time and settling time.  
 
 
2. Literature 
 
Paper form D.Z.Zhao et. al. have developed a control 
scheme to synchronize four motor using cross-coupled 
sliding mode control [1]. In the paper, the motor is 
presumed identical and only caters for disturbance 
affected by one of the motors. That motors is than 
synchronous with the other motors. The result shows 
good stabilizing of the sliding mode control compared to 
PI control. Speed error for coupling control also shows 
good result compared to decoupling control. 
 Houcine Zeroug et. al. in their paper [2], shows a 
possible way to control two dc motor using a master and 
slave technique. It is presumed that the two dc motor 
have the same characteristic since the paper did not 
explicitly mention ‘different/non-identical motors’. The 
speed variation and load variation is accessed with good 
tracking result of the slave based on the master. 
The usage of DSP in multiple motor speed controllers 
is also used in paper from K. Boudjit [3]. He uses a 
master-slave technique which is almost similar to paper 
from [2]. He uses PID based controller with more in 
depth equation formulation. The speed variation and load 
variation is accessed with good tracking result of the 
slave based on the master. 
Paper [4] by P.R.Moore et.al, describes a method for 
establishing the coupling between decoupled independent 
drives in multi-axis configuration via fuzzy logic [4]. The 
coupling is done on two identical servo motors which 
resulted in a good regulation of speed between the two 
motors. 
Unfortunately, all the paper sited above and to the 
authors’ knowledge, none of them have cater for multiple 
different motor control with different dynamics. This 
paper shows the initial development of a multiple non-
identical four motors speed control scheme. 
      
 
3. Hardware Development 
  
The hardware was developed using four motor where 
three of them is identical. The specification for the 
motors can be seen in Table 1. Each motor comes with its 
own speed encoder which is then connected to a 
microcontroller. The microcontroller used is an Arduino 
UNO. Once the speed value has been acquired by the 
microcontroller, the microcontroller will generate the 
PWM value which is then inputted into the MD10C 
motor driver. The MD10C can drive a motor at a 
continuous current of 13A. The block diagram of the 
hardware can be seen in Fig. 1. The PC is only used for 
data acquisition. The fully developed hardware can be 
seen in Fig. 2 where all motors are fixed vertically on the 
wood board. 
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Table 1 Motor table. 
 
Motor 1, 2 & 3 4 
Type PD3046 IG42E 
Gear Ratio 19:1 24:1 
Rated Torque 
(N.m) 
0.17 0.98 
Rated Speed 
(rpm) 
320 248 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Hardware block diagram. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Fully assembled hardware 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Control Scheme 
 
 
4.1 Control Scheme 
 
The control scheme for the whole system can be seen 
in Fig. 3. A desired rotational speed, ωd which is 
generated by the virtual leader is compared to the output 
of the speed sensor, ωs. The resultant is then fed into the 
PID controller which output a PWM signal to the motor 
driver. The motor driver converts the PWM signal to 
voltage output to control the speed of the DC Motor. The 
resultant is the actual rotational speed, ωa. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Control block diagram. 
 
 
 
 4.2 Motor, Motor Driver and Speed Sensor Model 
 
 
The dc motor with gear can be model as in Fig. 4. The 
subtraction resultant of terminal voltage, Va and back 
emf voltage, Ea is fed into the electrical part of the 
system. The electrical part of the system is considered as 
a first order system which consists of the element motor 
inductance, LA and motor resistance RA. The output of the 
electrical model is then multiplied with the motor torque 
constant, KT and then added to torque disturbance, T1. 
Here T1 is negligible since the motor is in free run with 
only the shaft as its load.  
The summing resultant is input into the mechanical 
part of the system which is also considered as a single 
order system with load inertia, J and friction, BM. The 
output is multiplied with the EMF constant, KE to 
produce Ea. The output is also fed into the gear system to 
produce the angular speed output from the motor. 
 
 
Fig. 4.  DC Motor Model [5]. 
 
The constant KT, KE, J, BM and RA are calculated via 
the datasheet given by the manufacturer. LA is measured 
using the inductance meter. All constant for all motors 
can be seen in Table 2. 
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 Table 2 Motor Parameters. 
 
Motor 1, 2 & 3 4 
KT 
(Nm/A) 
0.0147 0.149 
KE (V/rad/s) 0.0151 0.0158 
RA (Ω) 2.85 0.47 
BM (Nm/rad/s) 0.0022 0.0134 
LA (mH) 1.12 0.40 
J (N/m2) 9.3582E-7 1.0770E-6 
Gear Ratio 19:1 24:1 
 
 
Motor driver MD10C was used to drive all four 
motors. It is presumed that the motor driver has a very-
very small lag time compared to the control timing loop. 
Thus, the model of the driver based on the datasheet can 
be seen in Fig. 5. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.  DC Motor Driver Model. 
 
The motors used are equipped with individual speed 
sensor. For motor 1, 2 and 3, 14 pulse/rev sensor output is 
used where for motor 4, 6 pulse/rev sensor output is used. 
 
4.3 Controller 
 
The initial control of the motors was developed based 
on virtual master to slave PID speed control. The PID 
control block diagram can be seen in Fig.6. The PID is 
manually tuned so that the close loop system is a damped 
system. This will eliminate any harsh speed changes. The 
PID values can be seen in Table 3. For future 
development, these PID will be auto tuned. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Proportional, Integral and Derivative Controller  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 PID Values 
 
Motor 1, 2 & 3 4 
KP 20 21 
KI 10 12 
KD 0 0 
 
 
5. Result and Discussion 
     
The PID tuning is done manually and configured to 
make the system a damped system to eliminate jerking in 
the system. The partial PID tuning result can be seen in 
Fig. 7. Here Kd=0. Referring to Fig. 7, when Kp & Ki is 
set to 10 & 10 respectively, the system reach the goal 
(Speed = 100% @ 200 rpm) at about t=1.8s. After 
reaching the goal, the system fluctuates at ±4% of the 
goal. This can also be said when the system Kp % Ki is 
set to 15 & 10. When the system Kp & Ki is set to 15, the 
system reach the goal at t=1.1s which is 0.6s faster than 
the previous set values. The system fluctuates at ±4% 
after reaching the goal which is the same as previous 
result. When Kp & Ki is set to 20 & 10 respectively. This 
value gives a smaller fluctuation of +4% of the goal. 
Since the system uses a PWM with a quantization 
value of 255 (8 bit), the system fluctuation value did not 
stay under ±2%. The system may be able to fluctuate in 
±2% value if the quantization value is set to 65535 
(16bit). 
 
Fig. 7.  Single motor PID tuning. 
 
The system with the value of Kp, Ki & Kd set to 20, 
10 & 0 respectively, is tested with variable speed as can 
be seen in Fig 8. It is found that at a lower speed the 
system fluctuate more than ±4% as depicted in Fig. 7. At 
a speed of 40 rpm, the system fluctuates ±10% which is 
twice as higher than exhibit in Fig.7. As the reference 
speed is increase to set to 80 rpm, the fluctuation of the 
system reduced to ±6%. Increasing the reference speed 
even more, the system fluctuation is reduced to ±5% 
which is nearing the fluctuation depicted in Fig. 7. This 
suggest that the system speed will fluctuate even more if 
the reference speed in reduced below 40rpm. This 
problem can to be remedied if the speed sensor is 
increase in accuracy. 
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Fig. 8.  Motor Performance at Different Speed with 
Kp=20, Ki=10 and Kd=0 for Motor 1,2 &3. 
 
 
4 motors were tested with the pre-set Kp, Ki & Kd 
value depicted in Table 1. The reference speed was set to 
150 rpm. Referring to Fig. 9, the first three identical 
motor performed almost identically with a rise time, 
Tr=0.43s. Motor 4 which is not identical to motor 1-3, 
lags about 0.18s. Although there is a lag, it is small for a 
single step input. For multiple step input, the lag will 
accumulate. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.  Speed error for all motors with Kp, Ki and Kd 
described in Table 3. 
 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
 
A non-identical four DC speed motor control has 
multiple uses in robotics. One example is the 
synchronization motors in UGV if a particular motor for 
servicing cannot be bought / found. This paper has shown 
an initial research and development of synchronizing 
multiple DC motors. Although this research is still in its 
infancy, the initial result has shown promising result. 
Currently, the research is going towards MFC with 
PSO optimization. In terms of hardware, a 16 bit PWM is 
implemented. 
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Abstract - In this paper, the basic hydrodynamic theories 
have been used to find the hydrodynamic  factors for the 
underwater   moving rectangular body as considered the 
shape of underwater walking robot.   The   added-mass, 
wave  drag  and  lift  coefficients  are  determined  using  a 
frequency-domain, simple-source  based boundary 
integral method. In this paper, the hydrodynamics added 
mass  and  drag  forces  will  be  determined  theoretically 
using    Buckingham    π    theorem.    Through    numerical 
calculation the Reynolds number is measured in order to 
understand the type of water flow over the structure. The 
relative velocity vectors, Reynolds number, drag and lift 
forces for each state of motion is obtained in both static 
water  condition  and  in  ocean  current  condition.  Results 
are obtained for a range of wave frequencies and depths of 
the underwater robotic body submerged all for a fixed 
water  depth  of  50-100  m.  With  the  wave  exciting  
force and moment determined  using the Navier-Stokes 
theory. The  computational  study  is   to   determine  
body-shape effects  on  the  incident  and  radiated  wave  
forces  and subsequently the motion response. This study 
and results further   implemented   to   modern   adaptive   
drag   force model-based  controller  in  horizontal  flow  
disturbance control for underwater multilegged or 
wheeled robot. 
 
Keywords - CFD, Neiver-Strokes, Hydrodynamics, 
Reynolds Numbers. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the recent years, the applications of autonomous 
underwater vehicles (AUVs) have been expanding and 
now include fields such as marine research, technical 
investigations, deep-sea development and undersea 
projects. Depending on the underwater robotic body size 
and shape the AUV’s can be divided into two categories 
and the shape is determined by the requirements of the 
robot’s operation and task. For an instance, a streamlined 
shape AUV is able to reduce water resistance and is 
preferable if the vehicle must move at high speeds. 
Whereas, if underwater detection or operation tasks are the 
primary roles of an underwater robot, a non‐streamlined 
shape is often used. Deep‐sea research requires high 
water‐pressure resistance, while monitoring and 
observation tasks require small, flexible and stable 
robots[1].  
 
A dynamics model is necessary in the design of 
guidance, navigation and control (GNC) systems of an 
underwater robotic system. The need for performance 
improvements in GNC has motivated deeper investigation 
into hydrodynamics modeling and the identification of the 
robot dynamics. However, the identification of 
hydrodynamics parameters is very difficult and 
challenging as reported[2]. It is complicated to tune an 
exact and comprehensive dynamics model for an 
underwater walking robot due to the hydrodynamics 
parameters. In particular, the hovering and tight 
maneuvering motions of an underwater vehicle is difficult 
to characterize hydro-dynamically as the hydrodynamic 
drag and lift forces relates the interaction between the 
robotic object and the fluid surrounding which is very 
robust and changes based on the system dynamics as well 
as the environmental situations[3, 4]. Researchers have 
adapted various numerical approaches such as Lagrange 
method based Morison equation, DATCOM method, 
Roskam method, kinetic energy theorem based on fluid 
mechanics theory to model the appropriate hydrodynamic 
profile[5] for underwater robotics.  Currently, there are 
many Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software 
packages like ANSYS, FLUENT, OPENFLOW to study 
AUVs reaction to hydrodynamic forces and flow 
simulations[6, 7]. 
 
In this paper, the hydrodynamic drag and lift forces will 
be determined numerically using the continuity equation 
for unsteady motion of a viscous compressible fluid 
having variable physical properties and then verified with 
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the CFD tool. Because of waves, wind and ocean currents 
the submerged system will experience a significant impact 
on its dynamics. Waves are stimulated by several aspects 
such as wind, surge, storm waves and stokes drift. In order 
to form a statistical explanation of wave, derived from an 
estimated wave - a linear propagating wave theory can be 
derived, which is based on potential theory and Bernoulli’s 
equations[8]. However, sea current is due to horizontal 
and vertical flow of ocean water produced by tides, 
neighboring wind, Stokes drift of central ocean exchange, 
storm flows and strong density variations in the upper 
level of ocean which is a mutual action of exterior heat 
exchange and salinity alterations.[9] A hydrodynamic load 
is induced on the underwater system due to tidal current 
which is caused by wave consequence and movement of 
the adjacent elements of water spectrum. 
 
 
 
2. Hydrodynamic Factors to be considered for 
submerged robotic body Operation 
 
There are many significant factors that are to be 
considered in order to model proper hydrodynamic profile 
for legged underwater walking autonomous system  when 
the robotic body is submerged[10]. In this case we 
considered The Ekman layer of sea bed which is the layer 
where there is a force balance between pressure gradient 
force, Coriolis force and turbulent drag. The length, height 
and width of the underwater moving body are considered 
as 2.2 m, 1.8 m and 2.8  respectively. 
 
 
2.1 Added Mass 
 
Due to kinetic energy exchange between the system and 
the surrounding water, the added mass origins 
hydrodynamic force. While the system moving with 
absolutely positive acceleration with respect to the 
adjacent fluid, in such case to stimulate movement of the 
system , the inertial forces of the nearby particles of water 
need to be remunerated. Whereas, for the situation of a 
absolutely negative acceleration with respect to the 
surrounding fluid, the flowing water particles will restore 
their kinetic energy to the system. Therefore, the added 
mass for an immerged system is much higher than the 
normal or dry mass. 
From studies it has been found that the added mass 
depends on the fluid characteristics, the system orientation, 
and the body frame route of the acceleration and are 
applied logically at the centre of gravity of the adjacent 
flowing water. 
 
2.2 Hydrodynamic Damping 
 
When a robotic system is submerged in viscous fluid, it 
goes through a force because of the relative velocity of 
fluid and system itself. This force can be alienated 
between the ‘drag force’ which is a component along the 
velocity direction and the ‘lift force’ which is 
perpendicular of the drag force, as illustrated in Fig. 1 
 
 
 
Fig 1: Lift and drag force according to relative velocity of underwater 
environment 
 
From dimensional analysis and by using the 
Buckingham π theorem, the drag force acting on a 
submerged object is: 
1
2
F d C A v vd w d cs r r=                                    (1) 
And, the lift force can be calculated as follow: 
1
2
F d C A v vl w l cs r r=                                       (2) 
Where, Fd is the drag force, Fl is the lift force, 
according to International Association for the Properties of 
Water and Steam (IAPWS) at 20° C temperature ocean 
water density dw=1024.8103 kg/m3, Acs is the cross 
sectional area perpendicular to the direction of the flow, Vr 
is relative velocity of the object relative to the water, Cd 
and Cl are respectively denoted as  the drag and lift 
coefficients. 
 
From [11] , the drag coefficient for a submerged object 
is a function of Reynolds Number. The Reynolds Number 
for non-dimensional flow can be expressed as follows: 
R we
w
d VL
µ
=                                                 (3) 
Where, V is the velocity of flow, L is the characteristic 
length, and dynamic viscosity for ocean water, µw= 
0.001077 Pa.s[12]. 
 
The Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertial 
forces to viscous forces and consequently quantifies the 
relative importance of these two types of forces for given 
flow conditions. Reynolds numbers frequently arise when 
performing scaling of fluid dynamics problems, and as 
such can be used to determine dynamic similitude between 
two different cases of fluid flow. They are also used to 
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characterize different flow regimes within a similar fluid, 
such as laminar or turbulent flow: laminar flow occurs at 
low Reynolds numbers, where viscous forces are 
dominant, and is characterized by smooth, constant fluid 
motion; turbulent flow occurs at high Reynolds numbers 
and is dominated by inertial forces, which tend to produce 
chaotic eddies, vortices and other flow instabilities. 
 
 
3. Simulation and Results 
 
The Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless quantity 
that  is  used  to  help  predict  similar  flow  patterns  in 
different fluid flow situations. From the basic theories of 
fluid mechanics, flow with the same Reynolds number (in 
domains with the same shape) will be similar[11]. As Re 
increases,   the   equation   becomes   inviscid.   Reynolds 
number is obtained from the value of mean ocean water 
velocity as depicted in the Fig. 2 which indicates that the 
flow is turbulent. 
  
 
 
 
Fig 2: Reynolds number with Relative Velocity 
 
With Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates, the flow is 
to  describe  using  quantities  as  a  function  of  a  spatial 
location x and  time t, e.g. the flow velocity u(x, t).  The 
incompressible  Navier-Stokes  equations  in  a  
rectangular domain with prescribed velocities along the 
boundary, the solution method is finite differencing on  a 
staggered grid with  implicit  diffusion  and  a  Chorine  
projection  method for  the  pressure. Visualization  is  
done  as  in  Fig.  3  by  a colormap-isoline plot for pressure 
and normalized quiver and  streamline  plot  for   the  
velocity  field   at  relative velocity of 10 ms-1  applying 
Newton's second law to fluid motion, together with the 
assumption that the stress in the fluid is the sum of a 
diffusing viscous term (proportional to  the  gradient  of  
velocity)  and  a  pressure  term—hence describing viscous 
flow. 
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Fig 3: Flow dimension over the submerged body at seabed environment 
 
For simulation, we also use the Flowsquare software as 
a  CFD  tools  and  validate  the  data  for  various  relative 
velocities as in Fig. 4 
  
 
 
Fig 4: Fluid flow effect on submerged body using Flowsquare 
  
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
In  this  study,  we  assume  that  the  flow  starts  from  a 
reference configuration and is mapped into its  deformed 
configuration.  Mathematically  it  can  be  described  as  a 
map  as  in  Fig  3,  called  flow  map,  from  the  reference 
coordinate to the Eulerian coordinate. The solution of the 
Navier–Stokes equations leads to a velocity field or flow 
field, which is a description of the velocity of the fluid at a 
given point in space and time. Once the velocity field is 
solved for, other quantities of interest, such as flow rate or 
drag force can be determined. In our case, we consider the 
underwater robotic body shape as rectangle to analyze the 
hydrodynamic effect on the body. In the future work, the 
real robotic body shape will be considered to analyze and   
measure   the   perfect hydrodynamic   effects   on 
underwater  walking  robot.  The  study  results  further  
can be  implemented  to  model  and  control  multilegged 
or wheeled  robot efficiently and stably at seabed. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a combination of 
transverse and trot walking pattern technique for 
hexa-quad robot after transformation to optimize the 
multi-legged robot operation and walking performances. 
Due to the limitation on the stability of hexapod robot, the 
combination of hexa-quad walking sequence is proposed 
to stabilize the quadruped configuration and walking 
modes. Quadruped robot configuration is stand within 
dynamically and statically stable criteria if compare to the 
hexapod robot that has only statically stable criteria. Thus, 
it is very crucial to have a stable walking sequence 
technique during walking and operation session. Therefore 
walking sequence technique to perform for hexa-quad 
transformation is proposed based on robot’s Center of 
mass (CoM) and defined support polygon on positioning 
the leg in transformation process. A real-time based model 
of hexapod robot control architecture with proposed 
walking sequence is designed and validated using 
separated 3 dimensional (3D) simulators. The analysis of 
robot stepping foot motion is done to verify the desire 
designed walking sequences and the Body Mass 
Coordinate (BMC) is analyzed for way point of robot 
walking. 
 
Keywords - Hexa-Quad robot, Centre of Mass, support 
polygon, robot.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
 Recently, many researches had shown an increase 
interest in multi-legged robot. Many applications is 
endangered for human to be involved. Thus, legged robots 
have wide range of applications and used in many tasks 
that cannot accomplish by wheeled robots [1]. Quadruped 
robots have high adaptability and flexibility. It not only 
can walk on flat terrain and also move in unstructured 
terrain [2]. There are two parts of stability studies for 
quadruped robots which are statically stable and 
dynamically stable. The stability of the robot will ensures 
that whatever speed the robot can reach. Locomotion is 
one of the basic function to control the stability of the 
robot [3]. The legs of the robot is the main strategy to 
accomplish the locomotion [4]. 
Based on the study of reconfiguration of hexa-quad 
transformation, the walking pattern of the robot is crucial 
since the walking locomotion is the fundamental problem 
to be solved for all walking robot during their operation. 
The development of walking pattern is a challenging task 
because it needs to consider the degree of freedom (DOF) 
and the Centre of mass (CoM) within the support polygon 
pattern of the robot which control the stability of the robot. 
[5]. According to Uchida H. et. al research studied that 
using mine detection to realize the stability walking of the 
six-legged robot by considering the attitude control 
method with the hydraulic actuator. This proposed 
technique involved the thigh driving torque of every 
supporting legs and the outputs are the height of the 
robot’s body and the pitching and rolling angle. On the 
other hands, Tsujita K. et. al has overcome the timing 
problem between varies gait pattern which involve 
transverse, rotary, pace, bounce and trot gait pattern for 
quadruped robot. In this studies considered the analysis on 
the suitable gait pattern for the quadruped robot by 
proposed the adaptive control [4]. A considerable amount 
of studies has published about the robot leg failure 
strategies and the solution to solve the legs failure problem. 
Yang J.M. et. al studies used the term fault tolerant for 
their alternative gait pattern which proposed the periodic 
quadruped and hexapod gait that to considered the analysis 
of the joint failure of the gait pattern so that to control the 
stability of the robot. [6]. More recently, Yang J.M. do 
proposed a scheme to overcome the problem on the leg 
failure by retaining the fault tolerant of the gait pattern. 
Each joint of the robot’s legs joint should lock individually 
associated to the damage motor so that the locked joint 
legs could be used for the support rather than moving. 
Apart from that, Tsujita K. et. al discussed the control of 
motion of quadruped robots with emphasis the dynamics 
gait of robot’s transition control. This paper make a study 
on investigate the relationship between the locomotion 
speed which involved transverse and trot locomotion 
speed and the stability of the locomotion. The studies 
make analysis on the roll and pitch angle. The stability of 
the robot locomotion is examined that the roll and pitch 
angle are concentrate at a fitness point that proven that the 
locomotion is considered stable. Other effort has been 
done by proposed the gait regulation technique to increase 
the robustness in multi-legged robot walking pattern. For a 
single duty of a developing gait pattern, need just ignore 
the kinematic mapping and the consideration of keep more 
legs contact with the surface. Due to the limitation 
recirculation speed, the trot and tripod gait pattern can 
perform signification faster than other[7]. According to 
the lift and release probabilistic events [8]  for each leg of 
 ISBN 978-967-0691-42-8 
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legged robot, tripod pattern for hexapod robot is less and 
producing faster movement.  
Quadruped robot is considered in between dynamic 
and static stability which needs a combination of suitable 
walking pattern. Therefore, in this paper, the combination 
of transverse and trot walking pattern has been proposed 
for the quadruped robot. The combination of the transverse 
and trot walking pattern is depending on the foot motion 
and end-effector movement of the robot legs so that the 
CoM is within the support polygon pattern. 
 
 
2. Walking Pattern and Shoulder-Based 
Coordination System 
 
Shoulder-based coordination system (SCS) was 
established implemented in the previous progresses for 
hexapod configuration such reported in [9, 10] but not for 
quadruped configuration. For the quadruped robot, the 
combination of transverse and trot walking patterns [4] are 
proposed for the quadruped walking algorithm. The 
sequences of the legs for quadruped are presented in finite 
state machine (FSM) as shown in Fig. 1 on quadruped 
combination of transverse-trot walking pattern is used to 
perform walking with minimum area of support polygon 
in quadruped robot stability. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: FSM for quadruped traverse-trot walking pattern 
 
The Quadruped Walking Sequence (QWS), which are 
the relationship between motions of the legs, are designed. 
There are two gait patterns that combine to form a 
statically and dynamically stable walking pattern for this 
quadruped robot. For this proposed walking pattern that 
maximum legs contact with the ground is two legs at a 
time which is the combination of transverse and trot gait 
pattern during locomotion.  
 
For the transformation walking pattern, the 
combination of transverse and trot gait patterns are 
proposed for the quadruped walking algorithm. The 
sequence of the swing legs are represented by the white 
circles and the black circles represent stay legs which 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Proposed Combination of Transverse and Trot 
QWS 
 
After transformation, the walking gait patterns 
proposed is depending on the support polygon and the 
CoM of the robot. At different transient has different 
support polygon and CoM. The shape of support polygon 
depends on the stay legs and the CoM will not always at 
the center. It depends on the movement and the support on 
the ground. Therefore it will slightly near to the support 
stay legs This method walking patterns is proposed so that 
the walking velocity of the robot will not slow and 
maintaining the stability of the robot. The Fig. 1 shows the 
FSM of the foot motion of the quadruped robot following 
the sequence of legs lifting and placing. 
 
In Fig. 1, from the hexapod to quadruped, the 1st 
sequence is 1st leg swing phase followed by 6th leg swing 
phase. The sequence followed by the 3rd and 4th legs 
together as swing phase. For the next sequence, it followed 
the 1st sequence as 1st leg in swing phase. The transient 
phase is added for each sequence so that to prevent the legs 
hitting each other. The system will reset when the walking 
direction changed. As shown in Fig. 1, in transformation 
state,  is changed and used on both  and  position of 
leg on the next sequences.  and  for each -leg are part 
of moving frame and kinematics element for each link on 
each leg as shown in Fig. 3. Both positions including 
vertical leg position ( ) is determined differently in each 
support and swing phase by using Eq.2 and Eq.3 
respectively. Both Eq.2 and Eq.3 were created to realize 
the motion shape as shown in Fig. 3. This motion shape is 
important for the force control implementation on each 
robot foot for walking on irregular terrain. As shown in 
Fig. 4, (1) leg standing up, (2) swing phase (first step), (3) 
support phase, and (4) swing phase (next step).  
 
 
Fig. 3. SCS trajectory kinematics motion for a 4-DOF leg 
of hexapod robot model  
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where  
 
cT = walking cycle time (s),  
t = update time (real-time) (s),   
ext = additional period for applying extra force (s),  
0S = distance of foot placement for one cycle (m), and  
0H = height of leg lift from the initial position (m). 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. A leg motion shape used in proposed model 
Hexa-Quad robot.  
 
3. Simulation and Result 
 
The walking algorithm for the proposed QWS is 
simulated in the state flow. The supporting legs and the 
swing legs are separated in the state flow. The input is 
given to the swings legs so that it can swing and move 
forward and placed back to the ground. The shoulder angle 
for every direction has different of the shoulder angle. 
Fig. 5 shows the results after the design walking 
sequence in the simulator. The QWS is shows in the 3D 
simulator follow the sequence successively. Fig. 4 (a) is 
the proposed QWS with the stop mode followed by the 
proposed QWS of 1st leg swing leg as in Fig. 4 (b). The 
proposed walking technique at 6th swing leg and Fig. 4 (d) 
is the third sequence of 3rd and 4th leg swing leg. The 
stepping foot motion of the transformation robot is analyze 
by studied from the graph. The beginning of each leg will 
have a trapezium shape. These show the robot at initial at 
sit down position. The trapezium represented the robot at 
stand up position. The triangle shape represented which 
legs is at swing position which away from the ground 
when its walk at the flat terrain as shown in Fig. 6 (a), (b), 
(c), (d).  
 
 
Fig. 5: The Proposed QWS in 3D Simulator (a) robot 
at stop mode, (b) 1st Leg swing phase, (c) 6th Leg swing 
phase, (d) 3rd and 4th Leg swing phase 
 
 
 
Fig 6: Stepping Foot Motion of Proposed QWS (a) 
Leg 1, (b) Leg 3, (c) Leg 4, (d) Leg 6 
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For the end-effector Movement point, the leg motion 
shape is plotted for y and z axis of each leg motion. From 
this analysis, the stability can be observed from the graph. 
Each leg show the different leg motion shape. The leg 
motion shape depends on each leg motion either in swing 
phase or in support phase as in Fig. 6 (a), (b), (c), (d).  
 
 
Fig 7: End-effector Movement Point of Proposed 
QWS (a) Leg 1, (b) Leg3, (c) Leg4, (d) Leg 6 
 
During the support phase, the leg is at drag so that the 
robot can be move forward. The swing legs will step 
astride to forward direction. During the leg drag, the shape 
is showed at horizontal while the move phase is showed as 
half hemisphere as in the Fig. 7(a), (b), (c), (d). Quadruped 
mode walking is verified by simulating the performance of 
robot CoB with shown in Fig. 8. The CoB represented the 
body way point of the quadruped robot. Straight line of the 
BMC shows that it is detecting in only a direction not 
omnidirectional. 
 
 
 
Fig 8: Body Mass Coordinate of Proposed QWS Way 
Point  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In the conclusion, the concepts support polygon 
pattern and the CoM in the consideration of transformation 
technique which the robot disable the two legs from the 
others that to configure in the quadruped configuration. 
The algorithm of reposition transformation technique 
hexapod robot to quadruped is design by investigate 
quadruped walking gait design with considering the 
stability of the robot depends on the CoM and support 
polygon of the leg position in transformation process. A 
real-time based model of hexapod robot walking algorithm 
is designed in the core control architecture with proposed 
hexapod-to-quadruped transformation and validated using 
separated 3 dimensional (3D) simulators. 
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Abstract - This paper explores the use of hybridized 
Genetic Programming and self-adaptive Differential 
Evolution algorithm to automatically design and co-
evolve both the controller and morphology of 
heterogeneous modular robots. In this work, the Genetic 
Programming tree-based structure had been uniquely 
designed such that it can be used for both the modular 
robot’s morphology and controller representation. This 
enable the ANN controller become flexible in design 
where the controller will be automatically optimized 
correspond to the change in the modular robot 
morphology. Consequently, the overall body structure 
and ANN controller of the robot are able to be co-evolved 
simultaneously during the artificial evolutionary process. 
In additional, the Pareto multi-objective optimization is 
also being implemented in conjunction with the 
evolutionary algorithm with the aim to maximize the 
modular robot forward moving behaviour while 
minimizing its complexity. Two experiments are 
conducted in this work in order to evolve the forward 
moving behaviour for two different types of modular 
robots which are the multi-branching modular robot and 
snake-like modular robot. The Pareto-optimal front 
solutions are also being obtained and identify throughout 
the artificial evolutionary process by using the multi-
objective optimization. The results from the simulation 
show the promise of this work and illustrate the 
importance of co-evolving both the robots’ bodies as well 
as their controllers. 
 
Keywords - genetic programming; tree-based structure; 
modular robot; multi-objective optimization; Pareto-
optimal front.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
 In recent years, modular robots have become 
increasingly popular in robotic design as it is highly 
versatile and able to perform different movements. The 
modular robot is compact in size allowing it to move 
through thin holes and gaps where humans are incapable 
to reach. Furthermore, such robots are able to climb 
through obstacles taller than its body height. Since 
modular robots are formed by combinations of different 
modules, it makes the modular robot redundant in design. 
In other words, the modular robot can continue 
locomotion even when particular a module is 
malfunctioning. Because of all these unique features, 
modular robots carry the potential of meeting the needs 
for robotic mobility in unknown and challenging 
environments. However, a modular robot is difficult to be 
designed and modelled as it possesses large numbers of 
degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the open-ended 
synthesis problem arises where humans do not know the 
optimum control strategy, robot structure, number of 
segments and segment length that the modular robot 
should be designed in order to have optimum 
performance [1]. Due to the lack of relevant information 
regarding on how the robot’s morphology and controller 
relates to its behaviour, the modular robot is always be 
designed by joining the same modular unit with 
predefined segment length and number of segments 
decide by the designer [2,3]. After the morphology of the 
modular robot has been designed, only then its moving 
behaviours are manually being modelled by humans 
through mimicking the movement inspired from living 
creature [5,6]. Unfortunately, the modular robot designed 
using this approach might not necessary possesses the 
optimum morphology and controller for the optimum 
moving behaviour. As a result, with the intention to 
overcome these problems, an evolutionary algorithm 
which hybridizes both Genetic Programming (GP) and 
Differential Evolution (DE) is implemented in this work 
to automatically design and optimize both the 
morphology and controller of modular robot 
simultaneously. 
Moreover, in most of the design using this method, it 
will only involve with a single objective function to 
accomplish the given task. Unfortunately, in most real-
world situations and optimization problems, they are 
naturally involving multiple objectives where different 
objectives are equally important and may produce 
conflicting scenarios among them [7]. The same 
phenomena occurred in the field of modular robot design. 
This is because in many cases, the modular robot has 
been designed with the best performance or versatility 
might not feasible to be applied in the real world 
application due to its complexity or being constrained 
under certain condition such as the power consumption, 
space, manufacturing limitation and cost involved. As a 
result, in this work, multi-objective evolutionary 
optimization is being incorporated with the evolutionary 
algorithm to maximize the moving behaviour of the 
modular robot while minimizing on its complexity. By 
using this approach, heterogeneous modular robot with 
different number of segments and moving behaviour can 
  ISBN 978-967-0691-42-8 
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be found in one simulation run based on the Pareto-
optimal front obtained. 
From previous researched on co-evolving the 
morphology and controller of the robot, promising result 
are being shown by using different co-evolutionary 
approaches [8-11]. It was also found out that, better 
results are able to be obtained by hybridizing different 
evolutionary approaches in co-evolving and optimize the 
controllers and robot bodies compare to the classic 
evolutionary method [12,13]. There are also researches 
conducted using multi-objective optimization to optimize 
the control parameters and morphology of the robot 
[14,15]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there 
have not been any studies conducted yet in evolving the 
modular robot using evolutionary algorithm.  
Distinct from previous researches, in this work, the 
Genetic Programming tree-based structure had been 
uniquely designed such it was used for direct 
representation of the morphology and controller of the 
modular robot. This enables the controller’s neural 
network architecture become flexible in design which in 
turn allows the overall body structure and ANN controller 
of the robot to be co-evolved simultaneously throughout 
the artificial evolutionary process. 
 
2. GP Tree-based Structure 
 
2.1 Morphology Representation 
 
In this work, a unique tree-based structure is 
implemented for the modular robot’s morphology 
representation. Each structure unit of the GP tree is 
representing a segment of the modular robot. Besides 
that, the physical properties of the modular robot segment 
such as the segment numbering, segment length, number 
of branches attached, and position to be attached are 
encoded in it. An example of the tree-based structure and 
its corresponding morphology representation of the 
modular robot are shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 1.  (a) Example of three-base structure generated 
with segment specification encoded inside. (b) 
Modular robot morphology representation 
based on the tree-based structure. 
The multi-branching modular robot is being designed 
such that all the segments are connected to each other 
jointed by 2 motors, one rotating at the x-axis while the 
second motor rotates at the z-axis. On the other hand, the 
snake-like modular robot can also be represented using 
the GP tree-based structure by restricted the number of 
branching segments to 1. An example of the snake-like 
modular robot created is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Snake-like modular robot created and 
represented using GP tree-based structure. 
 
2.2 Chromosome and ANN Representation 
 
In this work, a three layer feed-forward artificial 
neural network is implemented as the neural controller 
for the modular robot. The input neurons for the ANN of 
the multi-branching modular robot are the touch sensors 
attached on every segment and the current position’s 
angle of all motors. On the other hand, the output neurons 
for the multi-branching modular robot are the control 
signal that fed to every motor to control the subsequent 
angle to move to. 
For the snake-like modular robot, the input neurons for 
the ANN are the touch sensors attached on every segment 
and an infrared sensor mounted at the first segment. 
Meanwhile, there are total of three output neurons exist in 
the output layer of the ANN which present as the 
amplitude, frequency and phase shift for the sinusoidal 
function.  
In this work, the control strategy which used to control 
the overall movement of the modular robot are different 
between the multi-branching modular robot and snake-
like modular robot. For the multi-branching modular 
robot, there are two motors to be controlled in each joint. 
The angle of every motor is being controlled based on the 
equation shown below, 
 
))1(57.1sin(14.3 ii Oit ×++−×=θ            (1) 
 
Where, 
θ = position angle 
i = motor 
t = time 
O = output 
 
In order for the snake-like modular robot to perform 
the forward moving behaviour, a sinusoidal function is 
being generated and used as the overall movement for the 
robot to propagate forward. The angle of every motor of 
the snake-like modular robot is being controlled based on 
the equation shown below. 
 
( )321 sin OitOOi ×+×−×=θ                (2) 
 
 1 
6 
3 
2 
4 
5 
Segment No: 6 
Segment length: 10.3 
Number of branches: 0 
Position attached: right 
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In this work, the rule of thumb which stated, the 
number of hidden neurons should be 2/3 the size of the 
input layer plus the size of output layer is being 
implemented to determine the number of hidden neuron 
to be used. For the purpose of calculating the number of 
hidden neurons to be used, the number of segment is 
made to become dependent variable. Based on the 
calculation, total of 3 hidden neurons will be represented 
by each structure unit for the multi-branching modular 
robot and 2 hidden neurons will be represented by each 
structure unit for the snake-like modular robot. However, 
it is noted that when there is change in number of 
segment during the artificial evolutionary process, the 
number of input and hidden neurons as well as the total 
number of ANN weights will be changed. In another 
words, the chromosome length of the modular robot is 
variable correspond to the change in number of segments. 
This means that, the normal fix length genotype string is 
not able to be implied in this work. 
In order to make the ANN flexible in design, the tree-
based structure that used for snake-like modular robot’s 
morphology representation illustrated earlier is also being 
used to represent the ANN structure. This is done by 
encoding the ANN weights within structure unit of the 
tree-based structure. As a result, the whole tree-based 
structure can be connected together forming the 
chromosome of modular robot designed. 
 
3. Evolutionary Algorithm 
 
3.1 Genetic Programming 
 
In this work, GP is used to perform the crossover 
operation on the tree-based structure representation 
between two evolve individuals in order to interchange 
both the morphology and genotype between the modular 
robots with the aim to produce better offspring and 
diverse population. As the physical properties and the 
chromosome of the modular robot are directly 
represented by the tree-based structure, both the 
morphology and control system of the modular robot are 
able  to be co-evolved simultaneously through the 
crossover operations of the GP process. Before the 
crossover operation is being carried out, a random 
number will be generated by the system. Such random 
number is then being compared with the morphology 
crossover rate assigned for the particular individual. In 
order for the GP crossover process to be performed, the 
random number must be smaller than the morphology 
crossover rate. 
In the crossover process, two individuals are randomly 
chosen and recombined to form two new offspring. The 
crossover process is accomplished by changing the 
pointer which points to the crossover sub-branches of the 
first parent to the crossover sub-branches of the second 
parent. As a result, all the information encoded within the 
crossover sub-branches are brought over and the modular 
robot morphology is being interchanged as well. After the 
sub-branches have been crossover, the segment 
numbering encoded within the unit structure is resorted in 
sequence. Besides that, the position to be attached before 
the crossover operation is performed remains unchanged 
to avoid structure overlapping. The new offspring created 
are then tested in the simulated environment to evaluate 
their performance. If there is improvement on the 
offspring behaviour, it is used to replace the parent and 
becomes available for the next generation of the artificial 
evolutionary process, otherwise the parent is kept and the 
evolutionary process is repeated.  
 
3.2 Self-adaptive Differential Evolution 
 
In this work, the self-adaptive Differential Evolution 
algorithm is used for the mutation operation to modify 
the morphology properties and the artificial neural 
network’s controller’s weights of the modular robot. In 
this work, the Differential Evolution algorithm is 
implemented as the mutation operator in the system, 
while the self-adaptive mechanism is used to 
automatically adjust the weighting factor (F) and 
crossover probability (CR) control parameter throughout 
the DE process. These self-adapting control parameters F 
and CR are encoded in the genotype of every modular 
robot individual to determine whether DE crossover is to 
be performed on the vector and how the vector should be 
adjusted during the DE mutation operation. These control 
parameters are continuously being evolved and modified 
automatically throughout the artificial evolutionary 
process by using the self-adaptive control mechanism 
proposed by Brest et al. [16]. In this work, the mutation 
differential operation is being performed based on the 
equation shown below, 
 
{ otherwisejirx randjjorCRrandifjirxjirxjirxFjirxjirvjirU ,,,1 )),,,4,,3(,,2(,,1,,1,,1 =≤−++==  (3) 
Where, 
U = trial vector 
x = target vector 
v = mutant vector 
i = parameter 
j = structure unit 
jrand = random selected structure unit 
 
After the trial vector is being recombined forming the 
new chromosome, the performance of new created 
individual is compared with the donor individual and the 
one with a better fitness is selected and is made available 
for the next generation. In the case where the individuals 
involved in the DE process are differ in the total number 
of segments attached, the DE operation is only allowed to 
perform on a target vector until the maximum number of 
segment is reached in any individual chosen. If there are 
remaining segments which have not been accessed during 
the DE process, the remaining weights are modified using 
the equation given below, 
 
{ otherwisejirx randjjorCRrandifrandNFjirxjirvjirU ,,,1 ,)(,,1,,1,,1 =≤+==  (4) 
 
Where, 
Nrand = random number generated ranging from -1 to 1 
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4. Multi-objective Optimization 
 
In this research, the multi-objective evolutionary 
algorithm is implemented to maximize the moving 
behaviour of the evolved snake-like modular robot while 
minimizing its complexity. In this work, the complexity 
of the modular robot is depicted by the total number of 
segments possess by the modular robot. This is because, 
with higher number of segments, the input and output 
device will be increased which indirectly increase the 
ANN network size as well. This will make the network 
architecture become more complex and heavy processing 
load are required for the control system to perform all the 
calculation. Moreover, by having higher number of 
segment, more physical body parts, sensors and motor are 
needed for the construction of the modular robot which 
will greatly increase the complexity of the modular robot 
morphology and involved with high manufacturing cost 
and time in constructing the modular robot. From all the 
statements, it shows that the complexity of the modular 
robot can actually be minimized by minimizing the 
number of segments. 
In order for the multi-objective optimization to be 
performed in the artificial evolutionary process, the 
system is being designed such that it will automatically 
compare and store the performance score of each 
individual according to the total number of segments. The 
individual information will be stored into the archive 
under two conditions: (a) if the fitness scores of the 
current evolved individual is higher than the previous 
stored individual with the same number of segments (b) if 
the individual with the particular total number of 
segments does not exist in the archive yet throughout the 
evolutionary process. Based on the archive created, it 
allows the system to identify the non-dominant solution 
and obtain the Pareto-optimal front solutions.  
In this work, the artificial evolutionary process is 
being conducted in the standard way where the parent 
solution will be replaced by the children with the better 
performance score for every generation run. The system 
will automatically update the information in the archive 
according to the condition stated previously after each 
generation run. After the whole artificial evolutionary 
process had been carried out, only then the multi-
objective optimization is being conducted on the 
individuals stored in the archive in order to obtain the 
Pareto-optimal front solutions. 
 
5. Simulation 
 
In this research, the artificial evolutionary process was 
carried out in virtual simulated environment using the 
Webots physics engine simulation software. The goal to 
be achieved by every evolved individual in the simulation 
is to progressively optimize on the morphology and 
controller such that it can move forward for the longest 
distance in straight line. 
There are two experiments conducted in this work to 
evolve for the multi-branching modular robot and snake-
like modular robot. All experiments are conducted with 
10 runs, each run consists of 100 generation. For each 
experiment run, a different initial population seeds of 10 
randomly created individuals will be used. 
For every individual run, a settling time of 1 second is 
provided for the robot to settle down in the simulation 
environment. Following by that, for every time step in the 
simulation, the performance score is compute based on 
the fitness function modelled shown in equation below, 
 
∑
=
−×=
runtime
t
coordinateaxisxorigincoordinateaxisxscoreFitness
0
)(cosθ     (5) 
Where, 
θ = angle deviate from origin 
 
 The angle deviated from origin is calculated based on 
the following equation, 
 
( )coordinateaxisxorigincoordinateaxisx coordinateaxiszorigincoordinateaxisz −−=atanθ      (6) 
 
In this work, the multi-branching modular robot is 
being limit to have maximum of 10 branching segments 
to be evolved in the simulation, while there is no 
constraint on the number of total segments to be evolved 
for the snake-like modular robot. This is because from 
preliminary test, it was found out that multi-branching 
modular robot with more than 10 branching segments are 
not feasible to be applied for locomotion as self-collision 
and overlapping might frequently occurred during the 
simulation. 
 
6. Results 
 
After all the experiments run is conducted on the 
multi-branching modular robot and snake-like modular 
robot, the fitness score of the overall best individual had 
been evolved though artificial evolutionary process for 
every experiment run is shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Overall best individual evolved with different 
total number segments among all experiment run. 
 
Seg. Fitness Score Multi-branching Snake-like 
2 684.811 1.286 
3 596.512 155.280 
4 446.865 270.658 
5 584.547 275.862 
6 274.518 289.093 
7 270.597 250.404 
8 269.715 367.508 
9 267.890 352.156 
10 451.858 474.110 
11  399.951 
12  315.721 
13  546.971 
14  427.311 
15  478.410 
16  611.983 
17  423.762 
18  463.787 
19  298.311 
20  288.941 
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From Table 1, it shows that heterogeneous modular 
robots with different segment number are able to be 
evolved throughout the artificial evolutionary process by 
using co-evolutionary algorithm and multi-objective 
optimization technique illustrated in this work. 
Surprisingly, based on the results obtained, it was 
realized that the multi-branching modular robot evolved 
with less number of segments end up to be the better 
individual to perform the forward moving behaviour. The 
performance score of the multi-branching modular robot 
gradually decreased when the segment number increased. 
However, the multi-branching modular robot has a 
sudden increase in performance score when it is 
constructed with 10 segments. From the results obtained, 
it shows that the multi-objective optimization is not 
viable to be implemented in the case of co-evolutionary 
process for the multi-branching modular robot. This is 
because the Pareto-front solutions are converging to a 
point where the multi-branching modular robot with 2 
segments turn up to be the dominating solution which it 
has dominated all other solutions in both objectives. 
By analysing the results obtained for the snake-like 
modular robot, it was realised that the snake-like modular 
robot evolved through the artificial evolutionary process 
is able to perform better by having higher number of 
segments. However, when the total number of segments 
of the snake-like modular robot increased until a certain 
extent, the fitness score will start to decrease eventually. 
This reveals that, although the snake-like modular robot 
is likely to perform better by having higher number of 
segments, it will cause adverse effect on the moving 
behaviour if excess number of segment is being used. 
Furthermore, it can also be observed that, even though 
the snake-like modular robot evolved with less segments 
number is having a lower performance score, it can still 
able to perform the forward moving behaviour if the 
morphology and controller are being optimized. 
By comparing the overall best individual evolved 
between the multi-branching modular robot and the 
snake-like modular robot, it can be found out that the 
multi-branching modular robot can outperform the snake-
like modular robot in the forward moving behaviour. The 
overall best individual had been evolved for multi-
branching modular robot is having fitness score of 684.82 
with 2 segments while the overall best individual evolved 
for snake-like modular robot is having fitness score of 
611.98 with 16 segments. 
 Since there is only a dominating solution being 
identify for multi-branching modular robot, there is no 
Pareto-optimal front solutions able to be obtained in that 
case. On the other hand, the Pareto-optimal front 
solutions obtained for the snake-like modular robot are 
shown in Table 2. Furthermore, based on Table 2, a graph 
is being plotted to present the Pareto-optimal front 
obtained for the snake-like modular robot which shown in 
Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
Table 2 Pareto-optimal front solutions obtained for 
snake-like modular robot. 
 
Total Segment Fitness Score 
2 1.286 
3 155.280 
4 270.658 
5 275.862 
6 289.093 
8 367.508 
10 474.110 
13 546.971 
16 611.983 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Pareto-optimal front obtained for snake-like 
modular robot. 
 
In order to analyse on the progression of the 
evolutionary process being carried out on the evolving 
snake-like modular robot population, the graph of the 
population fitness score for the 2nd experiment run for 
snake-like modular robot where the overall best 
individual had been evolved are being plotted and shown 
in Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Population fitness score for 2nd experiment 
run of the snake-like modular robot. 
 
From Fig. 4, it shows that the forward moving 
behaviour of the snake-like modular robot is able to be 
improved from generation to generation. The same 
observation can be obtained in multi-branching modular 
robot. This indicates that the hybridized GP and self-
adaptive DE co-evolutionary algorithm presented in this 
work is feasible to be implemented to co-evolve both the 
morphology and controller of the snake-like modular 
robot such that both the morphology and control system 
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is able to be optimized in order for the modular robot to 
acquire with forward moving behaviour. 
The screenshots of the simulation run of multi-
branching modular robots and snake-like modular robot 
are shown in Fig. 5. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 5.  Screenshot of simulation run of the evolved 
individuals for (a) multi-branching modular 
robot (b) snake-like modular robot. 
 It was found out that the multi-branching modular 
robot was evolved such that it has the capability to flip it 
body over to move forward. On the other hand, the snake-
like modular robot can perform the lateral undulation 
movement to propagate the whole body to move forward. 
4. Conclusion
In summary, promising results are shown for the 
implementation of a hybridized GP and self-adaptive DE 
for automatically designing and co-evolving both the 
controller and morphology of modular robots. With the 
GP tree-based structure uniquely designed for the 
modular robot morphology and ANN representation, it 
allows the controller and body structure co-evolving 
process to be carried out simultaneously. Interesting 
findings was obtained in this work by analysing on the 
evolved behaviour and morphology of the modular robot. 
With the implementation of the multi-objective 
optimization, the Pareto-optimal front solutions are also 
successfully be obtained by taking consideration of two 
objectives which are to maximize the moving behaviour 
of the modular robot and minimize its complexity.  
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Abstract–Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are 
robots able to perform tasks without human intervention 
(remote operators). Research and development of this 
class of vehicles are growing, due to the excellent 
characteristics of the AUVs to operate in different 
situations. Therefore, this study aims to analyze the drift 
force over different geometric configurations of an AUV 
hull, in order to reduce the drag force on the body. It is 
important to design an AUV with minimizing the drag 
forces acting on the hull to make AUV cruising smoothly. 
We also simulate the drift force for our X4-AUV 
ellipsoidal shape to compare the results with other hull 
shape.  
Keywords-Ellipsoid, AUV, Drift force, Slenderness ratio 
1. Introduction
An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle, or AUV, is 
defined as a robot which travels underwater without 
physical communication with the land and without the 
necessity of the human operator. The AUVs are included 
in the group of Unmanned Underwater Vehicles, better 
known as UUVs (see Figure 1). During the last years, 
several AUVs have been developed and researches in the 
area are becoming more frequent, due to the extremely 
favorable characteristics that these robots have, like the 
ability to operate autonomously in hostile environments, 
such as unexplored areas, enemy water territories (in 
wartime), contaminated or deep water areas, etc. All these 
features make the use of AUVs very interesting for 
military, scientific and industrial sectors. 
Most existing AUVs use batteries as an energy source 
for the propulsion system. The high value of drag force 
generated during the displacement of the robot increases 
the energy consumption of the system and therefore the 
AUV autonomy will be lowered, which is undesirable for 
any engineer. 
In order to design any AUV,the major design aspects 
that need to be considered are identifying hull design, 
propulsion, submerging and electric power. The most 
basic characteristic about an AUV is its size and shape. 
The basic shape of the AUV is the very first step in its 
design and everything else must work around it. The shape 
of the AUV determines its application, efficiency and 
range.  
Fig. 1.  Types of underwater vehicles 
There have been a wide variety of AUVs in size and 
shape such as spherical hull shape, torpedo and 
non-torpedo shape, streamlined shape etc. as shown in 
Figure 2 – 8 [1][2][3]. It is important to design an AUV 
with minimizing the drag forces acting on the hull to make 
AUV cruising smoothly. 
Fig. 2.  ODIN spherical hull shape. 
Fig. 3.  X4-AUV with spherical hull shape. 
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Fig.4.  Torpedo shaped AUV. 
Fig. 5.  Non-torpedo shaped AUV. 
Fig. 6.  Caption AUV with laminar flow body. 
Fig. 7.X4-AUV with an ellipsoidal body that mostly 
closes to a streamlined shape 
Fig. 8. Biomimetic robots Bass3 (left) and Pilot Fish 
  (right) 
2. Drift Force on Submerged Sphere
Spherical coordinates are used in the formulation of the 
drift forces of the sphere. The potential function is 
obtained in the spherical coordinates which is then 
differentiated to generate velocity components. The 
velocity squared term is further simplified and an 
integrand is obtained in terms of hyperbolic and 
trigonometric functions of ka, θ and μ. The graphs for the 
dimension less force are developed for different values of 
ka which can be used to calculate the second order drift 
forces for a rigid sphere [4]. 
Based on the derived drift force formula for a sphere in 
[4], we simulate the ODIN model where it was the first 
version of AUV that developed by using a sphere shape to 
get the drift force for this AUV by referring to the 
parameters in Table 1. 
Table 1 ODIN parameters [7]. 
Parameter Value & Description 
r 0.3 m radius of the vehicle 
m 125 kg mass of the vehicle 
g 9.8 m
s2
 acceleration of gravity 
lx 2
5
mr2kgm2 moment of inertia for a 
sphere 
zg 0.05 m vertical location of the CG 
ρ 1000 kg
m3
density of water 
Kp 0kgm2 hydrodynamic added moment 
of inertia 
The squared velocity results in the sphere submerged in 
water with different water depths have been calculated 
keeping the ratio of depth of submergence to the radius as 
constant parameter. The results showed (Figure 9) that as 
the water depth increases the mean drift force decreases. 
Also, drift force peaks for intermediate values of ka 
showing an almost similar trend as shown by hemisphere. 
The higher values of ka the force almost approaches to 
zero. Also, it is seen that as the sphere comes closer to the 
surface the drift force increases as can be seen from the 
plot. 
Fig. 9.  Drift force for ODIN. 
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3. Drift Force on Submerged Ellipsoid
Ellipsoid shape has three major axes to be considered as 
shown in Fig. 10. Nowadays, most of the AUV body 
design is based on torpedo or ellipsoidal shape.  
Fig. 10.  Ellipsoid geometry 
In order to prove and demonstrate the theory for the 
ellipsoid, an ellipsoid AUV model and its parameters as 
shown by Wang et al [5] will be implemented to the 
derived drift force formula for ellipsoid proposed in [4]. 
The formula implementations were derived based from the 
Wang et al AUV [5] length in the horizontal plane and 
longitudinal plane. The dimension value also considered 
where finally the ratio of value a, b, and c obtained. This 
ratio value can be applied to any types of ellipsoid body 
for obtaining the drift force. Based on Figure 11: 
• Horizontal plane: 1458.54 cm2. (πab/4) used to
obtain the minor axial length.
• Longitudinal plane: 9040cm2. (πac/4) used for
the vertical minor axial length.
• The maximum dimension=200, so assuming
a=200 and by equating the areas, value of b=92.
7cm and c=57. 56cm
• Ratio of a: b: c=1: 0.4635:0.2878. The maximum
value of a: b: c=1: 0.5:0.3.
Fig. 11.  AUV model as shown by Wang et al [5]. 
Based on the slenderness ratio given in [5], we simulate 
the model in [4] to calculate the drift force for our 
ellipsoidal X4-AUV as shown in Figure 12. 
Fig. 12.  X4-AUV ellipsoid version drift force 
(a:b:c = 0.99:0.19:0.199)  using Wang Model 
Then, to illustrate a real life example, an example of a 
fish's body (streamlined shape) is considered which is 
approximated as an ellipsoid. The drift forces acting over 
body of different fishes have been shown in the graph 
(Figure 14), which proves that slender body of a fish face 
very less load as compared to other structures. The fish's 
body has been assumed as an ellipsoid with the major axes 
a=0. 93L, b=0. 195L and c= 0.112L, where L is the overall 
length of the fish. This is a reasonable assumption for the 
dimension for dorsal = a, lateral = b, and head aspect = c, 
but less accurate with tail aspect of fish [4]. 
Fig. 13.  Length of fish. 
Fig. 14.  Drift force for fish 
The different fishes are considered for analyses with 
their respective overall lengths are given in Table 1 [4]. It 
can be concludedfrom the graph that the longest fish is 
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having a maximum force which is expected as the longest 
fish will have the maximum surface area for the same ratio 
of the axes. 
Table 1Geometrical approximation of different fishes 
Fish Length 
Cod 120 cm 
Haddock 60 cm 
Herring 30 cm 
Sprat 15 cm 
The drift force on ellipsoidal X4-AUV using the  
slenderness ratio for ellipsoid based on fish characteristic 
is shown in Figure 15. 
 
Fig. 15.  X4-AUV ellipsoid version using fish behavior 
drift force (a=0.93L, b=0.1995L, and 
c=0.112L). 
4. Discussion
 An AUV with spherical hull shape design facing with 
the drag forces against a stream are relatively higher than 
other AUVs. It is proven that AUV with ellipsoidal body 
that mostly closes to a streamlined shape can reduce the 
drag force on the body. In order to provide the minimum 
drag to the maximum volume AUV, the AUV were tended 
to be designed with the guide of slenderness ratio where 
the value of length divided by the diameter. The best ratio 
for the AUV body development were in the range of 5 to 8, 
mimicking in some respects naval torpedoes and aircraft 
drop tanks to provide the maximum volume for minimum 
drag. In the ellipsoid approach, the best slenderness ratio 
that needs to be followed is 5 where this will improve the 
performances and the efficiency to the fullest [4].Long and 
slender shapes are therefore better for frontal drag. The 
comparison of the slenderness ratio between models which 
discussed in this paper is shown in Table 2. 
From Figure 12 and Figure 15, we can see that the 
simulation on X4-AUV with an ellipsoidal shape which 
follow slenderness mimic to the fish give the lower drag 
force compared to the slenderness ratio proposed by the 
Wang where the calculation for the drift force based on the 
equivalent area method. 
Table 2  Slenderness ratio of AUV models. 
Model Slenderness ratio (l/d) 
ODIN 
(Sphere) 
30cm/30cm=1 
Wang et al 
AUV 
(Ellipse) 
200cm/92.7cm=2. 2 (major) 
200cm/57.56cm=3. 5 (minor) 
X4-AUV 
(Ellipsoid) 
100cm/20cm=5 
Conclusion 
Minimum drag is one of the important parameters of the 
AUV with respect to the shape and size. From this study, 
the streamlined shape of the AUV hull can reduce the drag 
force on the body. Therefore, it is important to know the 
best value for the slenderness ratio to enable the shape and 
size of the ellipsoid mimic to the biological fish which can 
give the minimum drag force. 
Future works 
 Based on this study, we will design and develop an 
X4-AUV with an ellipsoidal shape by choosing the 
appropriate slenderness ratio to get the streamlined body 
that close to the slenderness ratio of biomimetic ellipsoid 
(fish). 
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Abstract - Control of underactuated systems usually 
required nonlinear technique because it cannot be stabilize 
with usual smooth, time-invariant and state feedback 
controller. Thus, backstepping approach is considered for 
stabilize underactuated systems, which the system is 
stabilized according to Lyapunov stability theory. This 
paper reviews the backstepping control method toward 
underactuated system. 
Keywords - Underactuated systems, Backstepping, 
nonlinear control. 
1. Introduction
Underactuated systems refer to those systems with less 
number of control or inputs than numbers of degrees of 
freedom (DOFs). The “underactuation" property of 
underactuated systems is due to the following reasons; 
dynamics of the system, by design for reduction of the cost 
or some practical purposes, actuator failure, and imposed 
artificially to create complex low-order nonlinear systems 
for the purpose of gaining insight in control of high-order 
underactuated [1]. 
Underactuation arises out of the need to reduce cost and 
saving fuel by fewer actuators is used. The lighter and 
compact structure of system also gives an advantage in 
positioning and save space. It also increase the reliability 
of the system in case of failure; if  one actuators fails, other 
actuator can still achieve the objective of the system [2].  
Application of underactuated systems are plenteous in 
our life, for example in robotics and vehicles (e.g. 
Wheeled Mobile Robot (WMR), walking robots, the 
Acrobot, the Pendubot, Wheeled Inverted Pendulum 
(WIP), Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV), Vertical Take-Off 
and Landing (VTOL), helicopters, Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and surface vessel).  
Controlling underactuated systems has been in active 
research because it concern fundamentally nonlinear 
control problems which requires novel ideas and technique. 
The dynamics of underactuated systems may contain 
feedforward nonlinearities, non-minimum phase zero 
dynamics, nonholonomic constraints, and other properties 
that place this systems in nonlinear control research [3]. 
Nonlinear control is the area of control theory which deals 
with systems that are nonlinear, time-variant or both and 
backstepping method is one of the nonlinear control 
techniques that can be used to control underactuated 
systems. 
2. Control Problem for Underactuated Systems
Control inputs of underactuated systems are less than 
the number of the states to be controlled and arise often in 
nonholonomics systems with nonintegrable constrains. 
There are two types of nonholonomic constraints: one is 
the first-order classical nonholonomic constraints and the 
other is the second-order nonholonomic constraints. The 
first-order nonholonomic constraints are defined as 
constraints on the generalized coordinates and velocities. 
The second-order nonholonomic constraints are defined as 
those on the generalized coordinates, velocities, and 
accelerations [3]. Nonholonomic constraints arise in two 
kinds of situations: one is bodies in contact with each other 
which roll without slipping and the other is conservation of 
angular momentum in a multibody system [4]. The 
problem of stabilizing this systems is a big issue, as it has 
been proved by Brockett [5] that the nonholonomic control 
systems with restricted mobility cannot be stabilized to a 
desired configuration (equilibrium) using a smooth 
time-invariant state feedback law. Nonholonomic 
constraints arise in a number of ways and in various 
underactuated systems and applications such as WMR, 
Space robots, underwater vehicles and aerospace vehicles. 
Therefore, for underactuated nonholonomics system, 
nonlinear control method such as backstepping is used 
because the nonholonomic constrains are inherently 
nonlinear. 
3. Backstepping Method
3.1 Backstepping 
In the beginning of 1990s, a new approach called 
“backstepping” was developed by Krstic, Kokotovic and 
Kanellakopoulos [6] for stabilizing controls for a special 
class of nonlinear dynamical systems. Backstepping is a 
recursive Lyapunov-based scheme for the class of 
“strict-feedback” systems. In fact, when the controlled 
plant belongs to the class of systems transformable into the 
parametric strict-feedback form, this approach guarantees 
global or regional regulation and tracking properties. An 
important advantage of backstepping is that it has the 
flexibility to avoid cancellations of useful nonlinearities 
and achieve stabilization and tracking. Another advantage 
of the backstepping design method is that it provides a 
systematic procedure to design stabilizing controllers, 
following a step by step algorithm. 
  ISBN 978-967-0691-42-8 
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To give an idea about backstepping method, consider the 
following strict-feedback system: 
?̇?𝑥1 = 𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑥𝑥2 (1) 
?̇?𝑥2 = 𝑢𝑢 (2) 
where 
𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥2 are system states and 𝑢𝑢 is control input 
𝑥𝑥2 is considered as a virtual controller to 𝑥𝑥1 in Eq.(1). 
Eq. (1) rewrite as follows: 
?̇?𝑥1 = 𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑣𝑣 (3) 
Eq. (3) is a first order system with 𝑣𝑣 as a control input. 
Then, Lyapunov function is applied  
𝑉𝑉1 = 12 𝑥𝑥12 (4) 
Accordingly ?̇?𝑉1 is 
?̇?𝑉1 = 𝑥𝑥1?̇?𝑥1 = 𝑥𝑥1(𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑣𝑣) 
Let = −2𝑥𝑥1 , then ?̇?𝑉 becomes, 
?̇?𝑉1 = −𝑥𝑥12 < 0∀𝑥𝑥 ≠ 0 
It means that 𝑥𝑥1 decay exponentially asymptotically to the 
origin when (𝑥𝑥2 = 𝑣𝑣 = −2𝑥𝑥1). This is a first step in the 
design procedure. The second is by defining the following 
output. 
𝑧𝑧1 = 𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑣𝑣 = 𝑥𝑥2 + 2𝑥𝑥1 (5) 
Now Eq. (1) is rewritten with replacing 𝑥𝑥2 by the new state 
𝑧𝑧1 according to the transformation Eq. (5). Namely, 
𝑥𝑥2 = 𝑧𝑧1 − 2𝑥𝑥1 (6) 
Therefore Eq. (1) becomes: 
?̇?𝑥1 = −𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑧𝑧1 (7) 
Differentiate 𝑧𝑧1 in Eq. (5) with the transformation (Eq. (6)) 
to get, 
?̇?𝑧1 = ?̇?𝑥2 + 2?̇?𝑥1 = 𝑢𝑢 + 2(𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑥𝑥2)  = 𝑢𝑢 + 2(𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑧𝑧1 − 2𝑥𝑥1)   = 𝑢𝑢 + 2𝑧𝑧1 − 2𝑥𝑥1 
The next step is to write the total Lyapunov function as 
follows: 
𝑉𝑉 = 𝑉𝑉1 + 12 𝑧𝑧12 = 12 𝑥𝑥12 + 12 𝑧𝑧12 (8) 
Accordingly ?̇?𝑉 is, 
?̇?𝑉 = 𝑥𝑥1?̇?𝑥1 + 𝑧𝑧1?̇?𝑧1 = 𝑥𝑥1(−𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑧𝑧1) + 𝑧𝑧1(𝑢𝑢 + 2𝑧𝑧1 − 2𝑥𝑥1)   = −𝑥𝑥12 + 𝑥𝑥1𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑧𝑧1(𝑢𝑢 + 2𝑧𝑧1 − 2𝑥𝑥1)   = −𝑥𝑥12 + 𝑧𝑧1(𝑢𝑢 + 2𝑧𝑧1 − 𝑥𝑥1) 
If 
𝑢𝑢 = −3𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑥𝑥1 (9) 
Then ?̇?𝑉 becomes, 
?̇?𝑉 = −𝑥𝑥12 − 𝑧𝑧12 
?̇?𝑉 is negative definite and thus 𝑧𝑧1 and 𝑥𝑥1 regulated to the 
origin 𝑧𝑧1 = 𝑥𝑥1 = 0 asymptotically.  
Finally the control law which will regulate 𝑥𝑥1 and 𝑥𝑥2to the 
origin asymptotically via the backstepping design method 
is: 
𝑢𝑢 = −3(𝑥𝑥2 + 2𝑥𝑥1) + 𝑥𝑥1 = −5𝑥𝑥1 − 3𝑥𝑥2 (10) 
The backstepping approach determines how to stabilize 
the 𝑥𝑥2  subsystem using 𝑧𝑧1 and then proceeds with 
determining how to make the next state 𝑧𝑧2 drive 𝑧𝑧1 to 
control and stabilize  𝑥𝑥3  .Hence, the process "steps 
backward" from 𝑥𝑥 out of the strict-feedback form system 
until the ultimate control 𝑢𝑢 is designed. 
3.2 Lyapunov Theory 
Various types of stability may be discussed for the 
solutions of differential equations describing dynamical 
systems. The most important type is that concerning the 
stability of solutions near to a point of equilibrium and 
Lyapunov theory considered about it. Lyapunov theory is 
named after Aleksandr Lyapunov, a Russian 
mathematician. Lyapunov consider the modifications 
necessary in nonlinear systems to the linear theory of 
stability based on linearizing near a point of equilibrium. 
 Consider a time invariant system with state 𝑥𝑥  and 
dynamics ?̇?𝑥 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥). The stability of the system can be 
proved using Lyapunov. Lyapunov function V (𝑥𝑥) has to 
be positive definite in a region Γ near 𝑥𝑥 = 0. 
Examined ?̇?𝑉 
?̇?𝑉(𝑥𝑥) = 𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥)
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
= 𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥)
𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥
𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
= 𝛿𝛿𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥)
𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) (11) 
The Lyapunov theory states that: 
I. If ?̇?𝑉(𝑥𝑥) is negative semidefinite in the region Γ, then 
the solution is stable. 
II. If ?̇?𝑉(𝑥𝑥) is negative definite in the region Γ, then the
solution is asymptotically stable.
III. If ?̇?𝑉(𝑥𝑥) is positive definite and radially unbounded
for all 𝑥𝑥  and if ?̇?𝑉(𝑥𝑥) is negative definite for all 𝑥𝑥,
then the solution is globally asymptotically stable
where: 
• Positive definite if 𝑉𝑉(0) = 0 and 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) > 0 with 𝑥𝑥 ≠ 0.
• Positive semidefinite if 𝑉𝑉(0) = 0  and 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) > 0  with
𝑥𝑥 ≠ 0.
• Negative semidefinite if −𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) is positive semidefinite.
• Radially unbounded if 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) → ∞ as |𝑥𝑥| → ∞.
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4. Examples of Underactuated Systems Applied 
Backstepping Method  
 
Although backstepping theory has rather short history, 
numerous practical applications can be found in the 
literature. Thus fact indicates that a need for nonlinear 
design methodology handling a number of practical 
problems.In this section, we review some publication of 
underactuated systems applied backstepping method.  
 
4.1 Mobile Robots 
 
Obviously, mobile robots have a variety of applications 
and besides the relevance in applications, the problem of 
control mobile robot attracted many researchers. 
Generally mobile robot difficulty divided by three basic 
problems [7]; tracking reference trajectory, following a 
path, and point stabilization. In practical, most mobile 
robot can be transformed into chained form in order to 
make designing controller more easily. Recursive 
backstepping control schemes for chained forms of mobile 
robot have been studied by past researches [8,9]. 
A discontinuous time invariant controller with 
backstepping approach presented [9]. The dynamical 
model of a car-like is an example of underactuated systems 
with 5 DOF, 2 control inputs and 2 velocities constrains 
[9].  
Dynamics of car [9] written as: 
?̇?𝑥 = ?̇?𝜓𝑟𝑟 cos 𝜃𝜃 
?̇?𝑦 = ?̇?𝜓𝑟𝑟 sin 𝜃𝜃 
?̇?𝜃 = ?̇?𝜓 𝑟𝑟
ℓ
tan𝜃𝜃 
?̈?𝜓 = 𝜏𝜏1 
?̈?𝜙 = 𝜏𝜏1 
(12) 
where 𝑟𝑟 is the radius of the wheel. 
 
System in Eq. (12) have been transformed into chained 
form  
?̇?𝑥1 = 𝑣𝑣1 
?̇?𝑥2 = 𝑣𝑣2 
?̇?𝑥3 = 𝑥𝑥2𝑣𝑣1 
?̇?𝑥4 = 𝑥𝑥3𝑣𝑣1 (13) 
where (𝑥𝑥1 ⋯𝑥𝑥4)𝑇𝑇 ∈  ℜ4  are the states systems of the 
system and (𝑉𝑉1,𝑉𝑉2) ∈  ℜ2 are the control inputs. 
In order to apply backstepping approach, consider the 
following change of coordinates  𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖+1, 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤4.System in Eq. (13) becomes 
?̇?𝑧1 = 𝑧𝑧2𝑣𝑣1 
?̇?𝑧2 = 𝑧𝑧3𝑣𝑣1 
?̇?𝑧3 = 𝑣𝑣2 
?̇?𝑧4 = 𝑣𝑣1 (14) 
 
Let used state feedback 𝑣𝑣1 = −𝑘𝑘4𝑧𝑧4  , where 𝑘𝑘4 is a 
positive constant in order to guarantee the exponential 
convergence. 
 
 
 
 
 
?̇?𝑧1 = −𝑘𝑘4𝑧𝑧4𝑧𝑧2 
?̇?𝑧2 = −𝑘𝑘4𝑧𝑧4𝑧𝑧3 
?̇?𝑧3 = 𝑣𝑣2 
?̇?𝑧4 = −𝑘𝑘4𝑧𝑧4 (15) 
 
Now the problem consists of finding a control law 𝑣𝑣2, if 
the initial state belongs to the set  
Ω = ��𝑧𝑧1(0), 𝑧𝑧2(0), 𝑧𝑧3(0), 𝑧𝑧4(0)�𝑇𝑇 ∈  ℜ4/𝑧𝑧4(0) = 𝑥𝑥1(0) ≠ 0� .The 
whole state of the closed loop system remains bounded 
and converges exponentially to zero. The design 
procedure is done in 3 steps. 
 
A. Step 1 
Here,  𝑧𝑧2  is viewed as virtual control variable and 
Lyapunov function is considered 
𝑣𝑣1 = 12𝑘𝑘4 𝑧𝑧12 (16) 
Derivative is given by 
?̇?𝑉1 = −𝑧𝑧1𝑧𝑧2𝑧𝑧4 (17) 
 
Consider using the following virtual control 
𝜂𝜂1 = 𝑘𝑘1 𝑧𝑧1𝑧𝑧4 (18) 
where 𝑘𝑘1 is a positive constant and substitute 𝑧𝑧2 by 𝜂𝜂1.  
Eq. (18) become 
?̇?𝑉1 = −𝑘𝑘1𝑧𝑧12 
 
B. Step 2 and Step 3 
Designing procedure in step 1 finished. For Step 2 and 
Step 3, same procedures are taken with considering 
Lyapunov function and new variable 𝜀𝜀2  and 𝜀𝜀3 been 
discovered. 
Based on simulation results [9], we can conclude 
that (𝑧𝑧1, 𝜀𝜀2, 𝜀𝜀3)𝑇𝑇  is bounded and tends to zero when 𝛿𝛿 
approaches infinity. Therefore 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 → 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖−1, i=2, 3 when 
𝛿𝛿 → ∞.To guarantee the boundedness and the convergence 
to zero of (𝑧𝑧2, 𝑧𝑧3)𝑇𝑇, the boundedness and the convergence 
of (𝜂𝜂1, 𝜂𝜂2)𝑇𝑇 must zero. 
Since 𝜂𝜂1 = 𝑘𝑘1 𝑧𝑧1𝑧𝑧4 and 𝑧𝑧4  assumed to be different from 
zero, then  𝜂𝜂1 is bounded and converges to zero as 𝛿𝛿 →
∞ .On the other hand, 𝜂𝜂2 = −𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑘𝑘2𝜀𝜀2𝑧𝑧4  − 𝜂𝜂1𝑘𝑘2𝑧𝑧2, this 
function is bounded and converge to zero if ?̇?𝜂1 also 
bounded and converge to zero. ?̇?𝜂1 can be directly 
calculated as: 
 
?̇?𝜂1 = 𝑘𝑘1 ?̇?𝑧1𝑧𝑧4 − ?̇?𝑧4𝑧𝑧1𝑧𝑧42  (19) 
Finally, it conclude that if 𝑧𝑧4(0) = 𝑥𝑥1(0) ≠ 0 then 
I. The whole state remains in Ω since 𝑧𝑧4  and then 𝑥𝑥1 
decays to zero. 
II. The state trajectory of the closed loop system is 
bounded and converges to zero. 
Results [9] demonstrate the validity of proposed control, it 
smooth everywhere except at 𝑥𝑥1 = 0 .The discontinuity 
involved in the control not very restrictive since it occurs 
just for 𝑥𝑥1(0) = 0. 
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4.2 Quadrotor 
 
Quadrotor aerial robot is one of UAVs with highly 
nonlinear, multivariable, strongly coupled and it have 6 
DOF and 4 actuators [10] . A nonlinear control strategy 
implemented in order to stabilize quadrotor aerial robot at 
hover. The altitude of the quadrotor is stabilized using 
vertical force input 𝑢𝑢1 while rotational control using 
backstepping based PID which the inputs is 𝑢𝑢2,𝑢𝑢3,𝑢𝑢4 . For 
rotational control, backstepping based PID is 
implemented.The angles and time derivatives of rotational 
subsystem not depend on translation components but the 
translations depend on the angles. Rotational control keeps 
the 3D orientation of the quadrotor aerial robot to the 
desired value. Roll and pitch angles are usually forced to 
zero which permits hovering flight. The rotational 
controller task is to compensate the initial error, stabilize 
roll, pitch and yaw angles and maintain them at zero. 
Rotational  dynamics of quadrotor [10] written as: 
𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥?̈?𝜙 = ?̇?𝜃𝜓𝜓 ̇ �𝐽𝐽𝑦𝑦 − 𝐽𝐽𝑧𝑧� + 𝔩𝔩(𝑇𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑇2) + �(−1)𝑖𝑖+14
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − ℎ�𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖
4
𝑖𝑖=1
 (20) 
𝐽𝐽𝑦𝑦?̈?𝜃 = ?̇?𝜙𝜓𝜓 ̇ (𝐽𝐽𝑧𝑧 − 𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥) + 𝔩𝔩(𝑇𝑇3 − 𝑇𝑇1) + �(−1)𝑖𝑖+14
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 + ℎ�𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖4
𝑖𝑖=1
 (21) 
𝐽𝐽𝑧𝑧?̈?𝜓 =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ ?̇?𝜙𝜃𝜃 ̇ �𝐽𝐽𝑥𝑥 − 𝐽𝐽𝑦𝑦� + �(−1)𝑖𝑖4
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 +
�(𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥2 − 𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥4) + �𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦3 − 𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦1�� 𝔩𝔩⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 (22) 
where 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥 , 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦  and h (𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥), h �𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦�  represent rolling and 
drag moments due to forward and sideward flight 
respectively,(𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥2 − 𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥4) and �𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦3 − 𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦1� represent drag 
force unbalance in forward and sideward flight 
respectively. 
 
The roll tracking error be defined as 
ℯ = 𝜙𝜙 − 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑 (23) 
 
The first error in the backstepping design is 
𝑧𝑧1 = 𝐾𝐾1ℯ + 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑  ∫ ℯ𝑑𝑑𝛿𝛿  
where 𝐾𝐾1 and 𝐾𝐾2 are positive tuning parameters and ∫ ℯ𝑑𝑑𝛿𝛿 
represents integral of roll error. 
 
Lyapunov theorem is considered by using the Lyapunov 
function 𝑧𝑧1positive definite and time derivative negative 
semi definite  
𝑉𝑉1 = 12 𝑧𝑧12 
 
(24) 
Derivative is given by 
?̇?𝑉1 = 𝑧𝑧1?̇?𝑧1 = 𝑧𝑧1�𝐾𝐾1?̇?𝜙 − 𝐾𝐾1?̇?𝜙𝑑𝑑 + 𝐾𝐾2ℯ� 
 
(25) 
There is no control input in Eq. (25). Then, consider ?̇?𝜙 as 
virtual control. Then the desired virtual control (𝜙𝜙)𝑑𝑑  is 
defined as, (∅̇)𝑑𝑑 = ?̇?𝜙𝑑𝑑 − 𝐾𝐾2𝐾𝐾1 ℯ − 𝐶𝐶1𝑧𝑧1𝐾𝐾1  (26) 
where 𝐶𝐶1  is positive constant for increasing the 
convergence speed of the roll tracking loop. 
 
Here, the virtual control ?̇?𝜙  represents the roll rate of 
quadrotor and has its own error given by 
𝑧𝑧2 = ?̇?𝜙 − (?̇?𝜙)𝑑𝑑 = 1𝐾𝐾1 [?̇?𝑧1 + 𝑐𝑐1𝑧𝑧1] (27) 
Augmented Lyapunov function for second step is 
𝑉𝑉1 = 12 𝑧𝑧12 + 12 𝑧𝑧22 (28) 
 
Then, derivation of Eq. (28) is defined. After that, PID is 
applied into 𝑢𝑢2,𝑢𝑢3,𝑢𝑢4 as inputs for systems. 
Based on simulation results [10], the backstepping 
based PID controller effectively controls roll, pitch and 
yaw angles of quadrotor aerial robot in less 7 
seconds .This is a novel control strategy which the integral 
of the tracking error considered in the first step of 
backstepping procedure and applied to rotational 
subsystem of the quadrotor aerial robot . The results 
indicate effectiveness of the proposed control strategy for 
quadrotor aerial robot.   
 
4.3 Marine Vehicles 
 
Y. Han et.al [11] proposed control law of dynamic 
inversion combining with backstepping aiming at 
nonlinear planning force existing in supercavitating 
vehicle tail. Dynamic inverse control is applied as control 
inner-loop towards high speed underwater vehicles 
meanwhile backstepping is adopted as control out-loops in 
order to guarantee global stability of the system. 
Mathematical model of vehicles longitudinal model [11] 
written as:  
?̇?𝑧 = 𝑤𝑤 − 𝑉𝑉𝜃𝜃 
?̇?𝑤 = (𝐶𝐶1 − 𝐶𝐶2)(𝑀𝑀𝑉𝑉) 𝑤𝑤 + �𝐶𝐶1𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶 − 𝐶𝐶2𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓�(𝑀𝑀𝑉𝑉) 𝑞𝑞 + 𝐶𝐶1𝑀𝑀 𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒 + 𝐶𝐶2𝑀𝑀 𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐 + 
        𝑔𝑔 + 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
𝑀𝑀
𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 
?̇?𝜃 = 𝑞𝑞 
?̇?𝑞 = �−𝐶𝐶1𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶 + 𝐶𝐶2𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓�
�𝐼𝐼𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑉𝑉�
𝑤𝑤 + �−𝐶𝐶1𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐2 + 𝐶𝐶2𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓2�
�𝐼𝐼𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑉𝑉�
𝑞𝑞 −
𝐶𝐶1
𝐼𝐼𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒           − 𝐶𝐶2
𝐼𝐼𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐 −
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
𝐼𝐼𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 
(29) 
where : 
𝑉𝑉  is the velocity of body center , and assumed to be 
constant . 𝐿𝐿 is the vehicle length , 𝑤𝑤 is the vertical speed 
of body, 𝜃𝜃  is pitch angle and 𝑞𝑞  is pitch rate.  𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐  is a 
cavitator deflection angle and 𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒 is an elevator deflection 
angle. Considering the existence of planning force 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 
in vehicle tail.  
 
Define  ℯ𝑧𝑧 = 𝑍𝑍 − 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 ,𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍 = [ℯ𝑧𝑧 ℯ̇𝑧𝑧 ℯ̈𝑧𝑧] and 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑  is an 
order signal of vehicle depth , they can be written as 
 
�
𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧1  = ℯ𝑧𝑧
?̇?𝑋𝑧𝑧1 = ℯ̇𝑧𝑧 = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2
𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 = ℯ̈𝑧𝑧 = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧3 = ?̈?𝑧 − ?̈?𝑧𝑑𝑑 (30) 
 
The error variables is defined as  
 
�
𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1  = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧1  
𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2  = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 − 𝛼𝛼𝑧𝑧1�𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧1  � 
 
 
 
 
(31) 
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Derivation for 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧1is given by  
?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧1 = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 = −𝐶𝐶𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1 + 𝐶𝐶𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 (32) 
 
For  𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1 , defined Lyapunov function 𝑉𝑉𝑧𝑧1 = 12 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍12  and 
choose 𝛼𝛼𝑧𝑧1 = −𝐶𝐶𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1, therein C > 0, so  
�
?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧1 = −𝐶𝐶𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2
?̇?𝑉𝑧𝑧1 = −𝐶𝐶1𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍12 + 𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2 (33) 
?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧2 = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧3 − 𝛿𝛿𝛼𝛼𝑧𝑧1𝛿𝛿𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧1 ?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧1 = 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧3 + 𝐽𝐽𝑧𝑧2�𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1  ,𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2  � (34) 
 
For 𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1 and  𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2 , Lyapunov function is defined as 
𝑉𝑉𝑧𝑧2 = 12 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍12 + 12 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍22  , therefore 
?̇?𝑉𝑧𝑧2 = ?̇?𝑉𝑧𝑧1 + ?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧2𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2 = −𝐶𝐶1𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍22 + 𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2 + ?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧2𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2 (35) 
 
Then, choose ?̇?𝑍𝑧𝑧2 = −𝐶𝐶2𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧2 − 𝑍𝑍𝑧𝑧1  therein 𝐶𝐶2 > 0, so 
?̇?𝑉𝑧𝑧2 = −𝐶𝐶1𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍22 − −𝐶𝐶2𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍22 < 0 (36) 
 
Based on Lyapunov theory, Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) is 
gradually stable. Simulation results [11] show vehicle can 
track order signal quickly and vertical speed of vehicle, 
pitch angle, cavitator deflection angle, elevator deflection 
angle approach respective stable value after the body in 
stable state. Results indicate that dynamic inversion 
control based backstepping for underwater supercavitating 
vehicles longitudinal motion has favorable control and 
guarantee vehicles can move stable. 
 
4.4 Inverted Pendulum 
 
Obviously the rail cart type for WIP is a one 
dimensional control structure. The interesting and 
challenging problem is how to control a WIP which the 
cart is no longer on a guide rail. The dynamic 
characteristics of WIP are nonlinear and precise models 
are difficult to obtain. The adaptive output recurrent 
cerebellar model articulation control (AORCMAC) 
backstepping tracking control system has been proposed          
[12]. The AORCMAC used to mimic an ideal 
backstepping control, and the compensate controller is 
designed to recover the residual approximation error. 
From the simulation results, the tracking errors converge 
quickly, and the robust control characteristics of the 
proposed control scheme can be clearly observed under 
the condition of external disturbances and various 
reference trajectories. The AORCMAC backstepping 
system achieves a good control performance for the WIP 
system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
This paper reviews the backstepping control for 
underactuated systems. Obviously, backstepping control 
method effective in designing stabilized controller and 
achieved stabilization for underactuated systems. The key 
idea in backstepping is let certain states act as a ‘virtual 
control’ of others and the ability to avoid cancellations of 
useful nonlinearities and achieve stability and tracking. 
Based on examples given in section 4, all results indicate 
effectiveness of the backstepping control for 
underactuated systems although differential equations 
describing different dynamical systems. 
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Abstract – Nowadays researchers who focus on robotic 
vision technology are facing with greater challenges, 
where the 2D technology has many flaws in robot 
navigation. Using 3D technology, the robot is able to 
make a more detailed map navigation making it easier to 
carry out its mission. 3D image is obtained by using the 
method of fusion between the Hokuyo URG-04LX with 
6-DOF IMU consists of acceleration sensor and gyro 
sensor. IMU sensor outputs are the angle, speed, and 
position in 3D. However, only the value of the angle is 
used in this work. To eliminate noise in the sensors 
output, two types of filters are used; the gaussian filter 
used on the output 2D LRF, while the complementary 
filter is used on the output of the IMU sensor. The 
proposed systems has successfully generated a valid 3D 
image according to the indoor testing that has been done. 
 
Keywords – 3D image, Hokuyo URG-04LX, IMU sensor, 
filter. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Mapping is the most important part of the mission of a 
mobile robot to recognize the surrounding 
environment[1], thus autonomous robots capable of 
moving and finding ways to avoid obstacles[2]. Mobile 
robot navigation technology is now increasingly 
sophisticated, with applying techniques of 2D and 3D 
navigation. Many studies on the implementation of 2D 
navigation for SLAM (simultaneous localization and 
mapping) to determine the current position of the robot in 
an area that has not been recognized previously[3]. 
However, current robotic missions more complex, not 
only to avoid obstacles and to find a way but also able to 
measure the dimensions of each part of the surrounding 
which is used in the context of path planning information. 
There are many ways to get a 3D image[4] as the basis 
for the construction of a 3D map. Experiments that have 
been done in previous studies by using the 2D LRF and 
the 6-DOF IMU sensor[4][5][6][7]. IMU sensors provide 
3-axis angle information are used to construct a 3D image 
and a 3-axis position information to build a 3D map. 
This paper will discuss the methods of 3D image 
construction using the 2D LRF sensor Hokuyo URG-04lx 
and 6-DOF IMU sensor.  
  
 
 
 
2. System Description 
 
As mentioned before,  in this paper uses two types of 
sensors are used; 2D LRF sensors Hokuyo URG-04LX to 
measure distances [8] and 6-DOF IMU sensor MPU6050 
which is composed from 3-DOF acceleration sensor and 
3-DOF gyro sensor to measure angles [9]. Figure 1 shows 
a picture from the 2 sensors. 
(a) (b)  
Fig. 1.  (a) 2D LRF Hokuyo URG04LX (b) 6-DOF IMU 
sensor MPU6050 
Since the 2D LRF sensor only capable of scanning in 
horizontal direction, a tilt mechanism with DC servo 
motor is used to enable the laser sensor scanning in 
vertical direction for ±30⁰ range with 2⁰ resolution. 
Changes in the angle will be measured by the IMU 
sensors, and used as input to establish 3D projection. 
Angle values are acquired from the fusion process 
between acceleration sensor and gyro sensor, at once as 
complementary filters that will be discussed in the next 
section. Arduino system is used for IMU sensor data 
acquisition and control DC servo tilt. Figure 2 shows a 
diagram of the system used in this work. 
Tilt Servo
Hokuyo 
URG-04LX
Arduino 
Board
PWM
IMU sensor
MPU6050
I2C
3D Image Builder
USB0
USB1
 
Fig. 2. Block diagram represention of control flow 
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Fig. 3. Test Bed system for 3D space construction 
On the other hand, Figure 3 shows the test bed used for 
the acquisition of 3D image data. In this work, 
Operational mode of 2D LRF sensor Hokuyo URG-04LX 
adjusted in accordance with the default, namely: 
horizontal scanning 240⁰ with step 682 which gives the 
angular resolution 0.35⁰ per step[10].  
  
3. Geometry Invariant 
 
By default, the number of valid data of Hokuyo URG-
04LX are 682, start from 44th data to 725th data[10]. 2D 
projection of 682 data to form polar coordinates (r,θ), 
thus must be converted into 2D Cartesian coordinates 
(xn,yn) as shown by figure 4. 
X
Y
rn 
 
(xn,yn)
θ
 
Fig. 4. Polar to cartesian projection  
With the azimuth angle (θ) = step-n * 0.35⁰ respect to 
X axis. Equation (1) and (2) show convertion steps from 
polar into cartesian. 
 
Thus obtained 2 matrix which are shown by equation (3) 
and (4). 
X = [x0, x1, x2, ... , x681]              (3)  
Y = [y0, y1, y2, ... , y681]            (4) 
To construct a 3D image in addition to the X axis and 
Y axis, Z axis is needed. To obtain the value of Z, 
scanning depth is required for each measurement angle in 
the range ± 30⁰. Figure 5 shows the spherical polar 
coordinates are used for 3D projection.. 
φ
r n
θ
X
Y
Z
(xn,yn,zn)
 
Fig. 5. Polar Spherical to 3D cartesian projection 
Inclination angle (φ) obtained from IMU sensor and 
azimuth angle (θ) = step-n * 0.35⁰. Equation (5-7) show 
convertion steps from polar spherical into cartesian. 
 
Thus obtained 3 matrix shown by equation (8-10). 
X = [x0, x1, x2, ... , x681]            (8)  
Y = [y0, y1, y2, ... , y681]           (9) 
Z = [z0, z1, z2,  ... , z681]               (10) 
4. Data Filtering 
 
LRF and IMU sensor outputs could be disrupted by 
noise that are influenced by the factors of the instrument 
from inside and outside. thus the filters are used to 
remove the noises. This paper uses two types of filters. 
Complementary filter applied to the 2 outputs of the IMU 
sensor (Acceleration and gyro), while 1D gaussian filter 
is applied to the 2D LRF sensor output. 
 
4.1 Complementary Filter 
 
This filter uses the input of acceleration sensor and 
gyro sensor to obtain clean output of noise with 
complementary method. Acceleration sensor measure all 
forces not only from the gravity vector alone, and easily 
distracted even with small force. Data from the 
acceleration sensor only reliable on the long term and the 
most appropriate filter is a low pass filter to remove noise 
on acceleration sensor. Gyro sensor measure angular 
velocity and less affected by external force, but the drift 
will always produce the result that can not go to zero 
when the system returns to its original position. 
Complementary filter utilizes the advantages from the 
both sensors. On the short term, we use the data from the 
gyroscope, because it is very precise and not susceptible 
to external forces. On the long term, we use the data from 
the accelerometer, as it does not drift.  Figure 6 shows a 
basic diagram of complementary filter. 
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Low-Pass
Filter
High-Pass
Filter
Numeric
Integration
Angle
Accel
Gyro
Fig. 6. Basic diagram of complementary filter 
The diagram can be translated into mathematical 
equation as shown by equation 11. 
Time constant of the filter (τ) could be obtained based on 
equation 12. 
In this work, dt = 20mSec. Thus; 
This number as threshold value which is used to 
choose the between accelerometer and gyroscope 
function. If the value shorter than 0.98 sec, the gyroscope 
integration function is chosen and the noisy accelerations 
are filtered out. Otherwise, the accelerometer average 
function is given more weighting than the gyroscope. 
4.2 Gaussian Filter 
This filter is used to smooth the output of LRF sensor. 
In contrast to the  2D image smoothing method that uses 
a two-dimension gaussian filter, in this work used a one-
dimensional gaussian filter. In mathematics, the 1D 
gaussian filter is written as shown by equation 13. 
Where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution. The 
distribution is assumed to have a mean (µ) of 0.  
µ 1σ 2σ 3σ-1σ-2σ-3σ
34.1% 34.1%
13.6% 13.6%
2.1% 2.1%
0.1%0.1%
Fig. 7. Gaussian distribution function 
The Standard deviation of the Gaussian function gives 
an important role in its action. The values located 
between +/- 1σ from the mean (red) account for 68% of 
the set, while +/- 2σ from the mean (red and green) 
account for 95%, and +/- 3σ from the mean (red, green 
and blue) account for 99.7%. Figure 7 shows gaussian 
distribution function. 
5. Experimental Results
5.1 2D Polar to Cartesian 
 Output of LRF sensors Hokuyo URG-04LX in the 
form of a 2D polar coordinate converted into 2D 
Cartesian coordinate using equation 1 and 2. Figure 8 
shows the experimental results of 2D data acquisition. 
(a) 
(b)                                         (c) 
Fig. 8. (a) Obstacle pose (b) Polar plot (c) Cartesian plot 
5.2 Output Smoothing of LRF Sensor 
Noises at the output of LRF sensor are difficult to 
avoid and it is strongly influenced by the surfaces 
characteristic from the observed object, such as color and 
reflectivity of the light [11][12]. So it requires process of 
smoothing for the output of the LRF sensor. Gaussian 
filter is used in this work. Equation 13 shows the 
mathematical functions from the 1D gaussian filter. 
Figure 9 shows the results of filtering using 1D gaussian 
filter for the value of σ = 3 and 7. 
Fig. 9. 1D gaussian smoothing filter comparison 
Based on the figure 9, with the value of sigma = 7 has 
provided a better filter output when compared with the 
value of sigma = 3. This is indicated by the number of 
ripples that occur throughout the measurement data. 
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5.3 Construct 3D Image 
 
After filtering the output of the LRF sensor using 1D 
gaussian filter, the next step is building a 3D image based 
on the equation 5,6,7 from the several point of the angle 
of inclination (φ) which is read by the IMU sensor. 
Figure 10 shows the 3D image which successfully 
constructed. 
 
(a)                                      (b) 
 
(c)                                     (d) 
Fig. 10. 3D image build (a) No obstacle – prior filtering 
(b) No obstacle – post filtering (c) With obstacle – prior 
filtering (d) With obstacle – post filtering 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
This paper presents a method of 3D image acquisition 
using 2D LRF sensor Hokuyo URG-04LX sensor with tilt 
servo mechanism which obtain correction tilt angle from 
the IMU sensor MPU6050. Filtering process was carried 
out to eliminate noise (smoothing), both from outputs of 
the IMU sensors and LRF sensor. Complementary filter 
does not much discussed in this paper and specifically 
discussed in another paper. In this work, LRF sensor 
output smoothed using a 1D gaussian filter. Based on the 
results of trials in 1D gaussian filter, better results are 
obtained with a value of σ = 7. Further research, 
developed a 3D SLAM with Kalman prediction to 
produce a better 3D map, and develop an object 
segmentation method which is used in the robot path 
planning. 
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Abstract - The attempt of this simulation study was to test 
the capability of the Virtual Manipulator (VM) ideas as 
originally proposed by Vafa and Dubowsky, (1987, 1988, 
1990). It has been observed that the fixed-base manipulator’s 
dynamic formulations are not suitable for the space 
manipulator consideration. The dynamic problems of the 
space manipulator requires a unique solution to be 
undertaken. The dynamic formulations for these systems are 
complex. Several simulation tests has been performed over 
the free-floating space robotics system, whereby the 
spacecraft’s angular velocity was fixed. The most beneficial 
knowledge of this simulation test was the total understanding 
of the dynamic behavior of space-robotic systems that 
comprises of space manipulator and the space platform. It 
appears that the proposed Virtual Manipulator concepts had 
further enhanced the understanding of space manipulator 
systems. 
 
Keywords – Space Robotics, Dynamics, Virtual Manipulator, 
free-floating robot. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
 The control of space manipulators poses planning and 
control problems that are not found in terrestrial fixed-base 
manipulators due to the dynamic coupling of space 
manipulators and its spacecraft. There have been several 
control techniques that has been proposed by previous 
researchers, which can be subdivided into three categories. 
In the first category, the spacecraft position and attitude are 
controlled by reaction jets to compensate for any 
manipulator dynamics forces exerted on the spacecraft. In 
this case, the control laws for earth-bound manipulators can 
be used. However, the utility of such systems can be limited. 
This is because the manipulator’s motions can both saturate 
the reaction jet system and consume relatively large amount 
of attitude control flue, limiting the usefulness of the system 
[1]. In the second category, the spacecraft attitude is 
controlled, using reaction wheels or attitude control jets in a 
non translation manner [2][3]. The control problem of these 
systems can be simplified using the Virtual Manipulator (MV) 
technique [3][4][5][6]. The third proposed category 
assumes a free-floating system in order to conserve 
fuel or electrical power [7][6]. Such a system permits 
the spacecraft to move freely in response to 
manipulator motions. This mode becomes feasible 
when no external forces and torques act on the system, 
and when its total momentum is negligible, since the 
spacecraft’s attitude control system does not operate 
during this mode of space manipulation. In practice, 
momentum dump maneuvers would be employed to 
remove any momentum that may accumulate [8]. In 
this light, two identification methods for space robots 
can be used. In the first method the space robot 
manipulators can be considered on an initially fixed 
base. The dynamic parameters of these space robots 
can be determined from the relations between motions 
of a manipulator and applied joint forces and/or 
torques. In the second method, a novel identification 
method for space robots can be proposed which can 
freely move in both translational and rotational 
directions. This method is based upon the conservation 
laws of linear and angular momentum of a space robot. 
In a free-flying space manipulator system, and during 
the activity of its manipulator, the position and attitude 
of the system's spacecraft is controlled actively by 
reaction jets. The free-floating space robotic system is 
one in which the spacecraft's position and attitude are 
not actively controlled during manipulator activity to 
conserve attitude control fuel.   
 
 In cases  where there are external forces and 
torques acting on the system, such as forces caused by 
reaction jets or by contact with external object the VB 
(Virtual Base) will accelerate and change its position 
in inertial space. The VB accelerations are 
proportional to the external forces on the 
manipulator/spacecraft. The forces and  torques will 
also rotate the system about the center of mass. The 
systems considered are assumed to be free-floating, 
and hence the virtual manipulator base will be a VG 
(Virtual Ground) shown in Fig 1. 
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2. Dynamic of Base-Fixed Manipulators 
 
 Kinematic and kinetic (dynamic) characteristics of a 
manipulator will have a major influence on the base-fixed 
manipulator operation. The physical and geometric 
parameters such as masses, moments of inertia and link 
dimensions are used to identify the dynamics parameters of a 
base-fixed robot. The equation of motion of free-floating 
systems with no external forces or moments can be 
formulated as follows: 
 
( )( ) ( )qqhqqM  ,+=τ                               (1) 
 
where ( )( )qqM  is the inertia matrix and ( )qqh , is the 
centrifugal and Coriolis term. 
 
 The dynamic analysis of a base-fixed manipulator 
can be achieved by considering a satellite base fixed on an 
inertial foundation with two links of the manipulator moving 
in a plane. The first and second joint angles are denoted as 
T
nqqq ),..( 1= and its corresponding joint torques as 
T
n ),..( 1 τττ = . The superscript T indicates the transpose of a 
vector. Again by adding the joint frictional resistant torque 
the dynamic equations of motion of the manipulator can be 
re-described as follows: 
 
τ=++ ffqqhqqM ),()(                 (2) 
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is the standard inertial matrix of the manipulator. The vector 
),( qqh  represents the centrifugal and Coriolis' forces, and 
that is: 
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is the joint frictional resistant torque defined 
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The first term of the right hand side of the equation denotes 
viscous damping torques and the second term the Coulomb 
damping torques cmmm  and  , 2211 which  are the dynamic 
parameters of the manipulator. Note that the 1,,1 .. cvnv fff and 
cnf..  are the frictional parameters. 
  
 In the analysis, the base reactions of a space 
manipulator are directly transmitted to the supporting 
structure, which is generally part of the space vehicle 
or space station. These base reaction forces are in fact 
disturbance that can have significant adverse effects 
on the control and performance of the space robot. 
Clearly, it is not trivial to take into account the 
reaction force on the space structure in the associated 
control schemes. Furthermore, since the coupling 
between the manipulator and the space structure is 
dynamic in nature, the performance of the manipulator 
will also be affected by these dynamic interactions. It 
follows that, ideally, one would desire zero base 
reactions for robot manipulators used in space 
applications. 
 
3. Dynamic of Free-Floating Space Robots 
  
 Consider a platform/manipulator system as 
shown in Fig 1. Suppose there are no external forces 
acting on the system, the system Center of Mass (CM) 
does not accelerate, and the system linear momentum 
is constant, i.e., 0
0 =cmr . With the further 
assumption of zero initial momentum, the system CM 
remains fixed in inertial space, and can be taken as the 
origin of a fixed frame of reference. 
 
Fig 1.  The VM concept for the space robot. 
 
     The spacecraft’s initial position and orientation in 
body fixed axes are 
T
b zyx ],,[=X , and 
T
bR ],,[ ψθφ= , 
respectively. The manipulator joint angles are 
T
nqqqq ],...,,[ 21= . Infinitesimal changes in the 
spacecraft’s attitude measured with respect to its body-
fixed axes, bδ , can be expressed as a function of 
infinitesimal manipulator joint motions, qδ , as 
qqb δδ )(G= , where G is a 3 by N disturbance 
sensitivity matrix (Vafa and Dubowsky, 1990). The 
vector bδ is defined as the instantaneous disturbance. 
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Fig 2. Satellite platform and the manipulator arm. 
 
 The end-effector inertial linear and angular velocities, 
Er , and, Eω are functions of the joint rates q and of the 
spacecraft angular velocity, 0
0ω , as, 
 
qJr TEE 
*],[ =ω                 (6) 
 The conservation of angular momentum is, 
qDD q
o

010
0   
−=−ω
                (7) 
where D0 is the 3 by 3 system inertia matrix with respect to 
the system CM, and as such it is a positive definite 
symmetric matrix. The qD
0
is a 3 by N matrix. The matrices 
D0 and qD
0
are the functions of the configuration q. The 
inverse of D0 always exist because the system inertia matrix 
is positive definite. Equation (7) can be used to express 0ω
o
, 
from 
 
TT
E
T
EE rvJv ],[ ω==
+
                (8) 
 
 
where Ev is the end-effector velocity and 
+J is the 6 by N+6 
non-square matrices, even when N=6. Again, 0ω
o
is a 
function of  q , which can be used to derive a free-floating 
system’s Jacobian 
*J , defined by, 
 
qJr TEE 
*],[ =ω                 (9) 
where 
*J is a 6xN matrix given by, 
 
)())(),((diag),( *000
* qJTTqJ sss θθθ =           (10) 
Since Eq. (6) was used in constructing 
*J , this Jacobian 
depends not only on the kinematic properties of the system, 
but also on configuration dependent inertias. Therefore, the 
singular configuration for a free-floating system, i.e., 
ones in which 
*0J has rank less than six, are not the 
same to the ones for fixed based systems, as they 
depend on the mass distribution. 
 
 The equations of motion for a free-floating 
system can be found either using a Lagrangian 
approach or by setting all external forces and moments 
equal to zero. The resulting equation becomes, 
 
( )( ) ( )qqhqqM  ,+=τ                             (11) 
 
where q
T
qq DDDDqqM
01000      ))(( −≡ is the reduced system 
inertia matrix, and ( )qqh , contains the non-linear 
centrifugal and Coriolis terms. The vector τ is the 
manipulator joint force/torque vector 
T
N ],....,,[ 11 τττ . 
Therefore, ))(( qqM  is the N x N positive definite 
symmetric inertia matrix, which depends on q and the 
system mass properties, as defined in Eq. (3). 
 
 
4.  Simulation Results    
 
 A simulation study was conducted by 
considering the Puma 560 robot structure shown in 
Table 1. The VM to an arbitrary point on the real 
manipulator body, and  end-effector VM coincide with 
the real manipulator end-effector. These VM 
constructions enable the dynamic motions of a space 
manipulator system to be described by the motions of 
its Virtual Manipulator representation that has its base 
at the VG. 
 
Table 1. The Puma 560 robot’s parameter. 
 
      
The systems Jacobian can be calculated from the Eq. 
(9) as, 
qJzyx
dt
drx TE 
*],,[ ===
            (12) 
where, 
T
E zyxrx ],,[== and 
Tqqqqqqq ],,,,,[ 654321= . 
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Thus the 
*J is,   
                           (13) 
The transformation matrices iT
0
are found according to, 
 
)(Rot)(Rot   ... ...  )(Rot
)(Rot)(Rot)(Rot
)(Rot)(Rot
)(Rot
6516
0
3213
0
212
0
11
0
qqqT
qqqT
qqT
qT
=
=
=
=
            (14) 
 
Finally the system Jacobian 
*J is, 








+−
+−
≡
=
−
−
22
0010
12
0010
11
0
*0
00
*0
  
  
)(),(Diag)(
JDD
JDDJ
qJTTqJ
q
q
            (15) 
where j
D0
are the inertia matrices corresponding to the 
scalars ij
d0
for the planar robot. Thus, the matrices can be 
given by, 
].....[
...
)6,5...1,0(            
6521
0
6510
6
0
00
DDDDD
DDDDDD
jdDD
q
i
ijjj
++++=
++++=≡
==≡ ∑
=
      (16) 
 
Finally, from the above Eqs. (13-16), the system Jacobian 
*J is assembled. 
 
 To demonstrate this space robot dynamic algorithm, 
the manipulator end-point is commanded to reach the work-
space point (200cm, 340cm, 100cm) starting from the initial 
location of (100cm, 300cm, 300cm) with initial attitude of 
joint angles. A constant spacecraft angular velocity was 
considered at the rate of 100 cm/sec. The simulated control 
algorithm calculates the end-effector inertial position and 
velocity, x and x , by using the control law, 
})({ des
* xKxxKJ dp
T
−−=τ
            (17) 
where, x represents the Cartesian location of the end-effector, 
and, desx is the inertial desired point location. The gain 
matrices pK and dK are diagonal. Note that this algorithm 
will specify the desired end-effector location. The path of the 
end-effector to the desired location is not specified in 
advance. If the control gains are large enough, then the 
motion of the end-point will be a straight line. The torque 
vector τ is nonzero until the )( des xx − and x are 
zero with the vector in the brackets of Eq. (17) being 
in the null space of 
TJ * . In this space robot dynamic 
simulations test the control gain matrices used are  
)5,5,5,25,25,25(Diag=pK  and  
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Fig 3. The force/torque profile of joint 1. 
 
 
 
Joint # 2
 
Fig 4. The force/torque profile for joint 2. 
 
 
 
Joint # 3
 
Fig 5. The force/torque profile of  joint 3. 
 
Joint # 4
 
Fig 6. The force/torque profile of joint 4 
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 Joint # 5
 
Fig 7. The force/torque profile of  joint 5. 
. 
Joint # 6
 
Fig 8. The force/torque profile of  joint 6. 
  
The initial joint position of the space manipulator was 
)0,0,0,90,90,0( 000000 − , which reaches the commanded 
position with the following configuration of 
)25,45,50,15,30,10( 000000 −−− . The control gain 
matrices parameters p
K
and dK has significant effects on 
the final force/torque value. The space manipulator’s system 
Jacobian was calculated with consideration of the spacecraft 
angular velocity. 
 
 A 3D simulation environment has been developed, 
where the initial and final position of the space robot has 
been shown. For this visual simulation purpose a 3-DOF 
manipulator with base attached to a large platform was 
considered. The simulated system parameter values are 
shown in Table 2. The mass of the manipulator is less than 
10% of the total system mass. The equations describing the 
system are derived using Mathematica. The moment of 
inertia considered for the link one is much more than the link 
2 and 3. The link one is body attach joint with the space 
platform and links 2 and 3 are the robot joints in the zero 
gravity environment. 
 
Table 2. The robot parameter values. 
Link Mass 
(m kg) 
Moment of 
Inertia (I) kgm2 
Length of link 
(d) cm 
1 30 5 0 
2 1.5 2.5x10-2 60 
3 1.3 2.5x10-3 175 
 
 For simulation purposes the initial and final 
configurations are chosen as follows. Figure 9 show the 
starting from the initial configuration at the top left, desired 
final configuration (as shown the joint angle values) was 
achieved as shown in the bottom right snapshot. 
 
 
 
Fig 9. Snapshots of 3D simulation 
 
 
 This simulation indicates that the space 
platform's attitude of such space robotic system 
depends upon the motion of the manipulator. The 
means the attitude control of a space manipulator can 
only be possible through internal motion of the space 
manipulator. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
 The attempt of this simulation study was to test 
the capability of the Virtual Manipulator (VM) ideas 
as originally proposed by Vafa and Dubowsky, (1988, 
1987, 1990). It was observed that the base-fixed 
manipulator’s dynamic formulations are not suitable 
for the space manipulator consideration. The dynamic 
problems of the space manipulator requires a unique 
solution to be undertaken. The dynamic formulations 
for these systems are complex. Several simulation 
tests were performed over the free-floating space 
robotics system, whereby the spacecraft’s angular 
velocity was fixed. The most beneficial knowledge of 
this simulation test was the total understanding of the 
dynamic behavior of these systems. It appears that the 
proposed Virtual Manipulator concepts had further 
enhanced the understanding of space manipulator 
systems.   
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